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AB3T?cCT
The authenticity of parts of the novel —  a question 
which has never been settled —  is here decided by means 
of a close textual study, a description is given from 
personal observation of the early editions of the Chin 
i- * ing kei, several of which, accessible only in China or 
Japan, have not been described before. Ey criteria of 
internal consistency, narrative as well as linguistic, it 
is shown that the text of Chapters 53 to 57 > unlike their 
headings, did not belong to the original work. This 
conclusion also makes it possible to decide how the xrouos 
of early editions are related.
Prom an examination of the early references to the 
novel, new light is cast on the date of its composition., 
as well as on the transmission of its manuscripts. The 
successful dating of a letter by the poet Yd.an Hung-tao
proves that the novel was already in existence in 
1596. This letter, together with other references, indicat 
that two kinds of manuscript were in circulation from 1536 
one half-complete, the other virtually complete. Prom the 
second, all our extant editions ultimately derive.
Only a few of the sources of the novel have hitherto 
been described, and then usually without any attempt at 
evaluation. ^ collective study is made here of the sources 
including many which are pointed out for the first time. 
Dach is described and assessed for its bearing on the novo 
It is shown that certain works, especially drama, song, 
and shuo-chf anr literature, assume great importance,
and have a hitherto unrecognised influence on the Chin ^ 1i 
kei.
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INTRODUCTION
When I .first came to consider the Chin p ’ ing Mei as 
a subject for research, it is true to say that none of the 
three topics dealt with in this thesis was present in my 
mind. Each of them has since that time impressed itself 
upon me as being an essential part of the study of the 
novel.
The first topic is the composition of the Chin r 1 in, 
Mei —  an attempt to find out how much we have of the 
original work. In the case of a work which was most probat1 
the product of a single writer’s imagination, such an 
attempt scarcely needs to be justified. The methods, 
however, by which this question is dealt with, may call for 
,a word of explanation. No amount of external reference 
could have proved the authenticity, or lack of it, of 
certain parts of the novel; the only way was by close 
textual study. (This probably explains why the authenticity 
of some chapters of the novel has been taken on trust up 
to the present day.) Unfortunately, a study of this kind 
does not make interesting reading; the only excuse I can 
offer is that if, as I hope, the study is thorough enough, 
it may settle the question once and for all.
The second topic arises out of the first, /non I came 
to compare the results of textual study with the available 
references, I found that many of the references had never
been adequately used, and that it was possible to throw 
new light on the date of composition, as well as on the 
varieties and the transmission of the early manuscripts.
A study of the sources is a useful, if sometimes tedio 
part of the consideration of any great work. There are 
several reasons why, in the case of the Chin p 1ing Lei, it 
can be especially illuminating. It is true that there is 
such an astonishing variety of sources used that they form 
one of the novel's outstanding characteristics. But the 
main importance of the sources probably lies elsewhere: the 
are a part —  but the most reliable part —  of the evidence 
which we must consider in trying to see the Chin P'ing ^ei 
in the context of sixteenth-century literature. «ve shall 
inevitably make mistakes if we try to see the novel as the 
product of its time, while ignoring the deep cultural, 
stylistic and regional differences which divide its 
literature; by confining our attention, at least to begin 
with, to those works and kinds of works which the author 
of the Chin p ' in.g Hei has seen fit actually to incorporate 
in his novel, we shall have a much sounder basis for 
generalisation, a further asx^ ect of the study of the source 
is that it enables us, by examining the purposes to which 
the author has turned them, to deduce a few facts about 
his methods as a novelist and the themes which he wished to 
stress. In Part Three of this thesis a tentative beginning 
is therefore made in the study of the sources. I hope that
even if not all of the conclusions are acceptable, at leasi 
the enumeration of the sources themselves, many of which 
are here pointed out for the first time, will be found 
useful.
The romanization used is that of the tfade-Giles systei 
Characters are normally given on the first occurrence of 
a name or title.
The usual reservations must be made about equating 
dates with the years of the Chinese calendar.
The lunar months are denoted by the use of the ordinal 
('the first month').
Chapter, chflan and page references given in the text 
or in notes refer, unless the edition is also specified, 
to the editions described in the Bibliography.
PART ORE: THE COMPOSITION OF THE CHIN P'ING- MEI.
The step which is a prelude to almost any serious 
critical study of the Chin P f ing Mei is to establish how 
much we possess of what the author wrote. This subject, 
dealt with mainly by means of a study of the text, occupie 
Part One of this thesis.
"What the author wrote” is ambiguous in the case of 
the Chin P'ing Kei, for it is well known that the author 
incorporated parts of earlier works in his novel, study 
of such "sources” is the concern of Part Three; here we 
shall merely attempt to find out how much we have of the 
novel as it left the author's hand.
Chapter One: The Principal Texts and their Relationship.
The first edition of the Chin P*ing Mei of which we 
have record was published in 1610. It no longer exists.
The earliest edition now in existence was published, at 
the earliest, in 1617. Between that date and the end of the 
seventeenth century, copies of twelve other editions and 
one manuscript survive. There are other editions, which 
are no longer in existence, but which are referred to in 
contemporary writings. The existence of still more editions 
can be deduced from a comparison of existing ones. 
Altogether, having regard to the reputation of the Chin 
P*ing Mei. it is likely that the extant editions form 
only a small part of those published during the century.
Among the extant editions, three systems can easily 
be distinguished. Differing designations have been given
4
them by Sun K fai-ti ^ and Nagasawa Kikuya ^  ^  \
Since we shall have frequent occasion in the following 
notes to refer to these systems, we shall name them simply 
A, B, and C.
The first edition of none of these systems is in 
existence. This fact, together with the high mortality-rat* 
among the editions of the novel, has made it difficult to 
determine, especially among the B editions, the precise 
relationship of one edition to another.
The location of the various editions has presented a
further difficulty. Of the fourteen editions referred to, 
only two are fairly generally accessible. Of the other 
twelve, there are eight in China, and four in Japan. A 
third of them have never been described before, and the 
others only in inadequate detail. I have had the great 
good fortune to be able to examine as many as ten of these 
editions, more perhaps than any other person. Even so, the 
are still two editions I have not managed to see; in those 
cases I have had to depend on the too brief accounts 
given by other people.
although the editions are here presented as a biblio­
graphy, they are all —  with the above reservation —  
freshly described from a first-hand examination. The 
details given of each edition are intended to s^port the 
division into systems and groups. Some of them, according! 
will appear arbitrary; their sole recommendation is that 
they help to differentiate one kind of edition from 
another. To find such details was the only course short o: 
embarking on large-scale collation of the B editions, 
a herculean task of little value. Furthermore, not all of 
the features by which editions are customarily described 
X-)roved to be of significance; measurements, for example, 
will serve to differentia'te editions, but not kinds of 
editions, which was my chief concern.
The grounds for the division into systems are 
primarily textual. There are, for example, major textual 
differences between the and B systems in some half-doze: 
chapters, and countless minor ones throughout the novel. 
The division between the B and C editions, however, is
dependent mainly on such things as prefaces, illustration
and notes. These various differences will be given in 
detail in Chapter Two; in this chapter \-X shall attempt 
merely to describe the texts of the three systems (all the 
texts of A and B, but only the earliest C text), and to show 
so far as possible, how each text differs from the others in 
its system.
The A editions.
(Designated by Sun K'ai-ti as Chin P'ing Mei tz'u-hua
, and by Nagasawa Kikuya as 'the tz'u-hua 
editions ^  •')
There are three of these editions. In what is their 
probable order of publication, they are:-
A.l A blockprint edition. (All the editions described
below are blockprint editions, unless otherwise state* 
Loaation. This edition formed part of the Rare Book 
Collection of the Peking National Library. It was 
removed to the United States together with other worki 
of that collection.
This copy, a virtually complete one, was discove: 
in Shansi in 1932, and was bought by the Peking
National Library. In 1933 a photolithographic reprint
/.
was issued to subscribers in 100 copies. Later other 
reprints were made, the most recent of which was by 
the Wen-hsfteh ku-chi ch'u-pan-she ^  H  ft fa $±
in 1957.
The original had no illustrations, but in the
1933 reprint, and in all subsequent photographic 
reprints, the illustrations of edition B.l (below) 
have been reproduced.
The original lacked two leaves, Ch.52 pp.7a-8b. 
In photographic reprints after the first one in 1933 * 
these leaves have been supplemented from the 
corresponding text in edition B.2 (below).
This edition has been reprinted, with expurgatio]
in a number of modern editions.
Extent♦ Complete, except for Ch.52 pp.7a-8b (see abo-
Prefaces. There are three prefaces.
(1) Entitled Chin P'ing Mei hstl £  ^  
and signed Hsin-hsin tzu FfK Jrfl 4-
(2) Entitled merely £a ££ 'colophon', and signed 
Nien Kung ^ A
(3) Entitled Chin P'ing Mei hsti, and signed 
Nung-chu K'e ^  ^  of Tung Wu $  ^  (ie.
Soochow). Dated 1617*
Prefatory tz'u. There are eight tz'u "tf , entitled 
Hsin-k'e Chin P'inp; Mei tz'u-hua $r M it 
which are prefaced to the novel as a whole. The first 
four, which concern the pleasures of the recluse's 
life, are introduced by the phrase tz'u ytleh \z) 
'the tz'u runs...'. The second four are given the 
title of ssu—t'an tz'u i? ^ i&) 'four tz 'u on the sin 
of greed.' They are, respectively, Drunkenness, Lust,
<n.var ice, and «7r ath.
Table of Contents. entitled Hsin-k’e Chin P ’in;$ nei
1 1 1 ■ n ■»■■.■— i — — — — — — — — — — — — —  ... rn^admmmmmm— — —
t a ’ u-h.ua.
Division. 10 cMan, 100 chapters (hui 0 ) . The
division into chiian and chapters, as with the edition
described below, is a concurrent one.
Lineation. in columns, 2d characters.
Comment. This edition is described by Cheng Chen—to 
J§?4ffe.ilF r:f an edition from the north of China. Its 
date he takes to be the end of the fan-11 period
(1573-1619)• This would mean that while 1617 would 
still be the earliest date one could assign to it,vJ 7
the preface by Kung-chu H'e (3) of Soechow could not 
have been originally written for this edition, althoi: 
it may have belonged to its exemplar. There are othei 
scholars, however, who have accepted it, on the basis 
of the third preface, as a Soochow edition of 1617.
i»..2 Location. Kyoto University Library.
This edition was discovered in Kyoto in 1917*
It had been used as lining-paper for the L 1 u-11 o-.jo- 
shan chih $r 'JfclU > a gazetteer* apparently of a 
late Ming edition.J-
Lx.tent. Only Chapters 11, Kk—-If > °<7-94- remain.
Division* 10 chiian, 100 chapters.
Lineation* 11 columns, 24 characters.
Comment. This fragment appears to be an extremely 
close copy of edition A.I. *
A.3 Location. The Jigendo ^  % Temple, Nikko, Japan.
I have not seen this edition, and rely for
2.
information about it, on Nagasawa Kikuya and Toyoda 
Minoru^ 52 .3’
Prefaces. Contains prefaces (1) and (3) (see A.l 
above)• No mention is made of the colophon (2); 
presumably it does not exist in this edition. 
Division. 100 chapters. The division into ch&an is no 
mentioned.
Lineation. 11 columns, 26 characters.
Comment. This edition is given the title of Chin P*in
, ^
Mei tzu-hua by Toyoda. Presumably the words hsin-k*e
do not occur.
From the forms of the characters, Nagasawa
considers this to be an edition of the Ch'ung-chen
^  ^  period (1628-43), that is to say, a later
_  . _  c>, copy of A.I.
The above three texts are the only A editions which 
have to be considered. There are in fact no editions derived 
from them during the whole of the Ch*ing dynasty. If we
assume A. 3 to be a Ch'ung-chen edition, then the next A 
text is the photolithographic edition of 1953 * some 300 
years later.
One other edition has sometimes been thought to be of 
this system. This is edition B.9, described below. Presum­
ably because of its title, which includes the words tz'u-hua
i,
it has been wrongly assigned. It is in fact an early Ch'ing 
edition which belongs to the B system.
Of the three A editions, A.l is clearly the earliest.
A.2 is a reprint of it, virtually identical in the fragment
which remains. According to Nagasawa, A.3 is also a reprint
l.
of A.I. It is a pity that A.3 has never been collated with
A.l; one does not know whether corrections, for example, hav 
been made in the often erroneous text of A.l. Ideally speak­
ing, too, the missing leaves of A.l should be supplied from 
the closely related text of A.3* rather than from edition
B.2. Despite these points, however, A.l is obviously the 
only choice as a representative of the A editions.
The B editions.
(Designated by Sun K'ai-ti as Chin P'ing Mei, and by Naga­
sawa as 'the Ming novel editions ^ .')
There are ten editions and one manuscript. The followir 
order is not necessarily the order in which they were 
published:-
B.l Location. This edition was formerly in the possession < 
Wang Hsiao-tz'u ^ ^
Extent. Only two ts' e Jtih remain. Apparently these con­
tain merely the illustrations.
Illustrations. 200 single-page illustrations.
Comment. I have not seen this edition. The illustratio: 
however, are those which were included in the 1933 
photo-lithographic edition of A.l(above). Some of them 
bear the signatures of the engravers; hence it is 
possible to give an approximate date to the edition. 
Some of the same engravers were responsible for the
edition of the Shui-hu-chuan which has a preface by 
, » 2.
Ta-tf r : yii-jen yt ^  f t  A. . The same signatures are
also found in the songbook Wu-sao ho-pien ^8
which has a Ch'ung-chen( 1628-43) preface? It seems
reasonable, therefore, to take this as a Ch'ung-chen
edition. The engravers describe themselves as coming
from Hsin-an, but since, according to Cheng Chen-to,
they were in the employ of Hangchow bookshops, this
edition is likely to*have been published in Hangchow
/ J
also.
B.2 Location. Peking University Library, Ma Lien .£) M
Gollection. One of the most widely-known of the editions 
of the novel, it is frequently referred to as the 
•Ch'ung-chen edition ^  ^  ^
The first third of this edition has been reprinted 
in the Shih-chieh wen-ku t£ ^
Prefaces. Nung-chu K'e preface (see A.l above). It bears 
no date, however.
Table of contents. Entitled Hsin-k'e hsitL-hsiang p'i- 
p'ing Chin P'ing Mei $ir ^  ^  ^
Division. 20 chilan, 100 chapters.
Illustrations. 200 single-page illustrations, ie. 100
leaves. The illustrations are not prefaced to the text
B
as a whole, as is the case with the otherxeditions; one 
leaf, bearing two single-page illustrations, appears 
before each chapter.
The illustrations bear a very close resemblance to 
those of B.l, and some of them also bear the signatures 
of the same engravers. A slight simplification is just 
discernible in a few cases, however, and they would 
therefore appear to be a very close copy of those of 
B.l.
Lineation. 10 columns, 22 characters. This is the same
/H
as the Ta-ttl ^ yd-Jen edition of the Shui-hu-chuan 
mentioned under B.l,
Notes. There are notes above the text(mei-p1 ing /§  i?f ) 
and between the columns of characters(p 1 ang-p1 ing
Initial verse, ie. the poems which stand at the head of 
each chapter. These poems are usually preceded by the
p h ra s e  t z ' u  y ileh  *§§ e? 1 th e  t z  'u  r u n s  ' , and
followed by the pattern of the tz'u in the formula you 
tiao i j 'the preceding poem is to the pattern of.....
Pagination. Each chapter is separately numbered.
Chftan titles. The title of the novel appears before each 
chilan. Generally it is the same as the title which 
precedes the table of contents. In the case of the 
following chilan, the title differs
Chdan 6 has hsin-chtlan ^  for hsin-k1 e.
Chiian 8 has p ' ing-tien tf for p 1 i-p' ing.
„ torr'A-pin*.
Chuan 9 has pt-uen ' • It also has tz \*-hua a t
the end of the title.
Chflan 14 and 15 have p 1 i-tien j^tt ?or P 1 i-P1 in9
B.J Tenri Central Library, Japan. This edition was formerly 
in the possession of Shionoya On ft. &  3§7
Prefaces. As B.2 (above).
Table of contents. As B.2.
Division. 20 Chilian, 100 c h a p te r s .
Illustrations. 200 single-page illustrations (100 
leaves). The illustrations are apparently much the 
same those of B.2; they are, therefore, a fairly close 
copy of the original.
Lineation. 10 columns, 22 characters.
Notes. Both mei-p1ing and p 1ang-p1ing, as in B.2.
Most of the notes are the same.
Initial verse. As in B.2.
Pagination. Each chapter is separately numbered.
Chtlan titles. In the case of the following chUan, the 
title differs:-
Chtlan 6 as B.2.
Chilian 7 has Hsin-k1 e Chin P'ing Mei tz’u-hua
yftf ^ 'J ^  (the title of A.l)
Chilian 8 has p * i-tien for p 1 i-p1 ing.
Chilian 14 as B.2.
Chiian 15 (title missing).
.4 Location. Two copies exist of this edition. One is
held by the Naikaku Bunko, the other by the ToycT Bunk* 
Kenkypsho. The latter, which was formerly in the 
possession of Nagasawa Kikuya, lacks the first ts1e 
containing title-page, prefaces, and illustrations.
Title-page. Entitled Hsin-k1 e hsi'uu-hsiang p 1 i-p1 ing 
ydan-pen Chin P ’ing Mei ?/f M  l%k c/tt t f  &tf%,
Prefaces. Contains prefaces (2) and (3) 9 see A.l.
Table of contents. As B.2.
Division. 20 chtlan, 100 chapters.
Illustrations. 200 single-page illustrations (100 
leaves).
Lineation. 11 columns, 28 characters.
Notes. As B.2, both mei-p’ing and p ’ang-p’ing. Many 
are identical with those in B.2.
Initial verse. The poems are preceded by the name of 
the tz'u-pattern only.
Pagination. Each chilan(5 chapters) is separately 
numbered.
Chtlan titles. In the case of the following chtlan, the 
title differs:-
Chtlan 8,9, and 13 have p * ing-tien for p ’ i-p ’ ing. 
Chtlan 14 and 15 as B.2.
Comment. I have not myself seen the first ts'e of the
Naikaku edition, and for a description of the title-
page, prefaces, and illustrations, am dependent on
Sun K'ai-ti. The illustrations apparently bear some
resemblance to those of B.5 (below), since Sun
describes the latter edition as having excised one 
illustration per chapter.
nB.5 Location. The Metropolitan Library % ftj -jg fig
(formerly the Peking Municipal Library). This edition 
was pnerionsly ~ held by the K'ung-te School JL ^  
in Peking.
Extent. Complete except for one ts1 e containing 
chapters 51-55* Ike first few leaves of the edition, 
containing the title-page and part of the table of 
contents, are also missing.
Division. 20 chtlan, 100 chapters.
Illustrations. 101 single-page illustrations. Although 
modelled on those of the other editions, they are 
far inferior. None of the engravers' signatures are 
reproduced. From the illustration for Ch.81 on, the 
work is much cruder; evidently a less skilled hand 
was responsible.
The first of the two illustrations referring to 
each chapter has been reproduced here. (There are two 
for Ch.100). The reduction of the original illustratio: 
by half has led the engraver to re-dispose some of 
them. It is normal to place items of interest in the 
picture towards the outside, away from the centre of 
the book. Now, because of the reduction in number, 
many of the illustrations opened on the opposite side 
of the page to where they had been before. Accordingly 
some re-disposition was necessary if the various items 
of interest were to remain visible. In the illustratio]
for Chapters 34,56,64-, and 78* the human figures 
which are the centre of interest, have been transposed 
mirror-fashion, from one side of the picture to the 
other.
Lineation. 11 columns, 28 characters.
Notes. None.
Initial verse. As 33.4.
Pagination. As B.4.
Chtlan titles. In the case of the following chtlan, the 
title differs
Chtlan 8, 9* and 13 as B.4.
Chtlan 14 as B.4.
Colophon. This edition appears to contain a colophon 
at the very end of the book. Most of it is too blurrec 
to be decipherable. It is signed by Hui-tao-jen
Comment. This is an inferior edition, and contains 
many mistakes. Some of the illustrations are in the 
wrong order, and have the wrong chapter headings.
The 101st illustration has 'Chapter 101'on it, althouj 
there is of course no such thing.
B.6 Location, Peking University Library, Ma Lien M] 
Collection.
Extent. Four ts1e remain, containing Chapters 26-30, 
36-50. Ch.46 lacks the first three leaves.
Division. 20 chtlan, 100 chapters.
Lineation. 11 columns, 28 characters.
Notes. None.
Initial verse. As B.4.
Pagination. As B.4.
Chtian titles. Only three remain. Chtlan 6 has the 
title which is most common; chtlan 8 and 9 have 
p 1ing-tien for p 1i-p1ing.
Comment. This edition is very close to B.5* A few 
characters are different in form; that constitutes 
most of the difference.
B.7 Location. Peking Library.
Extent. Only two ts1e remain, containing part of the 
preface, the table of contents, and the illustrations. 
Prefaces. As B.2.
Table of contents. As B.2.
Division. 20 chhan, 100 chapters.
Illustrations. 184 single-page illustrations (92 
leaves). There are no illustrations for Chapters
29, 34, 50, 75, 76, 78, 83, and 93.
The illustrations are a copy of those of some 
other edition. Most of the ones which in B.l hear 
the engraverfs name here do not have it. A good deal 
of simplification has taken place.
B.8 Manuscript.
Location. Peking University Library, Ma Lien 
Collection.
Prefaces. As B.2. The first part of the preface is 
missing.
Table of contents. No title.
Division. 20 chiian, 100 chapters.
Lineation. 10 columns, 26 characters.
Notes. None.
Pagination. None.
B.9 Location. In the possession of Fu Hsi-hua ^
Peking.
Extent. Five ts1 e remain, containing the preface, 
table of contents, and Chapters 1-2, 11-15, 51-35, 
and 65—68•
Title-page. Entitled Hsitx-k'e ku-pen pa-ts*ai-tzu
tz fu-hua &§ #'\ u &  /v i  ^ tD ~ti.
Below occur the words pen-yq.L ts1 ang-pan & -fe
Preface. Explains why the edition has been given
the above title. The writer of the preface is not 
named, but the date is given as 1645.
Table of contents. As title-page.
Division. 10 chuan, 100 chapters.
Illustrations. Despite the title there are no 
illustrations.
B*10 Location. In the possession of Fu Hsi-hua, Peking. 
Division. 20 chUan, 100 chapters.
Illustrations. None.
Comment. This edition is described by its owner as 
probably an early Ch'ing edition, with a close 
resemblance to B.2.
Although more editions have been described above than 
have ever been described hitherto, it is certain that other 
B editions exist. One writer has mentioned such an edition
in his possession, but with so little detail as to make
z.
it useless to include it here. The same writer has said 
that although the book was always a rarity, it was still 
occasionally possible in the 1930*s to buy one on the 
Shanghai book market.3'
Among the first six B editions, two groups can be 
discerned, differentiated by the following criteria 
lineation, pagination, chlian titles, and the way of setting 
out the initial verse. The first group consists of B.2 and
B.3, the second group of B.4, B.5, and B.6. Too little 
remains of B.l to say which group it belongs to.
Of the first group, it is not possible to establish 
with certainty the relationship between the two editions.
B.2 has finer illustrations, and presumably derives from
B.l or some lost edition close to it, but since its 
illustrations are not themselves the original ones, this 
does not necessarily place it before B.3*
Of the second group, it is reasonable to suppose that 
both B.5 and B.6 are cheap reprints —  minus notes and 
half the illustrations —  of B.4 or some lost edition 
similar to B.4. It is possible, therefore, to take B.4 as 
representative of this group, and ignore the other two 
editions.
Nearly all the B editions, and all of the early ones, 
have the title of Hsin-k'e hsifcu-hsiang p'i-p'inp; Chin 
P fing Mei fChin P'ing Mei, Newly Reprinted, with 
illustrations and notes.1 In other words, they derive 
at one remove or another from an illustrated and annotated 
edition. Although the notes of B.2, B.3, and B.4 differ 
slightly, it is not possible to deduce from that anything 
about their relationship. The illustrations are of some 
help, however. All the Ming illustrations of the novel 
have an astonishing similarity. Since the finest of them 
bear the names of famous Hsin-an engravers, it is likely 
that the illustrations were created in the first place by 
them. Since the same men were responsible for the
illustrations of the Ta-*i<-~ • ytt-jen edition of the Shui-hu-
chuan, which has the same lineation as the B.2 and B.3 
editions, it may well be that these are closer to the 
earliest B edition than B.4 is.
Whether the fragment B.l is itself part of the earliest 
B edition, it is impossible to say; if not the original, 
it must be a very close copy.
Some textual changes evidently took place between the 
earliest B edition and those B editions which survive.
There are a number of discrepancies between the chapter 
headings as found in the table of contents and alongside the 
illustrations, and the chapter headings as found in the text 
Probably the former were the original ones, for in the C 
texts they have been adapted to accord with the others.
The textual differences between the extant B editions, 
however, are fairly slight. In one or two places a column 
has been missed, but usually differences amount to no more 
than mistakes by one edition or another over single 
characters.'
From the identity of the engravers, it is assumed that 
the earliest B edition —  either B.l, or the exemplar of
B.l —  was published in the Ch'ung-chen period. From the 
manner in which they were engraved, it is likely that at 
least B.2, B.3, and B.4 can also be assigned to this period.
The C editions.
(Designated by Sun K'ai-ti as Chang Chu-p*o p 1ing Chin 
P'ing Mei Tr t f  £ jfc , and by
Nagasawa Kikuya as 1 the Chang Chu-p • o editions 'u *iL i-
There are many slightly different varieties. I give 
below the features which are common to most of the early 
editions:-
Title-page. Entitled Kao-he-t1ang p 1i-p1ing ti-i 
ch* i-shu Jjl *4$ 'M Ate t f  % — |£
Prefaces. There is a preface dated 1695 by Hsieh I
Sf (Kao-he-t1ang is apparently his studio-name) 
There are also some twelve introductions, 
disquisitions, and lists, by Chang Cnu-p'o.
Table of contents. Title as above, with Chin P 1ing
Mei added.
Division. 100 chapters. There is no division into 
chtian.
Illustrations. 200 single-page illustrations.
Notes. Mei-p1ing and p 1ang-p1ing. Some editions also 
have notes at the beginning and end of the chapter. 
Initial verse. As B.2.
All subsequent Ch'ing editions are derived from the 1695 
edition. Textually it differs little from the B editions. 
Some slight adaptations have been made; one instance —  
the matching of the chapter headings in the table of 
contents with those in the text —  has been described 
above•
It may be of some slight interest to know which of th< 
B editions was the one on which the first C edition was 
based. From the scanty material given above, it is more 
likely to have been an edition of the first group than of 
the second. The arrangement of its initial verse accords
with that of the first group, and there is an early C
I.
edition which has the same lineation.
Chapter Two: A Comparison of the A and B editions.
Henceforth A.l will be taken as representing the A 
editions, and B.4- as representing the B editions. Most of 
points made in this and succeeding chapters are, however, 
general enough to apply to all the editions in each system.
The extent to which the two editions vary differs 
from one part of the novel to another. For our present 
purpose the novel must therefore be divided into the 
following four parts
1. The whole of the novel except chapters 1%55%5ZK 
55%56 and 81. Broadly speaking, in this portion of the 
novel the editions can be said to vary throughout in a 
uniform way. The main difference is that B is considerably 
shorter than A. This is accounted for by the following 
kinds of material, contained in A but not in B.
(a) single characters, for example na fjz before proper 
names•
(b) phrases, especially parallel phrases.
(c) passages up to hundreds of characters in length, 
especially passages which are not vital to the 
action, such as elaborate description or reflective 
comment.
(d) songs. There are many fewer in B. Where A has the 
whole of a song, B often has merely the tune. Where 
A has a group of songs, B often has only the first
of them.
(e) stories and anecdotes, told by people in the novel. 
The B version sometimes seems a mere precis of the 
stories as told in A.
(f) poems occurring in the course of, and at the end of, 
chapters. Many of the poems which appear in A do not 
occur in B.
(g) the conventional remarks addressed to the reader at 
the end of each chapter.
2. The first part of Ch.l. (the first 8 leaves of
A.l, the first 20 of B.4). The text of the two editions 
differs completely, in both wording and content.
3. Ch.35 and 54-* The text of the two editions 
differs almost completely so far as wording is concerned, 
but the content of certain parts is similar, even to detaili 
of the narrative.
4. Ch.35* 56 and 81. In these chapters the editions 
differ as in the bulk of the novel (see 1 above) in that
there is a good deal of text which appears in A but not in
B, except that here there are also some passages which
appear in B but not in A.
There are two points of difference which are found 
throughout the novel. The chapter headings are often 
different, and the initial verse usually differs in kindt
as well as in content, that in A being shih ^  , and tha
in B tz'u
Some of the differences described above can be simply 
explained. It- will be shown later that the extra passages 
in the 3 version of Chapters 55* and 81 are in fact the 
additions of an editor anxious to cover gaps in the 
narrative. There is no reason why these chapters, apart 
from the additions, should not be considered under 1 .
The almost complete divergence of the editions in 
Chapters 53 and 51 accords significantly with a well-known 
remark by the Ming writer Shen Te-f u ilL %> &  (1578-1642)
on the subject of the first printed edition of the Chir 
y 'in& Mei:
However, the original text was short of Chapters
5 3 to 5 7 ; they were searched, for everywhere, but
could not be found. Some ignoramus supplied them,
/.
so that the work could be printed.
So far as I know, there is no accepted view as to which, 
if either, of these versions of Chapters 53 and 51 is 
authenti c • or do i know of any evidence offered as to 
whether Chapters 55-7 are authentic or not. Accordingly, 
this question -- the authenticity of Chapters 53 to 57 —  
will be considered in Chapter Three.
So far as the first part of Ch.l is concerned, the 
general view, without doubt the correct one, is that the 
version is authentic. This question will be briefly
discussed in Chapter Four.
For the rest of the novel, the commonsense conclusion 
is that B is an abridgement —  except for the additions to 
Ch.81 —  of an earlier text represented by A. It has long 
been assumed by scholars that A was the earlier text, and 
the success of their researches —  on songs, drama, 
historical references, etc. —  confirms the truth of the 
assumption. However, unless it can be shown that in all 
cases of divergence, A is the more reliable text, detailed 
criticism may well be impeded.
Fortunately there are ways of showing that i& so far 
as B differs from A, it is not nearer to, but further from, 
the original novel. One proof of this is provided by the 
other works from which the author copied so copiously. (See 
Part Two). In most cases more of the original source is 
found in A, while nothing is found in B which is not also
found in A. Some differences between A and B represent
developments in the history of the Chinese novel itself.
Thus whereas the pairs of chapter headings in A are often 
ill-balanced, and occasionally even of different length,
those of B, as with seventeenth-century novels, are
/.
polished and well-balanced. Similarly, the use of tz'u 
in place of shih for the initial verse —  the practice of
the B editions —  is found for the first time among
z.
early seventeenth-century novels.
B is thus an abridged text. By the standards of Chinese 
fiction, however, it is not an unduly severe abridgement;
it does not compare with the first abridgement of the Shui-
J.
hu-chuan, or with other abridgements to which the C
2.
editions were subjected during the Ch'ing dynasty. '
The obvious motive for abridgement is economy; the 
shorter the novel, the more cheaply it can be produced. In 
the case of the Chin P'ing Mei however, there may have 
been an additional motive; some of the excisions may have 
been designed to make the novel more acceptable to the 
contemporary reader. Many of the short poems scattered 
throughout the text of A have only a tenuous connection with 
their context; most of them have been removed in B. The 
songs, which were actual popular songs in the sixteenth 
century, can no longer have been popular fifty years later; 
many of them too have been excised. Ting Yao-kfang ? /£
author of the Hsd Chin P'ing Mei (the con-
3 ,
tinuation of the Chin P'ing Mei), wrote in his preface of 
1660 that 'the previous work had many old songs', and 
declared his own intention of replacing them with current 
ones. The excisions, therefore, may have been prompted by 
the same desire as was noticed in the case of the initial 
verse and the chapter headings (compare also the changes 
made in Ch.l) —  the desire to bring the novel up to date.
It has been suggested by Cheng Chen-to that the novel 
was rewritten, perhaps by a person from Hangchow, because 
the dialect of the original (assumed to be that of Shantung) 
was incomprehensible to people in the South. Yet a comparisc
of the A and B editions has shown that it is not so much 
the dialogue, where one finds the most baffling expression? 
that has been excised, as the prose of description, the 
poems, and the songs. A study of the alterations made in 
the dialogue has not revealed a single common feature 
which has been systematically adapted in the B editions, 
if this motive did enter into the editor's calculations, 
it does not seem to have done so very prominently.
Showing that B is an abridgement of is no proof 
that all of A, in this part of the novel (all except 
Chapters 1, 53-57)> belonged to the original work. To 
prove this, it would be necessary to show that a high 
degree of consistency, in matters of language and plot, 
existed throughout. That such consistency does exist will 
emerge incidentally from the examination which follows of 
Chapters 53 to 57-
Chapter Three: The Supplied Text —  Chapters 53 to 57*
Shen Te-fu's note on the first printed edition 
continues as follows:
Leaving out of consideration their utter triviality 
and vulgarity, and their occasional use of Soochow 
words, the chapters he supplied do not even fit in 
with the sequence of the novel. One can tell at a 
glance that they have been forged/
The fact that no one has been able to point to breaks in 
continuity or use of Soochow dialect, let alone 'tell at 
a glance that the chapters have been forged,' need not 
necessarily mean that either text we have is authentic; 
the supplied chapters may have been revised in editions 
after the first, and. Shen Te-fu may, in any case, have 
exaggerated their weaknesses.
The two points he makes, however, must form the 
criteria for any examination of this question. The most 
obvious way of testing the authenticity of these chapters 
is to see if there are any glaring inconsistencies in the 
narration. And another way is to examine their use of 
language, not indeed in the remote hope of discovering 
Soochow dialect, but in order to see how their use of 
one or two common words compares with that of the rest 
of the novel.
Inconsistencies in the narration.
fixture of- h ie
It will depend on theAnovel whether mistakes made in 
a supplied text can be distinguished from the mistakes of 
author and copyist. Fortunately the Chin P'ing Mei is a 
novel from which one expects consistency. It is not a 
picaresque novel; most of the action takes place in and 
around Hsi-men Ch'ing's household. Moreover for such a 
long novel it has a relatively small number of important 
characters. Also, although the novel covers a fictional 
period of about ten years, the middle part, from Ch.20 to 
Ch.80, concerns a period of not more than two or three 
years. As a result, in this part of the novel, the affairs 
of the household are narrated in such detail that little 
room is left for serious inconsistency.
The simplest step is to trace certain relevant threads 
of the story up to Ch.52, and then pick them up again in 
Ch.58, in order to see what should have occurred in the 
meantime. These conclusions can then be compared with the 
actual A and B versions. This procedure will be followed 
in these six cases:-
Miao Ch'ing; the singing-boys (the two threads join) 
Hsi-men1s visit to the Eastern Capital.
The Yung-fu-ssu 
The To-lo-ching ?£
Hsi-men's visit to the eunuchs.
Li III and Huang IV.
Textual references are to A.I.
Miao Ch'ing
Ch.4-7 la-lOa. The story is told of Miao T'ien-hsiMu ^  ^ ft  
—  also referred to as Miao Yiian-wai §  % — , a rich
man living in Yangchow, who ignored the advice of an itinera 
priest not to travel and accepted an invitation to visit 
the Eastern Capital. He took with him his servant Miao 
Ch'ing & % , whose jealous hatred he had previously earned
and a page-boy, An-t'ung f  . Miao Ch'ing joined with 
the two boatmen of the ship on which they sailed to murder 
his master and divide his property. An-t'ung, clubbed and 
left for drowned, survived to identify the two boatmen.
These two confessed to the crime, also implicating Miao 
Ch'ing. He however, arranged to bribe Hsi-men Ch'ing and the 
other magistrate. Having handed over 1,000 taels to Hsi-men, 
he hastened back to Yangchow with the rest of the property.
The magistrates declared that the boatmen had fabricate* 
their testimony against Miao Ch'ing. The Prefect, a friend 
of Hsi-men's, accepted this construction of the affair, 
and sentenced the two men to death.
Ch.48 la-3b. Baulked of justice, An-t'ung had resort to 
the provincial Censor, who discovered the truth of the case. 
He sent to Yangchow to arrest Miao Ch'ing, and submitted a 
memorial impeaching the two magistrates. They however sent 
bribes to Ts'ai Ching ^  ^  , the Imperial Tutor, who
5S-
caused the censor to he removed from his office, and later 
exiled.
Oh. 4-9 lib. Hsi-men, tat ing leave of the Salt Inspector 
fs*ai I fin &  , a pro t ere of Ts ' Ching, mentioned
the case of Liao Ch'ing.
"He is a friend of mine who was false Ip accused in a 
case heard bp the last censor. A vs irrant for hi; • ■ t
was sent to Yangchow, and the case adjourned pending his 
capture. Since this affair has already been investigated, 
if you should meet His Honour Sang (the new censor), I 
should be most grateful if you could mention the matter 
to him."
"That presents 110 difficulty at all," said Censor 
Ts'ai. "jhen I see Sung, I shall tell him that if by any
chance this man should be brought to trial, he ought
merely to let him go."
Later on, he was as good as his word.
Ch.51 14-t-lpa. Han Tao-kuo ®  and Ts'ui yen ^
were about to leave on a buying expedition to the south. 
Hsi-men handed them two letters.
"One is to go to Jang ro-ju's shop in langchow docks, 
while this one is for Liao Ch'ing. Co into the town of 
fangchow, find him and ask him his news. Then come straigh 
back and report to me. If there is not enough money, I 
shall send, some more later by Lai pao
They left on the 20th of the fourth month (Ch.51 2a).
That is all the material before Ch.53 which is relevant tc 
this thread of the story.
Ch.58 12b. Ts'ui Pen is mentioned as present in the house. 
Ch.59 lab. Han Tao-kuo returned alone. Ts'ui Pen came out 
to help unload.
Ch.67 15b. 'On the twenty-fourth, Hsi-men burned paper 
offerings, and sent off (Han Tao-huo), Ts'ui Pen, Lai Pao, 
and the two boys Jung Hai ^  ^  and Hu Hsiu £% %  on theii 
Journey to the south. He had written a letter which he 
gave them to take to Miao Hsiao-hu , to thank him
for his valuable presents.' (neither Miao Esiao-hu nor the 
presents have been referred to before.;
Ch.77 17&-18a. Ts'ui Pen returned with 2,000 taels' worth 
of goods. Leaving Jung Hai at Lintsing to look after them, 
he reported to Hsi-men:
"tfe set out on the first of the twelfth month, and 
parted from the others at Yangchow. They went on to Hangchc 
while Jung Hai and I stayed a few days at Miao's. Ey the 
way, Miao Ch'ing has spent ten taels on getting a girl 
for you from the household of a captain in the Yangchow 
Harrison. She is fifteen years old and her name is Ch'u
Y iln ..... She knows by heart three thousand short
songs and eight hundred long ones  l^ iao Ch'ing is
looking after her at present, while he assembles e 
trousseau for her. Han Tao-kuo and Lai Pao will bring her 
on their boat in the early spring....."
7Oh.81 la-?b. Han Tao-kuo and Lai Pao had been sent by 
Hsi-men to buy goods in the south. They reached Xangchow.
'They sought out Liao Ch'ing's house and went there 
to stay. Miao Ch'ing re&d Hsi-men Oh’ing1s letter, and 
remembering that he owed his life to him, put himself out 
to entertain them.1
At a farewell party, Hu Hsiu got drunk and quarrelled 
with Han Tao-kuo.
' Uext day he wanted to thrash Hu Hsiu, but the boy 
said, he could not remember a thing about it. Han Tao-kuo 
was eventually persuaded to desist by Lai Pao and Miao 
Hsiao-hu. To cut a long story short, they completed their 
purchases, packed and loaded their goods. Liao Ch'ing 
prepared some presents, wrote a letter, and. saw them off 
on their journey.'
That is all the relevant material from the A edition. 
But the two additional passages contained in Ch. 81 of the 
E editions concern this topic.
B.L Ch.81 la. 'He (Liao Ch'ing) had also bought a girl 
called Oh'u Tdn and was keeping her in his household, to 
send to Hsi-men Ch'ing in gratitude for the favour done 
for him.1
B.L- Ch.81 la. 'Unfortunately the girl Ch'u Xtin whom Liao 
Ch'ing Had bought to send to Hsi-men Ch'ing suddenly fell 
ill and could not travel. "I will send someone with her
as soon as she gets better,'1 said Liao Ch'ing.1
There is thus a simple explanation for these extra 
passages contained in the E editions. They are evidently 
the corrections of a later editor, who has noticed an 
oversight on the part of the author, namely that the girl 
Ch'u Idn, who was promised to Hsi-men Ch'ing in Ch.77* is 
not mentioned again. The editor has disposed of her in a 
very simple manner, for the reader assumes that by the 
time she is well again the news of Hsi-men1s death will 
have reached Liao Ch'ing.
It is possible to deduce from the above quotations 
one or two things which should have been recounted in 
Chapters 33 to 57* Ts’ui pen should have returned with 
news of Liao Ch'ing —  it is clear that Liao Ch'ing and 
Liao Hsiao-hu are one and the same person -- and have 
brought presents from him, since we are told in Ch.67 
that Hsi-men Ch'ing has received valuable presents. But 
before one can say more about the presents, it is necessary 
to consider another thread of the story.
•The Singing-boys
Oh*58 lib* 'Hsi-i 2n   asked Oh1 un-hung t come
up and sing everybody a southern song.' (ch'un-hung lias 
not been mentioned before, but from this point on he is 
often described as singing southern-style songs* a rare-w* O  w  W  I
accomplishment in Hsi-men' s northern household.^;
Ch.7"! 9ab. Hsi-men, hearing Censor Sung praise Ch1 un-hung, 
remarked:
"He's a servant-boy. He comes from Xangehow."%J S—#
Ch.87 la-3b. ling Po-chtleh^^tl tried to tempt Ch1 un-hung 
away from Hsi-men1s household by playing on his desire to 
return to his 'native south.'
It is clear from these passages that somewhere in 
Chapters 33 to 57 an account of Ch'un-hung's introduction 
into the household ought to have been given. He must 
have been sent to Hsi-men Ch'ing from rangehow. Further­
more, it is likely that he was sent by Liao Ch'ing. Liao 
Ch'ing lived in Xangchow, where the boy came from, and 
Hsi-men Ch'ing had received unidentified 'valuable present 
from him. moreover, later on Liao Ch'ing proposed sending 
him a Xangchow singing-girl.
Let us now compare these conclusions with the A and E 
versions. Heferenoes are to the ^..1 edition unless
otherwise stated.
Ch.55 "^b. Hsi-men Ch'ing, while in the Eastern Capital to 
offer the Imperial Tutor congratulations on his birthday, 
happened to meet an old friend, Miao Ydan-wai * £ tb of 
Yangchow, who had come to the capital for the same purpose. 
(Ytlan-wai is merely the designation of a man of property; it 
is not a name.)
Ch.55 7b. Hsi-men paid a call on Miao while they were both 
still in the capital:
'In addition to all this (the sumptuous provision of 
food and wine), there were two handsome singing-boys who 
sang several groups of songs. Hsi-men Ch'ing pointed to 
Tai-an, Ch'in-t'ung, Shu-t'ung and Hua-t'ung, and looking at 
Miao, said:
"Those dolts think of nothing but their food and drink 
They can't compare with your two boys."
Miao laughed.
"I am afraid they won't serve you properly," he said, 
"but if you would like them, I should be only too pleased 
to give them to you."
Ch.55 8a. Overwhelmed by a sudden desire to return home, 
Hsi-men departed without taking leave of Miao.
Ch.55 10a-12b. Miao regretfully decided that he was still 
in honour bound to give the singing-boys to Hsi-men Ch'ing. 
After tearful scenes, he dispatched them to Shantung in
the care of two servants. There follows an account of their 
journey which is not found in the B version.
Ch.55 13b-15b. Having irrived in Hsi-men1s household, they 
sang a number of songs. (The text of the songs is given in 
A; B merely gives the tune, and the first line of the first 
song.}
From this point on, the A and B versions differ widely.
A. 1 Gh.55 15b. P'an Chin-lien noticed how handsome
the two hoys were, and marked them down for her own.
*i.l Ch. 56 lab. 'Asi-men Ch'ing eventually found that he did 
not need the boys, and sent them to the Imperial Tutor.'
B.A- Ch.55 lAa. Hsi-men named, one of the boys Ch*un-hung 4F 
Z&j and the other Ch'un-yen ^  rfe
B.A Ch.I6 la. 'Before long Ch'un-yen died, leaving only
ih 'un-hung/
Both the ii and B versions prove unsatisfactory when 
compared with the conclusions arrived at earlier. The B 
version does not mention the return of Ts'ui Pen or the 
presents sent by Liao Ch'ing. Furthermore it contains a 
figure —  the Liao whom Hsi-men met in the capital —  who 
is mentioned nov/here else in the novel. The A version has 
the same defects as B, and in addition, it fails to account
for the presence in the household of Ch1un-hung.
Me must therefore conclude that in this part of the 
novel neither edition is authentic. But if neither is 
authentic, how have these unsatisfactory versions “been 
arrived at? Bor both versions come much too close to the 
truth for it to he a mere matter of coincidence. There are 
in fact three things which both versions have in common 
with the reconstruction we made earlier:
Singing-boys are sent to Hsi-men Ch'ing.
They are sent by a man named Miao.
He lives in Yangchow.
Moreover, in A all of these three points, and in B the last 
two, serve no purpose in the novel whatsoever.
The explanation undoubtedly lies in the chapter head­
ings. The headings of Ch.55 in the A editions are:-
i" i A $ I . £  4 s.
&$ ^  ^
'Hsi-men Ch'ing offers birthday congratulations in the 
iSastern Capital.
Miao Ydan-wai sends a singing-boy (or some singing boys]
w  U  Cl > w  u  ✓
from Yangchow.' 
i\ow the second heading tallies with our reconstruction, 
and. also provides the three points which the ^ and B 
versions have in common with it. Therefore the explanation 
of the paradox whereby both versions are extremely close tc 
the truth while remaining ultimately pointless, is that
T J
the person who wrote them had in his possession the chapter 
headings of the original novel.
Let us assume for the moment that the first heading 
is also from the original novel. A writer asked to supply 
a missing part of the novel, might, if he had only these 
chapter headings to work on, produce something like the A 
version. There is only one objection: the singing-boys are 
sent, in the A version, not from Yangchow, but from the
Eastern Capital. The likely explanation is that the writer,
confronted with the two chapter headings, tended —  not 
unnaturally perhaps —  to combine the two events and cause 
Hsi-men to meet a hitherto unmentioned man named Miao while 
in the capital to congratulate the Imperial Tutor.
The fact that the second heading tallies with our 
reconstruction while not quite agreeing with the A version 
itself, indicates that the chapter headings in the A edition! 
have been left exactly as they were in the original work.
It is also possible to establish something about the 
relationship of the B version to the A version. The chapter 
headings of Ch.55 in the B editions are as follows
®  Pi H
m k &
’Hsi-men Ch'ing offers birthday congratulations on two 
occasions.
Miao Yuan-wai sends singing-boys after a single promise.' 
The offending reference to Yangchow has been removed. 
Similarly, the passages at the end of Ch.55 and &t the 
beginning of Ch.56 in the B version which explain the 
presence of Ch'un-hung later in the novel, and account for 
the death of the other singing-boy, must also be corrections 
added at a later date. These improvements are analogous to 
the corrections made in Ch.81 of the B editions, with the 
difference that there the mistakes were those of the author 
himself.
Apart from these passages, the text of B bears the same 
signs of abridgement as compared with A as was noted in the 
last chapter. Presumably it has undergone the same process.
Hsi-men Ch'ing's visit to the Eastern Capital
Ch.10 Hsi-men, through the good offices of his son-in-law's 
relative Yang Chien ^  §£ , approached the Imperial Tutor
Ts'ai Ching to ensure that nothing would come of his 
arraignment for murder; thereafter, by means of rich presents 
he cultivated relations with him, and with the comptroller 
of his household Chai Ch'ien
Ch.27 lab. Lai Pao returned from the capital. He had been 
successful in securing the release of some salt merchants 
who had bribed Hsi-men to help them. Lai Pao also brought a 
message from Chai Ch'ien inviting Hsi-men to go to the 
capital for the Imperial Tutor's birthday, the 15th of the 
sixth month.
Ch.27 2ab. Hsi-men did not go himself, but sent servants 
with gifts. They left on the 28th of the fifth month.
Ch.4-9 7b. Censor Ts'ai Ydn visited Hsi-men on his way to 
Yangchow, where he was to administer the new laws relating 
to the salt trade. It was arranged that if Lai Pao called 
on him at Yangchow, he would receive preferential treatment. 
Ch.51 5b-6a. Hsi-men was told that Sun T'ien-hua 
and Chu Jih-nien t/L , fellow-members of the 'Brotherhood
of Ten', had been arrested on a charge of leading into 
debauchery the young nephew of a powerful man. The singing- 
girl Li Kud-chieh £  ite , who was accused of the same 
offence, had so far evaded arrest.
Ch.51 6b-7a. Li Kud-chieh asked Hsi-men to use his influence 
on her behalf.
Ch.51 7b-8a. Hsi-men decided to send Lai Pao to the capital 
to intercede for her. (Lai Pao was to have gone to Yangchow 
with Han and Ts'ui.) Meanwhile KusL-chieh remained in Hsi-men1 
household.
Ch.51 10a. Lai Pao left for the capital.
Ch.51 lA-b-15a. Hsi-men saw Han and Tsfui off on their 
journey to the south.
"Is there a letter for Censor Ts'ai as well?" asked
Ts'ui Pen.
"I haven*t written it yet," said Hsi-men Ch*ing. "I 
shall send it later by Lai Pao."
They left on the 20th of the fourth month.
That is all the relevant material before Ch.53-
Ch.58 6a. Li KueL-chieh to newly-arrived singing-girls:
"We (she and Wu Yin-chieh -% kR ) have not been 
home for two days."
They were in the household to celebrate Hsi-men's birthday, 
the 28th of the seventh month.
Ch.58 13b. 'Wu Ytteh-niang packed thoir boxes^ , and sent 
Kud-chieh and Yin-chieh home.'
Ch.60 2ab. Lai Pao arrived with a load of goods from Nanking 
Ch.66 5b. A letter from Chai Ch'ien mentions meeting 
Hsi-men in Chai's house in the capital.
Ch.67 His reply ran:
'Half a year has flown by since we met at your 
residence in the capital.' (The letter was written 
about the middle of the tenth month.)
Ch.70 4a. Hsi-men set out for the capital.
Ch.72 7a* 'Hsi-men Ch'ing recalled that the last time he
had returned from the Eastern Capital, Li P'ing-erh was 
still alive.'
It is clear that the following events should have 
occurred in Chapters 53 to 57:
Lai Pao returned, and was at once sent to Yangchow with 
a letter for Ts'ai Ytin.
While in the capital he secured a pardon for Li Kud-
chieh, and perhaps for Chu and Sun as well.
Kua-chieh returned home.
Lai Pao also brought an invitation for Hsi-men to go to 
the capital for Ts'ai Ching's birthday.
Hsi-men accepted, and visited the capital.
Let us now see what actually occurs in the A and B 
versions.
A .1 Ch.53 la. Li Kud-chieh is mentioned among the ladies of 
the household.
A.l Ch.54 6ab. When the affair of Chu and Sun was mentioned
Hsi-men said they had themselves to blame for the trouble 
they were in.
A.l Ch.55 lb. 'Hsi-men Ch'ing recalled that it was now not 
long before the Imperial Tutor's birthday.'
Tai-an had already been sent to Hangchow to buy presents.
A.l Ch.55 2b. Hsi-men set off for the capital.
B.4 Ch.55 2a-4b. Ying Po-chdeh asked whether Li Kud-chieh 
was still in the house, and whether the messenger had 
returned from the capital. Hsi-men replied that he was 
expecting Lai Pao at any time, and that he wanted him to 
go to Yangchow when he returned.
Lai Pao reported to Hsi-men that no charge would be 
brought against Kud-chieh, and that Chu and Sun would prob­
ably be lightly punished and then released. He also conveyed 
to Hsi-men an invitation from Chai Ch'ien to visit the 
capital for the Imperial Tutor's birthday.
Lai Pao was told to rest, as he would soon be required 
to go to Yangchow.
Kud-chieh was told the news, and returned home.
Hsi-men told Yileh-niang of the invitation, and proceeded 
to get presents ready. He gave Lai Pao a letter for Ts'ai 
Ytln, and told him to leave for Yangchow the next day.
Hsi-men set off for the capital.
Thus while B contains all the points of our recon­
struction, A contains only one of them, namely Hsi-men*s 
visit to the capital. The A version is clearly not authentic:
as well as failing to mention most of the necessary events, 
it also contains gratuitous absurdities, such as Tai-an's 
being sent to Hangchow. But if the A version is not 
authentic, then the B version cannot be authentic either, 
for the text of the two editions in Ch.55* except for the 
few passages mentioned above, is approximately the same.
We must therefore regard the B version as the result of the 
correction and improvement of a text like A. The fact that 
the improvements contained in B are all interpolated together 
at the same point in Ch.55 only serves to corroborate this.
The chapter heading of A is presumably that of the 
original novel; from it the writer of the A version has 
derived his sole correct and relevant fact.
The relationship between the two versions differs 
between Ch.55 on the one hand, and Ch.53 and54 on the other. 
In Ch.55? B is the abridged, but also the corrected and 
improved, form of A. In Ch.53 and 54 however, A is the 
superior version, as can be seen from its accurate 
references to this thread of the story.
The Yung-fu temple
Ch.49 12ab. Hsi-men took his leave of Censor Ts'ai at the 
Yung-fu temple, and then stayed to talk to the abbot.
"May I ask how old you are?" he asked.
"I am seventy-five," replied the abbot.
"How well you look for a man of that age. May I ask your 
name in religion?"
"My name in religion is Tao-chien g* ."........
"This temple of yours," said Hsi-men Ch'ing, "is much 
larger than I ever imagined. The only trouble is that it is 
so badly in need of repair."
"As a matter of fact," said the abbot, "this temple was 
built by Chou Hsi^u $ , but it has no revenues which
can be used for repairs, and hence it has been sadly 
neglected."
"Ah, so it is his chapel! I noticed his family estates 
were not far off. In that case there's no problem at all.
If you get permission from him to make out a subscription 
list, and go soliciting donations, I shall certainly 
contribute something when you come to me.
That is all the relevant material before Ch.53*
Ch.65 4a. 'Soon thrice seven days had passed since the 
death of Li P'ing-erh. The abbot Tao-chien from the Yung-fu 
temple outside the town came with sixteen priests to chant 
sutras.'
Ch. 38 6 a-?a. Ch'un-oei , now the wife of Chou Hsiu,
had her former mistress p'an Chin-lien buried in the temple 
Sb *ng flp- , giving directions to the servants4 
said: "Bury her in the master's chapel in the Xung-fu 
temple to the south of town."
Ch'un-mei pave orders:
"Take these four taels and give two of them to the abbot 
Tao-chien."
Ch.09 Gab. wu Xtteh-niang, her brother and their company, 
were returning from a visit to Hsi-men's tomb when they 
decided to stop at the temple.
"What is the name of this temple?" asked Xfteh-niang.
"It's the chapel of HLs Honour Chou Hsiu," said her 
brother, "and it's known as the Yung-fu temple. When your 
husband was alive, he donated several score taels toward 
its repair."
The above extracts show clearly enough that the temple 
was built by Chou Hsiu, and was his private chapel. Some­
where in Chapters 53 to 57, the abbot Tao-chien, after 
obtaining permission from Chou Hsiu, must- have received 
a donation for the repair of the temple from Hsi-men Ch'ing
Let us now see what occurs in the **. and B versions. 
They are much the same in this x'egard ; quotations are 
therefore drawn from ^ . 1 only.
Ch.57 la-2a. (A lengthy description —  actually derived from
^ ^ - '• a T 1 ai-p 1 ing kuang-chi £  -b story —  is given of
the founding of the temple in the year 521.) After the death
of the founder, a priest of superhuman powers, the temple
fell into the hands of libidinous and unscrupulous men; the
treasures of the temple were sold, and even its bricks and
tiles were torn down and sold for wine, until eventually it
became a ruin.
^.'Now in that temple lived an Abbot Tao % , who had
originally come from the land of India, inspired by a love 
for the civilisation of China.1
3a "Now," he said to himself, "I remember Hsi-men Ch'ing 
holding a farewell party here not long ago when he was 
seeing off Censor Sung Hsi-lien. When he saw how dilapidated 
the temple was, he spoke of contributing to its repair."
Ch.57 6a-8a. The abbot took a petition to Hsi-men Ch'ing, 
and eventually received 500 taels and a recommendation to 
try other notable people in the district.
Clearly this cannot be authentic, for not only is the 
account given of its origin quite different, but Chou HsiU 
is not even mentioned.
The chapter heading probably explains the form in 
which the abbot's name appears in the two versions. Presum­
ably in order to fit the line it has been abbreviated to 
Tao , which is what is found in both versions. In the rest 
of the novel however, it is always Tao-chien.
Tile T'o-lo ching
■ ■■ ■ ■ ■ i ■■ —    f rf
Ho relevant material is to be found before Ch.53 -
Ch.58 15b-16a. 'The tw/o nuns, Hstleh and Wang, were returning 
home that day so (Li P'ing-erh) came to say to Ytieh—niang:
"I have taken a pair of silver lions...... and given
them to Hun Hstleh so that she can have the Fo—ting—hsir 
t 1 o-lo-ching &L printed and distributed free in
the Mountain temple on the fifteenth of the eighth month."
Hun Hstleh was about to take them and go, when she was
stopped by ^eng Xti-lou £ #
"Wait a moment," she said. "Hirst Lady, you ought to 
send someone for Pen IVf| .9 , and get him to weigh them.
He ought to go with her to the printing-office too, and 
arrange how many copies are to be printed, at how much a 
copy, how much we are to donate, and when they will be 
ready. Hun Hstleh will never be able to manage on her own."' 
Hen IV weighed the silver lions and found that they ere 
equal to 41 taels and 5 ch' ien.
Ch.58 18a. The money had been paid over to the printing- 
office. Pen IV reported to Yfleh-niang and Li P'ing-erh:
"I have arranged, to have 5C0 copies of the T' o-lo printed 
in a damask cover, at 5 fen a copy, and 1,000 copies in a 
cheap silk cover, at 5 fen a copy. The total comes to 55 
taels. Less the 41 taels 5 ch'ien already received, we
still have to pay 13 taels 5 ch'ien.... "
From the abruptness with which this subject is intro­
duced in Ch.58, one would imagine it had been broached 
before.
There is one reference in the A and B versions.
Ch.57 13a. Nun Hsiieh asked Hsi-men to donate money for the 
printing of the T'o-lo ching. He gave her 30 taels and 
ordered 5*000 copies, promising to settle the account when 
they had been printed.
Obviously this cannot be authentic, for there is no 
later development of this event, just as there is no pre­
paration for the event described in Ch.58. As before, the 
explanation lies in the chapter headings:
'The abbot Tao solicits donations for the repair of the 
Yung-fu temple.
Nun Hsiieh exhorts (someone) to give money for the print­
ing of the T'o-lo ching.'
Evidently the person who supplied this chapter supposed that 
the objects of both the abbot's and the nun's solicitations 
were one and the same person, Hsi-men Ch'ing, whereas as 
we have seen it must have been Li P ' ing-erh whom Nun Hsiieh 
approached. The case of Ch.55> In which the two subjects 
reflected in the chapter headings of the A version —  the 
singing-boys and Hsi-men's visit to the capital —  were also 
run together, is exactly parallel to this.
In any case, there are a number of absurdities in the 
A and B versions. It is not possible, for example, that Nun
Hsiieh could have approached Hsi-men Ch'ing, let alone have 
received money from him, for as can he seen in Ch.51* he 
detested her so much as to forbid her the house.
Hsi-men1s visit to the eunuchs 
Ch52 16a. Hsi-men explained to Ying Po-chueh that he was 
going next day —  the 22nd of the fourth month —  to a 
banquet on Eunuch Liu's estate. (The invitation to the 
banquet had been described earlier.)
'Next day, Hsi-men Ch'ing rose early, and did not go to 
court, but when he had finished his breakfast put on his 
official cap, and with a golden fan in his hand, and his 
servants in attendance, rode thirty li of town to the 
banquet on Eunuch Liu's estate. He took Tai-an and Shu-t'ung 
with him.'
The banquet has thus been held, and on the correct date. 
However, both the A and B versions contain quite detailed 
(but textually different) accounts of the banquet in Ch.53* 
as if it had not occurred before. These parts of Ch.53* of 
course, cannot be authentic. In this case, though, the 
mistake could not have arisen through misinterpretation of 
the chapter heading; one can only assume that the writer 
of the supplied text simply did not notice the passage from 
Ch.52 quoted above.
This is a good indication of the relationship of the 
A and B versions in Ch.53 and 54. They are textually
different, but occasional details of plot are so similar 
as to make it inconceivable that they were independently 
created.
Li III and Huang IV
The story of a loan which Hsi-men made to the contract­
ing merchants Li and Huang also spans Ch.53-7.
Ch.38 lab. Ying Po-chiieh approached Hsi-men for a loan for 
Li and Huang, who had received the annual contract to 
supply various commodities to the authorities. Hsi-men 
granted a loan of 1,500 taels.
Ch.43 lb. 1,000 taels were paid off.
Ch.43 3b. Hsi-men was persuaded to lend another 500 taels, 
making 1,000 owing.
Ch.51 6ab. Hsi-men was asked for another 500 taels to tide 
the merchants over a sudden emergency. He replied that his 
own money was all laid out on the buying expedition to the 
south, but that he would call in a debt owed by Hsti IV.
Ch.52 16a. Hsi-men said that the next day he had to go to 
dinner at Eunuch Liu's.
"About Li and Huang," said Ying Po-chiieh, "I'll bring them 
the day after to-morrow then."
Hsi-men Ch'ing nodded.
"Tell them to come in the afternoon. They must not come 
early." (This day was the 21st of the fourth month. Li 
and Huang were therefore to be paid on the 23rd.)
The next day, the 22nd, Hsi-men went to Liu's.
Ch.52 17a. 250 taels —  the debt owed by Hsii —  were paid
over. (The chapter ends on the 22nd.)
That is all the relevant material before Ch.53*
Ch.60 7b-8a. Li and Huang came to pay some of the money they 
owed.
It is evident that Hsi-men should have paid 500 taels 
to the contractors somewhere in Ch.53*
A and B differ considerably over this matter, and it is 
necessary to take them separately.
A.l Ch.53 8b-9b. After some prevarication, Hsi-men paid the 
500 taels, 250 of his own, and 250 from Hsii. This took place 
the day after he went to Liu's, which would make it the 
correct date if one were to accept his going there in Ch.53 
as correct. (See the last section.)
A.l Ch.56 3b. Ying Po-chiieh brought up the question of 
paying Li and Huang. (Evidently they had not been paid.)
B.4 Ch.55 2a. Ying Po-chiieh came with Li and Huang, and they 
were paid 500 taels, 250 from Hsi-men's funds, and 250 
recalled from Hsii. (The date is of course completely wrong.) 
B.4 Ch.56 3&. (a corresponding place to the second extract 
from A.)
"I wonder," said Ying Po-chiieh, "whether in the last few 
days any money has been paid out to Li and Huang by the
prefecture?"
Thus while the A version is correct enough, it is still 
impossible, because of its position beside other passages 
in which gross mistakes are contained, to consider it as 
authentic. The B version is obviousljr not authentic, for the 
incident takes place much later than it should.
The relationship between the editions is here of a 
more complicated nature. First, there is an obvious clash 
between the two passages quoted from A, from Chapters 53 
and 56 respectively; while the passage in Ch.53 is correct, 
the one in Ch.56 is hopelessly wrong. This accords with 
the disparity between these two parts of the A version 
which was pointed out under 'Hsi-men's visit to the capital.' 
Second, if we compare the A and B versions in Chapters 55 
and 56 only, we again notice the superiority of the B 
version. The two passages quoted from B are meant fi^-1 
to fill a gap in the narrative and to correct a mistake 
made in A. The first of them, in Ch.55* contains the correct 
account of the loan. It forms part of that long passage at 
the beginning of Ch.55 in which a number of corrections 
and improvements have been interpolated together. The second 
passage is of little or no usefulness; it merely serves to 
obliterate the mistake made in A.
In short, therefore, a substantially correct account 
is contained in A 53 * an account which is belied by A 56.
An equally correct account is contained in B 55* while the 
offending passage in Ch.56 has been altered. Whether there 
is any connection between the correct accounts of A 53 and 
B 55 it is extremely hard to say. Certain details are 
similar, for example Hsi-men's prevarication, and Xing Po- 
chueh's anxiety to get away and receive his commission for 
negotiating the loan. There are also certain textual 
similarities. But in neither case is the evidence decisive 
that one was written in knowledge of the other; the details 
and the textual similarities can all be parallelled 
earlier in the novel. It remains however, a likely 
supposition that there is such a relationship.
Inconsistencies in the language.
Although it is hardly necessary to give any more proof 
that Chapters 53 to 57 have been supplied, certain kinds 
of linguistic criteria do provide a useful check, as well 
as indicating the relationship between the two supplied 
versions. Only one or two elements of common occurrence, 
which clearly differentiate the work of the different 
writers, will be considered. No claim is made that they 
represent a writer's 'dialect', although we are used to 
thinking of some of them as belonging to different regional 
dialects. All we are concerned with is a writer's usage.
The most suitable example in the case of the Chin P'ing 
Mei is the first person pronoun, singular and plural.
For the singular pronoun in the authentic part of the 
novel (the A edition, except for Chapters 53 to 57)* two 
words are in common use, wo ^  and an . Of these
two, wo is much the more common; an is most frequently to 
be found in a qualifying position, eg. an niang 'my
mistress.' Other words are also used, but only in special 
contexts, for example in formal conversation with a 
superior; they will be disregarded here.
For the plural pronoun, the familiar distinction is 
made between 'inclusive* and 'exclusive.' The inclusive 
form is tsan , or tsa-men , or tsa-mei ^
(In Chin P'ing Mei the plural suffixes men and mei are used 
indiscriminately; the variation would appear to be merely
<*\
graphic.) The exclusive form is an or an-men (an-mei), and 
also, on a few occasions, wo-men (wo-mei).
The distinction, as usually formulated, between 
’inclusive' and 'exclusive' is not quite adequate for 
Chin P'ing kei. There is a minority of cases in which the 
speaker does refer to himself, together with the person 
he is addressing, as an-men. These cases possess in 
common a feature which may be described like this: the 
speaker is referring to himself, together with the person 
addressed, in opposition to a third person. Por example, 
in Ch.J-1 10b, Xd-lou told Chin-lien that Hsi-men had 
gone to her room, and Chin-lien replied:
"I shouldn't think it likely. A3.s he said, it's so 
much more interesting where there is a child. In 
our (an-mei) rooms, where there is no child, it's 
too dull for him."
The third person in this case, is, of course, Li P'ing-erh.
Terms for 'I, me1 in the whole novel
»<o and an are in general use throughout the novel.
I s is also found, but its use is practically
restricted to chapters which are a priori suspect. ( Tsan
is the usual word for 'we inclusive' in the authentic
'there.
part of the novel; it is rarely, if ever, found with the 
meaning of the singular pronoun.) Instances In which tsan 
is used for the first person singular are as follows:-
B.4 Ch.l : 7 tsan
A.l Ch.55 : 1 I
B.4 Ch.53 : 1 I
A.1/B.4 Ch.55 : 3 It
A.1/B.4 Ch.57 : 19 I
Terms for *we inclusive1 in the whole novel
Taking the whole of what may be called the authentic 
part of the novel, and excluding those chapters (1-6) 
which reproduce the usage of the Shui-hu-chuan, one finds 
over 200 tsan (tsa-men, tsa-mei), and only one wo-men.
(This one is in Ch.13, which also contains 4 tsan.) The 
distribution of wo-men (wo-mei) in the other chapters (B 1, 
A and B 53-7) is as follows:-
A.l Ch.53: 2 wo-men (wo-mei)
A.l Ch.54: 8
A.1/B.4 Ch.55: 1 1
In fact, only in B.4- Ch.l, which has at least 2 cases of 
tsan, is anything but wo-men (wo-mei) used.
Terms for 'we exclusive* in the whole novel
Taking the whole of the authentic part of the novel,
and again excluding Chapters 1 to 6, one finds over 300
an (an-men, an-mei) as well as some 20 wo-men (wo-mei).
In the other chapters there is a more pronounced use of 
wo-men (wo-mei) and in addition an occasional use of
tsa-men (tsa-mei), a thing which is never found in the 
authentic part of the novel. The incidence of the various 
words for 'we exclusive' in these chapters is as follows:-
B.4- Ch.l 3 tsa-men 2 wo-men
A.l Ch.53 1 wo-men
B.4- Ch.53 1 tsa-men
A.l Ch.54- 5 wo-men
B.4- Ch. 54- 1 tsa-men 1 an-men
A.1/B.4- Ch.55 2 wo-men
A.1/B.4- Ch.56 none
A.1/B.4- Ch.57 1 tsa-men 1 wo-men
The three above tables give a further indication that 
Chapter 53 (both editions), 55* and 57 are not authentic, 
and they give a first indication that B 1 and Chapter 54- 
(both editions) sire not authentic. So far as the supplied 
chapters are concerned, they confirm that A 53 and 54- —  in 
their use of wo-men for both inclusive and exclusive —  
stand apart from the rest. They also show, for what it is 
worth, that B 1, 53 and 54-* as well as A/B 55 and 57> 
have elements in common (either tsan 'I' or tsa-men 'we 
exclusive')•
It is now possible, on the grounds of inconsistencies 
in the narration confirmed by inconsistencies of language, 
to come to these conclusions about the authenticity of 
Chapters 53 to 57:-
The text of Chapters 53 to 57» in neither kind of 
edition, formed part of the original novel.
The chapter headings of the A editions in Chapters
53 to 57 did belong to the original novel. (This has been
shown to be true of four of the ten headings, and will
be shown in Chapter Five to be true of the rest.)
In the study of inconsistencies in the narration, a 
good deal was discovered about the contents of the missing 
chapters. Together with other material, this will be 
summarised in Chapter Five.
It is also now possible to unravel the tangled relation­
ship of the supplied versions.
First, A 53 and 54-, and A 55 to 57* are by two differ­
ent hands. We have already noted indications of this; under 
'Hsi-men1s visit to the capital', where A 53 was superior 
to B 53; under 'Li III and Huang IV', where A 53 and A56 
flatly contradict each other, A 53 being the correct 
version; and in the study of the words for 'I' and 'we', 
where A 53 and 54- were seen to stand apart from the
other supplied chapters. But the best indication is ^iv a 
hy the lack of continuity between a 54 an  ^ 55* hj the 
end of xx 54, Boctor Jen hh- has made his examination of 
Li P fing-erh, and is about to depart; yet at the beginning 
of Ch.55» he proceeds to examine her again, as if he had 
not already done so. It is reasonable to conclude, there­
fore, that xx 53-4 are by a different hand from that which 
wrote A 55-7* Leither section, of course, is authentic; 
both have been supplied, but supplied by different editors, 
and, one must assume, added to the novel at different 
times. Of the two sections, xx 55-4 is clearly the later 
addition. In a number of instances, it has been shown to 
be superior to xx 55-7 * Moreover, while it is possible to 
envisage an editor setting out to revise the supplied 
text, and then leaving his work unfinished after two 
chapters, it is hard to believe that any editor could 
have begun his revision with a break in continuity so 
glaring as that which exists between A 54 and ^ 55*
I1 he result of these conclusions is to prove that 
there is no direct line of derivation between the 
earliest editions of the A and B systems. Obviously, the 
earliest A edition could not have been derived from any 
edition of the B system, because, as we- have seen, the 
B editions represent an abridgement of a text which was 
substantially like that of a . on the other hand, the 
earliest B edition could not have been derived from any
A edition, since it is inconeeivab1e that any editor 
would have substituted E 53—4- for the manifestly superior
a ,'1^ PP-U.
To explain the relationship between the ~ and E 
systems, it is clearly necessary to postulate the existence 
of an edition, or editions, unlike any which survive.
Since the actual relationship, unless new discoveries are 
made, may never be known, it seems justifiable to try to 
infer what such editions must have been like. Cince it 
is obviously desirable to keep hypothesis to a minimum,
I shall merely show that is possible to explain the 
relationship between the systems by the postulati>n of a 
single edition.
The edition it is necessary to postulate must be one 
from which both xx and B could have been separately derived. 
Such an edition must therefore have had the text of xx, 
except in Chapters 53 and 54. It could not have contained 
^ 53-4-, for reasons given above. On the other hand, it 
could have contained B 53-4, or rather, an earlier, 
unabridged form of those chapters, bearing the sane relation 
to them as the rest of the xx text bears to the rest of the 
E text. These are the minimum requirements of any such 
edition.
•Vith the aid of this hypothesis, the derivation of 
the two systems would appear as follows:
f  r t\.  \. ~
hypothetical edition 
'Ch.53-7 supplied)r
Earliest ^ edition 
(Ch.53-4 rewritten)
Earliest B edition
(Ch.l altered, whole novel 
abridged and corrected.)
It is necessary to reiterate that this is merely the 
simplest conceivable relationship which takes account of 
the facts; the actual relationship, while it must have 
been of this kind, may have been much more complex.
One is tempted to identify the * hypothetical ed ition' 
with the earliest printed edition, described by Shen Te-fu. 
Ee mentions two features of the supplied text of that 
edition: it made occasional use of Soochow dialect, and 
it contained mistakes so gross as to impair the continuity 
of the novel. So far no verifiable Soochow dialect has 
been discovered in xx 55-7 or in E 53-7- On the other hand, 
the mistakes made in these chapters, are, as we have seen, 
gross enough to fit Shen Te-fu* s description, xipart from 
the mistakes, however, the text of these chapters is not 
8-11 as puerile as that described by Shen Te-fu. One scene 
in particular, between the shifty Jh'ang Shih-chieh ^ 
and his grasping, shrewish wife, is extremely lively, so 
much so that later on it became a favourite subject for 
the ball ad mongers of the Ch'ing dynastyTherefore, while 
it seems extremely likely that the 'hypothetical edition1 




Chapter Four: 'l‘he Altered Text —  Ch.l
.^b pointed out above, the first P leaves of **.1 Ch. 1, 
and the first 20 leaves of P.--!- Ch.l. differ completely 
in hoth wording and content.
Despite the brevity of the A version, it is possible 
to show that it is authentic. Passages from the Shui-hu- 
chuan , which form a large part of this
opening, are drawn from an edition similar to that used in 
the rest of the novel.*Since, as will he shown in fart 
Three, this edition of the Shul-ha-clman was an early, 
and probably by the time the Chin ^ 1iny Lei came to be 
edited, an extremely rare, edition, it can safely he 
assumed that the ^ version was the original ooening.
* JL. W
It is therefore unnecessary to show that the £ 
version was an editor's adaptation. In any case, "because 
of the mistakes in narrative and description which it 
contains, as well as the divergence of word—usage noticed 
above, it would not he a difficult matter to prove, .rich 
;re difficult is to determine the stage at which the 
opening of the novel was altered. It appears in all the 
extant I editions, hut whether it was the work of the 
editor of the earliest I edition, or of some lost edition 
before that, it is impossible to say. It may seem 
significant that, like Chapters 55-7 in the A editions,
it has tsan 'I' and even tsa-men 'we exclusive.1 hut that
is really far too little to identify it. ** more interesting 
question is to ask how and why the £ version came to he
written.
Readers of translations of the novel will he 
familiar with the B opening, for all the translations so 
far made, except for one modern one into Japanese, have 
"been based on one or other of the closely-related C 
editions. After some moralising remarks, come a description 
of Hsi-men's antecedents, his household, and his friends. 
There follows a discussion between Hsi-men and Yfleh-niang 
about the brotherhood', the news of the death of one of 
the brethren, his replacement by the neighbour Hua Tzu-hsii, 
the swearing of an oath of brotherhood, and so on. Wu 
Sung's fight with the tiger, and his reception in the 
town as a hero, are described as an item of news in the 
course of their conversation.
In the A editions, Wu Sung's adventures are, of 
course, narrated as in the Shui-hu-chuan, and none of the 
other events appear in Ch.l at all. Yet they are not all 
of the editor's invention; much of the description and 
incident has been removed from Chapters 10 and 11, and 
placed in Ch.l. One might say that the editor chose to 
alter the novel so that it began at a different point, 
a point which in the original novel was reached only 
in Ch.10. This has enabled the story of Wu Sung to be 
briefly reported in conversation between the characters.
Among passages drawn from Chapters 10 and 11 are 
the description of Hsi-men's friends (contained twice,
with slight variations, in A), the death of one of the 
brethren, and his replacement by Hua Tzu-hsU. Other 
items have been taken from various early chapters.
Naturally this kind of alteration has necessitated other 
changes in the novel up to Oh.11 —  a character who has 
been introduced to the reader in Ch.l must not be reintro­
duced six chapters later —  and these changes have in 
fact been made.
There are a number of explanations for this alteration 
of the opening. To the person accustomed to the European 
novel, the change will seem an obvious attempt to improve 
the structure. The long account of the adventures of Wu 
Sung, who is not one of the principal characters, but 
more of a deus ex machina, is circumlocutory; the altered 
version, with its description of Hsi-men Chfing and his 
circle, will appear a great improvement. It is possible, 
however, to put too much faith in such an explanation.
There were, after all, very few novels which preceded 
Chin P * ing Mei % and those few were of a^more loosely- 
constructed kind. It has been suggested that the alter­
ation was influenced by another form of literature alto­
gether; that Hsi-men was introduced to the reader before 
Chin-lien, just as in the drama, the sheng , or
principal male actor, is introduced before the tan SL • '
It is even possible that the publisher felt that the 
original opening did not indicate clearly enough the
subject of the book to the prospective buyer, and so 
commissioned a change to be made. Another motive, although 
it cannot by itself explain the alteration, was certainly 
present in the editor*s mind: the need to disarm criticism 
by claiming for the novel a moral purpose. This is a 
theme which is stressed in the altered opening, whereas 
in the author*s own account of his novel, it is conspicuous­
ly absent. But whatever the actual explanation, from the 
literary point of view, the alteration cannot be regarded 
as a success; it is far too half-hearted to be effective.
For such a change ever to be justified —  and one cannot 
see how it could ever be —  it would require the full-scale 
recasting of the first six chapters.
It is true, however, that the editor has chosen, in 
Chapters 10 and 11, one of the few points where a 
certain clumsiness of technique is apparent. If one can 
assume that the text of the original novel at this point 
was as we now have it in the A.l edition, the author has 
introduced Hua Tzu-hsii before mentioning the ‘Brotherhood 
of Ten.' As a result, he has been compelled, with the 
description of Hua, to add an account of the brotherhood, 
of which Hua has become a member. Later, because the
account has not been prominent enough, he has had to 
.repeat it before the first recorded meeting of the brethren. 
Thus there are two separate accounts of the brotherhood and
its members, one in ChJLO and one in Ch.11. The differences
.
between these two accounts may indicate that this was a
slip which missed the author's eye. This circumstance, 
even if it did not influence the decision to alter the 
opening of the novel, may at least have recommended Ch.10 
as the starting-point for the new opening.
/ J
Chapter J?ive: The Contents of the missing chapters
The material discovered in the third chapter accounted 
for four of the ten chapter headings of the lost part of 
the novel. By taking the other six headings of the _ 
editions, and examining them one by one, it is possible 
both to check their genuineness and to fill in the -in 
events.
n.l Ch.53 first heading
' ju Ifteh-niang, receiving her husband’s love, seeks 
to have a son.'
This event hss been prepared for earlier in the novel.
Oh.40 la-2a. JSfun itfang told Itleh-niang of a sure method of 
conceiving a child. One requirement was the placenta of a 
first-born baby, which, after treatment, had to be 
swallowed together with a medecine prepared by Hun jis&eh.
If fdeh-niang did this upon a tjen-tsu -i ^  day, she would 
be bound to conceive.
Ch.50 llab. Pun Hsfleh gave Xdeh-niang the medecine.
Ch.52 8b. 1 Ifieh-niang told Chin-lien;
"Just look at the calendar and see when it will be 
a .jen-tzu d ay. "
Chin-lien did so.
"The twenty-third, is a Jen-tzu day-," she said.’
Ch.p8 ends 011 the twenty-second. It is clear from 
later chapters of the novel that a child must have been
conceived at this time. The conception must be placed
near the beginning of Ch.53, just after the . yment of 500 
taels, which was to have been made on the afternoon of 
the twenty-third.
-cx.l Ch.53 second heading
’Li P ' ing-erh gives thanks for the protection of her 
son’s life.'
An echo of this event is found later in the novel.
Oh*63 ?b-3a. The artist who had been summoned to paint a 
portrait of the dead Li P'ing-erh, asked Hsi-men:
"hay I be so bold as to ask, Sir, whether this is the 
lady whom I met at the Mountain temple on the first 
of the fifth nonth, when she . s burning ince s *?"
"Tes, she is," said Hsi-men Ch'ing. "She was still 
well then."
evidently, since the date given would tally —  the con­
ception of Yiieh-niang' s child took place on the twenty- 
third of the previous month —  Li P ’ing-erh fulfilled a 
vow taken with the object of safeguarding her son's life 
by going to the Mountain temple. similar action was 
performed by Xtleh-niang an Ch.84, in fulfilment of a 
vow taken during Hsi-men*s last illness.
A.l Ch.54- first heading
*Ying Po-chheh meets his friends in a garden outside 
the town.1
There is no reference in the authentic part of the novel 
to this meeting, and it is not easy to guess the circum­
stances which brought it about. It was, however, the 
custom for members of the brotherhood to take turns in 
entertaining the rest. Earlier in the novel we read that 
one of them was unable to do so because his house was too 
small. This may therefore simply have been a meeting of 
the brotherhood, with Ying Po-chfteh as host. On the other 
hand, two of them were, or had recently been, in prison, 
and it does not seem likely that a meeting would be held 
at this time. It is more probable that Ying Po-chheh was 
celebrating the loan of 500 taels, and the receipt of his 
own commission. \
It is thus not possible to show that this heading 
belonged to the original novel.
A.l Ch.54- second heading
1 The great practitioner Doctor Jen makes an examination 
of the symptoms.*
Doctor Jen appears at Hsi-men*s birthday party in Ch.58.
His presence is not explained, and he has not been 
mentioned before. As he left the party, Hsi-men asked 
him to come before long to see Li P*ing-erh, and thanked
him for his medecine (8a-9a). We can conclude that Li P*ing- 
erh fell ill and was attended by Doctor Jen, and that an 
account of this should appear in Ch.54-.
A.l Ch.56 first heading
'Hsi-men Ch'ing helps Ch'ang Shih-chieh out with 
money.'
The details of this event can be inferred from later 
references.
In Ch.60, when Ch'ang arrives at a party given by 
Hsi-men, he is described as follows:-
'Now as it happens Hsi-men Ch'ing had recently given him
50 taels, 35 as deposit on a house, and 15 as capital to 
set up a general store in his home.'
Later in the same chapter the scene is described in which 
the money is given; there is thus an obvious mistake in 
the order in which this scene and the description occur.
One must assume the mistake to be the author's; both
passages are retained in A, but only the second of them
in B.
Evidently Ch'ang, whose house was too small to 
entertain his friends in, has in Ch.56 pleaded his 
poverty, and asked for Hsi-men's help. Judging from the 
heading, Hsi-men must have given him some immediate help, 
with the promise of more to come.
'Z
^ . 1 Ch.pb Becoriu heading
1 Xing Po-chdeh recommends the graduate Shui.T
In Ch«801 after the death of Hsi-men, the members of the 
hrotherhodd contributed money for a funeral ode to be 
written. Xing Po-chtteh entrusted this to 1Shui Iisiu-ts'ai 
7k. %  % from outside the tc ' ' •. 1 This is the only
* »— < %j
other mention of him in the course of the whole novel, 
but it indicates that the heading must be taken as genuine.
It must have he>n 3 a secretary that Xing recommended 
3hui, for in Ch.JB Hsi-men did appoint someone to such a 
position, a n d  for this development the reader has not been 
adequately prepared. Evidently then, Shui was unsuccessfully 
recommended for the post, and Hsi-men therefore asked 
someone else to bring along the man who proved to be the 
successful applicant, in Ch.po.
There is at least one other event that should have 
taken place in the missing chapters: yang Ching ■£ £& , the 
young brother of Wang liu-erh £ A  &  (Han Tao-kuo1 s wife 
and Hsi-men's mistress), was taken into the household as 
a page. He appears in that capacity throughout the rest 
of the novel, but has not done so before Ch.53- It is not 
possible to say, however, exactly at what stage he was 
introduced into the household.
It may be helpful to summarize the main events of
the missing chapters.(An asterisk denotes that the order is
tentative.)
Chapter 53
On the 23rd of the fourth month, Hsi-men paid a loan 
of 500 taels (250 recalled from Hsli IV) to the contracting 
merchants Li and Huang.
That night, having taken a special preparation made 
for her by Nun Hslieh, Wu Yileh-niang slept with her 
husband and conceived a child.
On the 1st of the fifth month, Li P*ing-erh, in 
fulfilment of a vow taken in order to safeguard her son’s
i*\C>un+cun
life, made a visit to the Y&eh- temple.
Chapter 54-
To celebrate the commission he has received for 
negotiating the loan, Ying Po-chiieh gave a party on an 
estate outside the town. (This is tentative —  see above.)
Li P*ing-erh fell ill and Doctor Jen was called to 
examine her.
Chapter 55
*Lai Pao returned from the capital with a pardon for 
Li Kud-chieh, and perhaps for Chu and Sun as well. He 
also conveyed an invitation to Hsi-men Ch’ing to visit 
the capital on the occasion of the Imperial Tutor’s 
birthday, (the 15th of the sixth month.)
Lai Lao was sent to Xangchow, with a letter for Ts'ai
m  n.
Li Ejuei-chieh was able to return home.
Accepting the invitation, Hsi-men visited the capital. 
Xs'ui Pen returned from Xangchow, bringing with him 
a singing-boy, Ch’un-hung, as a present from Liao Ch’ing.
Chapter
* .Vang Ching was taken into the household.
Ch’ang Shih-chieh approached Hsi-men for money. He 
received some, with a promise of more later on.
Xing Po-chtieh recommended liis friend Shui for the post 
of Hsi-men*s secretary. Hsi-men did not accept him, hut 
asked his acquaintance Ni ufe to introduce another man to 
him instead.
Chapter 57
The abbot Tao-chien of the Xung-fu temple, having 
received his patron Chou Hsiu’s permission to solicit 
donations for the repair of the temple, was given money 
by Hsi-men Ch'ing.
Lun Hstieh persuaded Li L 1ing-erh to subscribe money 
for the printing of the T'o-lo ching.
The chapter closes towards the end of the seventh month.
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IT T./Q: The Early History of the Text
In order to come to any conclusions in Part One, it was 
necessary to concentrate on the text itself. The extant 
editions were taken as the starting-point, and the evidence 
offered was all concerned with the internal consistency of 
the novel. Thus the many references to Chin 'ing ™el which 
are contained in other works were largely ignored. It is the 
concern now of Part Two to combine these references, as well 
as the conclusions reached in Part One, into a brief history 
of the early text.
It might he thought that all the early references to 
the manuscripts would a l r e a d y  have been marshalled and 
evaluated. In fact, it is not so. Even the earliest 
reference to Chin ± 1 inp; i has never been adequately used;
I hoy? to 'b thai It is ten years earlier than what is 
generally supposed to be the earliest reference, *jnd this 
is far from being the only case; there is indeed enough 
evidence for us to distinguish how many manuscripts were 
in circulation before the novel came to be printed, from 
whom they originated, and how complete they were.
&£{,r4y
.n the study of the printed editions, the facts
unearthed in Part One can be combined with the available
/.
references. In addition, the HstL Chin yirg Eei and a
virtually unknown work, the Chin Pj^ing jftei h , ft fe 
2.
iMi , provide interesting evidence of the existence o:-C*»I
6 I
editions unlike any we now have.
A history of the text should properly begin with the 
date of composition. In the following chapters, however, 
this subject is treated only in part. In the case of
the Chin P'ing Mei, since we know nothing of its author,
<?
dating the novel means fixing the narrowest possible limits 
for its composition. The earlier limit depends on internal 
evidence in the novel itself; the later limit will be the 
date of the first external reference. It is the later limit 
which is discussed below, and on which new evidence is 
given. The earlier limit is not discussed here, because 
the main evidence for it, which was adduced by the historian 
Wu Han ^ Bg over twenty years ago, has not yet been super-
i.
seded. More recent research into song and the drama hxxw has 
uncovered more pertinent examples than are found among his 
supporting evidence, but they only go to reinforce his 
general conclusion: that the novel was written in the Wan-li 
period, and probably after 1582. The question is dealt with 
in Appendix I.
Chapter Six: The Manuscripts
There are a number of references to manuscripts of 
the novel before the date of the first printed edition.
It has not been realised that they refer to two different 
kinds of manuscript. They are dealt with separately below.
The Tung Ch'i-ch'ang jfc # H______manuscript.
The earliest reference to the novel was made by the
writer Ytian Hung-tao , not as is generally
».
supposed, in his Shang client Jit , but in a letter to 
Tung Ssu-pai ]t §. & . Ssu-pai is the hao of the famous
painter and calligrapher Tung Chfi—ch'ang ^  # (1551-
1636). The text of the letter is as follows:
A month ago, Shih-k'ufl. & % came to visit me, 
and we spent five days deep in discussion. After 
that, we set off by boat to tour the .Five Lakes 
and to see the outstandingly beautiful places among 
the Seventy-two Peaks. ,Vhen we had completed the 
tour, we returned to my studio in the official 
residence. Our discussion ranged over every conceiv­
able topic, both trivial and important. My illness 
had receded a little because of his visit, and 
my only regret was that you were not there with us. 
Where did you get Chin p'ing Mei from? I glance at 
it from time to time, while lying in bed, and find
02
it full of interest, and far superior to kei Sheng's
Ch’ i-f a ^ St . Where is the latter part? Please
let me know where, once it has been copied, I can
2.
return it to you in exchange for the other part. *
3.
This letter has been quoted in only one of the works 
devoted to collecting references to the Chinese novel, and 
in that one, only the last portion of the letter, from the 
reference to the Chin P'ing Lei on, has been reprinted. 
Consequently it has not been possible for anyone to date 
it.
The Shih-k'u«d- referred to is the poet T 1 ao Wang-ling 
close friend of both Ylian Hung-tao and Tung 
Ch'i-ch'ang. The ’Five Lakes' refer to the T'ai-hu 
at Soochow. This letter must therefore have been written 
during Than Hung-tao's tenure of office in Soochow.*"' 
Fortunately, T'ao Wang-ling has left a detailed record 
of this very visit; the introductory note to his eight 
essays entitled Yu Tung-t1 ing-shan chi /&. iU
'A description of my visit to kount Tung-t'ing' is as 
follows:
In 1535? returning home for the second time, I 
passed through Soochow, where my friend Yftan Chung- 
lang &  t was magistrate. As we drank, our 
talk turned to the subject of when we would meet 
again. At the time, we had just been eating oranges,
If
so I said "I must come "back when the oranges are 
ripe again, and visit the Tung-t'ing.M The following 
year, in mid-autumn, he wrote to me again, reminding 
me of my promise, and saying that the oranges in 
his garden were turning greenish yellow. Accordingly, 
on the fifteenth day of the ninth month, we set out
from Shan-yin. LIy younger "brother........ all came.
On the twenty-fourth we arrived in Soochow, and put 
up at the K'ai-ydan temple 1*3 tl> ^  . Ghung-lang,
who had recently "been ill, had just recovered. I 
spent three days in conversation with him "beside 
his couch. Not until the twenty-ninth did we make
the crossing at Hsft-k'ou Q .......
The note is dated the beginning of the tenth month, 1596, 
while he was still staying at the K'ai-y&an temple.
Although there is a discrepancy between the two 
accounts —  Yttan Hung-tao says they spent five days in 
conversation, while T 1 ao .Vang-ling says three —  there can 
be no doubt that they both refer to the same event. Itian 
Hung-tao's life is particularly well documented at this 
stage, both in his own works, and in those of his younger 
brother Chung-tao ft M
He was a chin-shih of 1592, but preferring not to take 
up a post, returned home to Kung-an ^  in Hupeh. On his 
fatherfs insistence, he went again to Peking in 1594- to 
seek a position. In the twelfth month of that year he
was appointed magistrate in Soochow. On the sixth day of 
the second month of 1 5 9 5 , he said goodbye to his brothers, 
T'ao Wang-ling and Tung Ch'i-ch'ang outside the city, and
travelling in the company of the playwright T'ang Hsien-tsu
os >yj 2.
tel , set out for Soochow. During 1595 bis friends 
T'ao Wang-ling and Ghiang Ying-k'e —  St &{• visited him 
there, as well as his younger brother Chung-tao. He soon 
found the duties of his post far too onerous, and his 
letters during 1596 are filled with complaints. In the early 
part of 1 5 9 6 , his grandmother fell ill; he asked for leave 
to visit her, but it was refused. In the eighth month he 
suffered a severe attack of malaria —  this is the illness 
of which both he and T fao Wang-ling write. He had recovered 
somewhat by the time of T'ao's visit at the end of the 
ninth month. He wrote several petitions asking to be 
relieved of his post; permission was eventually granted, 
and he finally left Soochow in the early months of 1597-
Yiian Hung-tao had made the acquaintance of Tung Gh'i- 
ch'ang during his visits to the capital in 1 5 9 1 - 2 and
5T
1594— 5- Both Tung and T fao were graduates of the same year, 
1589, and both had served in the Hanlin Academy since then. 
T'ao left, as he describes above, during 1595- Tung Ch'i-
(d.
ch'ang, with the exception of one period of leave, remained 
in his post until 1 5 9 6 , when he was appointed to a position 
in Changsha. His Hua-ch'an-shih sui-pi 
has the note:
I received orders to take up a post in Changsha in 
the autumn of 1596. When I reached the Tung-lin temple
It is probable that he had paid a visit to his home at
Sungchiang before going on to Changsha. There is a letter
to him from Ydan Hung-tao, which must have been written
about this time, and v/hich seems to show that he had passed
through Soochow.
The black ox passed through Han-ku lifei ^  , and Kuan
Yin $3 p happened to be ill. Although it was my
ill-luck not to meet you, I have at least spared you
the trouble of giving me five thousand words of
exposition. I have been ill for two months, without
(sign of) recovery. I have therefore applied to be
2-
relieved of my post.....
The 'black ox passing through Han-ku' refers, of course, 
to the famous story of Lao-tzu, who, riding a black ox, 
passed through the Han-ku Pass, and favoured the warden of 
the pass, Yin Hsi P ? with five thousand words of 
instruction, that is to say, the Tao-te ching.
It was on the fourteenth of the eigfch month, according 
to his application to be relieved of his post, that Yilan 
Hung-tao's attack of malaria began. Tung Ch'i-ch'ang
(at Lu-shan^ LLi f not far from Kiukiang) , 
the white lotus was in full bloom. The local people 
say it was planted by the priest Hui-yttan ^  of the 
Chin dynasty. **
must therefore have passed through Soochow after this date, 
and according to the letter, at least two months after it. 
The application runs:
On the fourteenth day of the month before last, my 
illness took a serious turn. For a period of ten days 
or so, I vomited several quarts of blood, felt dizzy,
had aches in my bones....
This application must therefore have been written during 
the ninth month (there was an intercalary eighth month in 
that year). In any case, his next application takes up the 
narrative of his illness from the beginning of the tenth 
month. His letter to Tung (the second letter quoted) must 
have been written before T 'ao's arrival, since otherwise 
he would certainly have mentioned it. Since, however, he 
speaks of having been ill for two months, his letter to
Tung cannot have been written long before T'ao's arrival
on the twenty-fourth. If, for example, it had been written
about the middle of the ninth month, it would indeed have
been two months after the onset of the illness. This shows, 
therefore, that up to a short while, hardly more than a 
few days, before T'ao's arrival, Yiian Hung-tao had not yet 
received the manuscript of the Chin P'ing Mei. It seems 
most likely, therefore, that he received it from the hand 
of T'ao Wang-ling, perhaps with instructions to return it 
after copying. This conclusion is supported by the drift of 
the letter itself, which invites one to assume that T'ao's
coming explains the arrival of the manuscript.
Thus this letter of YUan Hung-tao*s, besides containing 
the earliest reference to the novel, also supplies a few 
clues to its previous history. The letter itself (the 
sss first letter) was written about the end of the tenth 
month of 1596, and indicates that Ytian Hung-tao probably 
received the manuscript of the first half of Chin P^ing Mei 
from the hand of T'ao Wang-ling on the twenty-fourth of 
the ninth month of the same year. T'ao, in turn, had 
received it from Tung Gh'i-ch'ang during his visit to 
Sungchiang. Since Tung's visit to Sungchiang is not likely 
to have been a long one, it is improbable, if he had 
obtained the manuscript at that time, that he would have 
been prepared to part with it so quickly. Probably, there­
fore, he brought it south with him from Peking.
If this assumption is right, then the manuscript must 
have come into Tung's possession after Hung-tao's departure 
from the capital in the second month of 1 5 9 5 > and probably 
after T'ao's departure in the middle of 1595 * "but on the 
other hand, before his own departure in the middle of 1 5 9 6 . 
Therefore it seems possible to say that the first person 
who to our knowledge had possession of part of the manuscript 
was the artist and calligrapher Tung Gh'i-ch'ang, and that 
he first obtained it in Peking between the middle of 1595 
and the middle of 1 5 9 6 .
There is one other reference to the manuscript which
belongs to this early period. It is contained in I&an 
Chung-tao's diary for the eighth month of 1614-. After 
describing a visit to Li Chih ^  in 1592, at a time
when the latter was editing the Shui-hu-chuan, he remarks:
I went to see Tung Ssu-pai, and we discussed which 
was the best of the novels. Ssu-pai said: "I have 
recently read a novel called Chin P'ing Mei which is 
extremely fine." I had heard of it myself; later I 
got half of the work from Chung-lang while he was at 
Chen-chou &  H1 . Broadly speaking, it is a detailed 
description of love-making. It develops the story of 
P'an Chin-lien from the Shui-hu-chuan. The 'Chin1 of 
the title is for Chin-lien; the 1?'ing' is for Li 
P'ing-erh; and the 'Jkiei' is for Ch'un-mei the maid. 
Long ago there was a Captain Hsi-men &  f3 in
the capital, who engaged an o3rd scholar from Shaohsing 
to serve in his household. The scholar had little to 
occupy his time, and so day by day recorded the 
erotic and licentious things that went on there. In 
the figure of (Hsi-)men Ch'ing, he portrayed his 
master, and in the other figures, his master's
various concubines  ’
It is not possible to give a certain date to this meeting.
It must have been before the end of 1597» which was the 
date of Chung-tao's arrival in Chen-chou. The most likely 
date for the meeting is the end of 1 5 9 6 or the be-'innin^
of 1597» while Tung Ch'i-ch'ang was at Changsha, for from
the time Chung-tao left Soochow in 1595 after visiting
his brother, he was travelling through Kiangsu, Chekiang 
/.
and Anhui. He did not return to Kung-an until the third 
month of 1 5 9 6 .  There is s c a r c e l y  any mention of his move­
ments during the rest of that year either in his own works
or the works of his two brothers, but in 1 5 9 7 he journeyed
3.
to Wuchang to take the examinations, and later in the same 
year joined his brother in Chen-chou. It is most likely 
therefore that the two men met at some time after Tung 
Ch'i-ch'ang's arrival at Changsha in the late autumn of 
1596, but before Chung-tao's departure for Chen-chou a 
year later.
It is possible, though less likely, that the meeting 
took place before the date in 1 5 9 6 at which the manuscript 
came into Hung-tao's possession. If this is so, it must 
have been while both men were in Peking. However, Chung-tao 
did not stay long in Peking after his brother left. He 
must have finally left in the sixth or seventh month, for 
he seems to have made a fairly leisurely journey through 
Shantung and Kiangsu before arriving in Soochow in the tenth 
month. Furthermore, during at least some of the time after 
bis brother's departure in the second month, he was
4-.
staying in Tatung in Shansi. Moreover, if Tung Ch'i-ch'ang
had had the manuscript at this time, news of it would
surely have reached Hung-tao either through his brother or 
T'ao Wang-ling; he would thus have been better informed
about the novel than his letter indicates.
Beyond the point at which Tung Ch'i-ch'ang came into
possession of the manuscript of half the novel, it is
impossible with the available evidence to go. But the very
fact that at this stage only half of the Chin P'ing Mei
was in circulation, prompts one to wonder whether, like
/
the author of the Shih-t'ou-chi, the author of this novel, 
having finished part of it, may not have circulated it 
among his friends. This would not necessarily mean that 
in 15 9 5 the novel was still in the process of being written 
(though nothing definitely precludes that possibility), for 
a part of the novel might be copied and re-copie^, and
4
come to lead an existence of its own.
The fact that a novel should receive such consideration 
from literary figures like Tung Ch'i-ch'ang, T'ao Wang-ling 
and the Yiian brothers, indicates the change of attitude 
to the vernacular literature which began in the Chia-ching 
period, and became more pronounced during Wan-li. The 
change of attitude was most marked with regard to the 
popular song and the novel. The first great collections 
of popular song like the Tz'u-lin Chai-yen j i v and
the Yung-hsi ydeh-fu 1 .^ $3 ^ a r e  the products of the 
earlier period; by the Wan-li period a number of writers 
had begun to imitate popular songs, and even to include 
their imitations among their works. The first notable 
editions of the Shui—hu—chuan are those of the Chia—ching
period; there followed others during Wan-li by Wang Tao-k'un
i.
1  and Li Chih, while from 1600 on, accepted literary
figures like Feng Meng-lung and Chung Hsing iSL both
created new novels and revised old ones. Altogether it
may be said that from early in the sixteenth century the
two literatures of the Ming dynasty, the vernacular and
the recognised, had ceased to run entirely separate courses.
Yftan Hung-tao himself had reacted strongly against
the prevailing school of writers, notably Wang Shih-chen
and Li P fa n - l u n g ^ ^ , with their principle of
2.
taking classical models. The two men whom he regarded as 
his masters were Li Chih and Hstt Wei ijf . He had studied
under Li Chih, and was his close friend; and although he 
never met Hsd Wei, it is clear from the biography he wrote 
and the references to Hod Wei in his letters, that he 
regarded himself as a protagonist for Hsd Wei's ideas.
Both Li Chih and Hsd Wei were noted for the esteem in |
which they held the vernacular literature. Li Chih edited
old novels; Hsd Wei imitated the current tunes of the
r
popular song. It is not surprising therefore that Yuan 
Hung-tao valued the Chin B'ing Mei so highly. I
There are several other references to the history of 
this manuscript. From Chung-tao’s note, we know that he 
obtained the novel to read in Chen-chou, presumably towards 
the end of 1597* Also staying at Chen-chou at this time
was the writer Hsieh Chao-che i&M ^  ^ ‘J ’ who later
borrowed Hung-tao's manuscript to cop/.
In the spring of 1598 Hung-tao went to Peking to take 
z.
up an appointment. Chung-tao followed in the seventh 
month, bringing his brother* s family with him. At this 
time the three Yhan brothers were together in the capital, 
for the eldest brother Tsung-tao also had a post there.
With Tung Ch,i-ch*ang, Hsieh Chao-che and other friends, 
they formed the P fu-t*ao she 1% §? *the Society of the
Grape' , which met at the Ch'ung-kuo temple @9 in the
north-west of the city to drink wine, compose impromptu 
verses, and so on. This circumstance shows that Tung Ch'i- 
ch'ang had probably never possessed more than half of the 
manuscript of the Chin P'ing Mei, for if he had, he would 
probably have lent it to Hung-tao at this time, and as we 
shall see later, Hung-tao never managed to see the second 
half.
Hung-tao's reference to Chin P'ing Mei in his Shang 
Cheng JEk 'Rules of drinking' is widely quoted. It 
was this reference which prompted Shen Te-fu to ask Hung-tao 
about the novel. The 'Rules', which is of course a jeu diaxx 
d'esprit, and intended in its author's words 'as a means 
of enlivening the proceedings at celebrations,' has a 
postscript dated the summer of 1607* It could not have 
been composed at that time however, for apart from Shen 
Te-fu's reference —  he implies that he read it before
meeting Hung-tao in Peking in 1606 —  it is mentioned in 
two letters written by Hung-tao before he went to the
i.
capital in that year. One of these letters, that to Huang 
Hui jj* which enclosed a copy of the ‘Rules, 1 was written 
after his visit to Te-shan dj in the autumn of 1604.
The 'Rules* was therefore probably written during 1605 or 
the early part of 1606.
Apart from making the existence of the Chin P'ing Mei 
fairly widely known, the reference in the 'Rules' is not 
of much importance; it merely lists the novel, along with 
the Shui-hu-chuan and other works, as 'unofficial classics' 
of the art of drinking.
In 1606, Shen Te-fu, who had been living most of his 
life in the capital, met Hung-tao there and discussed the 
novel with him. The meeting must have been towards the end 
of the year, for we know that Hung-tao did not arrive until
3.
the autumn. Shen Te-fu's note is contained in his Yeh-huo 
Pien Jgf ;jf i-jfo . As it provides the main evidence for the 
history of the other manuscript and the first printed 
edition, the whole of it is translated here, for reference 
when those matters are dealt with later. The note is as 
follows:
Yhan Chung-lang's Shane; cheng named the Chin 
P'ing Mei and the Shui-hu-chuan as unofficial classics. 
I very much regretted not having been able to see it.
In 1606 I met Chung-lang in the capital, and asked
him whether he had ever had the complete work.
"I heve read only a few chhan," he told me, "but they
were both extraordinary and delightful. By now, the
only man who possesses the complete work is Liu
z .*
Ch'eng-hsi %< ^  , styled & , of Ma-ch1 eng ^
Ho doubt it was copied for him from the manuscript of
Hsd V/en-chen & , to whose family his wife
belongs."
Three years later, when Hsiao-hsiu 'A hf (ie. 
Yftan Ghung-tao) came to the capital to take the 
examinations, he brought the book with him. I borrowed 
it from him to copy, and brought it back with me. My 
Soochow friend Feng Yu-lung (ie. Feng Meng-
lung) was both surprised and delighted when he saw 
it. At that time Ma Chung-liang ^ /$r & (ie. the 
v/riter Ma Chih-chiin i  ^  ) had been appointed
to the Customs in Soochow, and he too urged me to 
accede to the publisher's request, and thereby 
satisfy my needs. But I toLd him that although there 
would eventually be someone who would publish the 
book, once published it would circulate from person 
to person and from household to household, corrupting 
men's minds. If one day Yama were to tax me with 
setting off this catastrophe, what excuse should I 
be able to offer? How could I possibly barter the 
torments of Hiraya against the hope of a paltry
profit? Ma Chung-liang entirely agreed with, me, and so 
I locked the novel securely away. Yet it was not long 
"before it was on sale all over Soochow. However, the 
original text was short of Chapters 53 to 57; they 
were searched for everywhere, hut could not he found. 
Some ohciouro^ Scholar supplied them, so that the 
work could he printed. Leaving out of consideration 
their utter triviality and vulgarity, and their 
occasional use of Soochow words, the chapters he 
supplied do not even fit in with the sequence of the 
novel. One can tell at a glance that they have heen 
forged.
I have heen told that the novel is the master­
piece of a famous writer of the Ghia-ching period, 
and that he wrote it as an attack on the conditions 
of his time. Ts'ai Ching and his sons, for example, 
represent Pen-i aT S. (ie. Yen Sung Jg $ and his 
son Yen Shih-fan &  M  ) , Lin Ling-su ^  §. % 
represents T'ao Chung-wen f&WJt , Chu Mien 
represents Lu Ping ^  , and so on, with each
character in the novel standing for someone.
"There is another novel named Yu Ghiao Li — ^  £," 
Chung-lang also told me,,!which also comes from the 
hand of this famous writer. It allots to each 
character in the earlier novel his or her apioropriate 
fate, according to karma, in the next reincarnation.
Wu Ta in his next life becomes an adulterer, commits
incest with his mother, and is paid out in the same
coin by his son. P'an Chin-lien becomes a notorious
wanton, and eventually suffers execution of the most
severe degree. Hsi-men Ch'ing turns into an idiot,
and sits helplessly by while his wives and concubines
cuckold him. One can see from this that the doctrine
of transmigration does not err." Chung-lang had only
heard tell of it; he had not seen it. Last year I
went to the capital, and while there managed to get a
glimpse of this novel from Ch'iu Ghih-ch'ung >
style Liu-ch'ii P r , of the Board of .Vorks. It was
only the first chttan. It was unspeakably obscene and
unethical, so that I could scarcely bring myself to
read it. The Pmperor in it is called Wan-yen Ta-ting
, and the feud between Kui-hsi -t? 5^ (ie.
Hsia Yen % £ ) and Pen-i is obliquely described
there. An even more surprising thing is that up to the
year 154-1 the names of the lesser officials are given
directly. I put the book aside and did not open it
again. Nevertheless its style is both forceful and
pleasing, and seems even superior to that of the Chin
p 1ing Mei. When Ch'iu left the capital to take up
office elsewhere, I do not know what became of thebook.
Evidently therefore, Yuan Hung-tao never saw more than the 
half of the novel which he obtained in 1596. The words 'a feu 
ch&an' are interesting, because they indicate that the novel
was originally divided into ten chhan like the early A 
editions, rather than into twenty like the B editions.
In a letter written to Hsieh Chao-che, Yftan Hung-tao 
wrote:
I imagine that by now you must have Chin P'ing Mei 
by heart. Why has it not been returned to me ages 
ago? A
From a reference which it contains to the lapse of eight 
years since the Society of the Grape flourished (ie. 1598-9), 
it seems that this letter must have been written during 
Hung-tao's stay in the capital in 1607* It is natural that, 
having arrived in the capital, he should recall in his 
letter to Hsieh the last time they were there together.
It is not certain when Hsieh borrowed the manuscript, but 
he did visit Hung-tao at least once during those eight years^ .
There is at least one other reference to the Tung
manuscript. It is contained in the Shan-lin ching-chi-chi
^  It && ^  0f the writer T'u Pen-chiin ^ t
Note: Very few copies of the Chin P'ing Mei are
extant. The book is closely connected with the Shui-
hu-chuan. Apparently in Chia-ching time, someone was
maliciously slandered in a memorial to the throne by
Lu Ping. As a result, the Court confiscated the
property of the accused. Brooding on this injustice,
the victim gave vent to his feelings in the Chin P'ing 
Mei.....(Wang Shih-chen) possessed the complete
work, but now it is lost. Once in the past, when I 
was passing through Chin-t'an, ....Wang Xft-t1ai 
~  (ie. Wang K'en-t'ang 3T ^  ) showed me
this work, and told me that he had bought two cases 
of the manuscript at an exorbitant price. Reading it, 
I felt that the style was much like that of Lo Kuan- 
chung. Later from the household of ....Wang Pai-ku 
— (ie.Wang Chi^teng ), I again saw two
cases of the manuscript, and much regretted that I 
had not been able to see the whole work.^^. , .
This note must have been written after the publication of 
Hung-tao1s 'Rules' (1605-6), but before the first printed 
edition (say 1610). By this time more copies of the Tung 
manuscript had been made, and it had evidently begun to 
change hands for money. The copy in the possession of Wang 
Chi&pteng may well have been obtained from Hung-tao; they 
had been close friends at least since Hung-tao's days in 
Soochow (1595-7).
The nucleus of the legend about the authorship can be 
seen forming in these quotations. In the opinions he Bsqsxs 
expressed to Shen Te-fu, Hung-tao for the first time gave 
it shape; in the comment by T'u Pen-ch\in it has become 
more specific, and the name of Wang Shih-chen has been 
associated with it.
That is all the material so far available about the 
Tung manuscript. No copies have survived, and to the best 
of my knowledge, no editions have been based on it.
The Liu Gh1 eng-hsi &1 &  ^  manuscript.
This is the only other kind of manuscript known to 
have existed. According to Shen Te-fu, M a n  Chung-tao
had this book with him when he came to Peking to take the
examinations in 1610. Liu Chfeng-hsi is mentioned once in 
Chung-tao!s works; there is an entry in his diary which 
runs:
Chanced to meet Liu Yen-po M  in Li Yu-ch'ing's
boat. He showed me Chou Fang's
$ painting 'Kuei-fei leaving her bath.' She is
3a.* xc
standing upright, around her shoulders a light sill ^
has been placed which covers her skin like a film
of snow. The effect is breath-taking. One thing,
however —  her feet seem unduly large. I wonder
whether the palace in Kuei-fei's time really did
%
begin the practice of foot-binding....
From its position in the diary, this entry can be shown 
to belong to the seventh month of 1603. Chung-tao was 
making a leisurely progress to the capital to rejoin bis 
brother and to take the examinations. The encounter with
Liu Oh1 eng-
(Of
hsi (Yen-po is his hao; the 'Yen-pai ^ 4 & 1 of Shen Te-fu's
note is a mistake) took place shortly before he reached
Tanyang. On the whole, this seems likely to have been the
time at which Chung-tao borrowed the manuscript. However,
it is quite possible that he obtained it at some other
time, for it appears from his work that the Liu family of
Ma-ch'eng were related to his close friend Mei Kuo-chen
^  S  , and it may well be that the work was obtained 
/
through him.
It is suggested in Shen Te-fu's note that Liu may
have obtained his copy of the manuscript from Hsii Wen-chen,
to whom his wife was related. This was no doubt an inference
on the part of Yiian Hung-tao, based on the belief that
Wang Shih-chen or some other enemy of Yen Sung was the
author of the novel. 'Wen-chen' is the posthumously-
conferred name of the Chia-ching and Lung-ch'ing statesman
Hsd Chi eh fg , who was also an opponent of Yen Sung.
But Hsft Chieh died in 1583 > it is most unlikely on
that ground alone that he could have had any connection
x
with the Chin P'ing Mei.
About Liu Ch'eng-hsi himself, not very much can be
discovered. He is mentioned in Tsang MSP-hsdn' s ^  ^
preface to the Yiian-ch'd hsflan >=
I possessed many rare editions of tsa-chii plays,
but a short time ago, I was passing through Huang-
hurytresC
chou and borrowed two^  from Liu Yen-po ...... which
were different from the editions on the market. 
iSvidently, therefore, Liu was a notable collector; in each 
of the three quotations which concern him, he has been 
described as in the possession of some rarity —  T'ang 
paintings, Ydan plays, or the manuscript of the Chin F'ing 
Mei.
According to the local history,’ he was a military 
chin-shih of 1580, and served as an officer in the Chin-i 
wei £$*><. ^  . The following account of him is also quoted
local
from the Ma-ch'eng-hsien chih M  -S- :
He occupied a military post, but what he most esteemed
were literary and artistic pursuits. He liked to
associate with writers, appreciated antiquities,
calligraphy, painting. He made a collection of rare
books and strange objects, which he never tired of 
zcaressing. *
As to the way in which he may have come to possess the 
complete, or almost complete, manuscript, nothing is known.
With this manuscript, then, Ydan Chung-tao arrived in 
Peking. According to his diary, he arrived in the eleventh 
month of 1609* and left again, having failed the examination 
early in 1610. Shen Te-fu took this manuscript, or his 
copy of it, back with him to Soochow, and then, according 
to his own account, locked it away. We are to understand 
that someone else's copy of the Liu manuscript served as 
the exemplar of the first printed edition.
There is one other reference to the copy of the Liu 
manuscript in Shen Te-fu's possession. Li Jih-hua's a ^ 
diary Wei-shui-hstLan .jih-chi runs:
On the fifth day of the eleventh month of 1617, 
Po-yhan yi(k ^  brought along the copy of the novel 
Ohin P'ing Mei in the possession of Ghing-ch1ien^ ^  
(ie. Shen Te-fu)/’
Neither Shell's copy, however, nor any of the other copies 
has survived. Lor is there any other description of this 
manuscript, to the best of my knowledge. Portunately for 
us, however, it survived long enough to be printed; all
"the editions of the Ghin p'ing Mei which we have are
\
based ultimately upon it.
IOV
I'he Ytt Ohiao Li 3. -& £_____ ^
This novel, the sequel to the Chin p fing Mei, and 
supposedly hy the same author, is mentioned in detail 
only in Shen Te-fu*s note. Despite the paucity of evidence, 
it is likely that such a novel did exist, for in Chapter 
100 of the Chin P*in,~ Mei —  which Ydan Hung-tao had not 
even read —  there is described the reincarnation of the 
principal characters. This description is so specific, 
giving names and places, that one can well believe that 
the author had every intention of carrying his story into 
the next lives of his characters, in order to allot the 
appropriate rewards and punishments, precisely as is done, 
for example, in the earliest surviving sequel. It must be 
admitted, however, that there is no detail in Chapter 100 
which shows that the Yh Chiao Li of Hung-taofs description 
was necessarily by the author of the Chin p*ing kei.
As to Shen Te-fu*s claim that the Ytt Chiao Li was a 
direct satire on the political history of the Chia-ching 
period, it probably exemplifies a tendency of the time 
to see novels as rornans a clef. There are, of course, plays 
like the anonymous Ming-feng chi 'tL (often attributed
to Wang Shih-chen), and stories like the Shen Hsiao-hsia 
hsiang-hui ch *u-shih-piao ^  ,’ which
do describe explicitly the crimes committed by Yen Sung 
and Yen Shih-fan during their period of power. This may
nave prompted critics sometimes to see satire, in the
toy
specific sense, where none existed. This sort of inter­
pretation has been placed on a number of sixteenth-century 
plays, so far as can be discovered, without justification/'
It is possible, I think, to identify the Ch’iu Chih-
ch'ung if /£ fiL from whom Shen Te-fu obtained the first
part of the novel as an official from Chu-ch'eng *35
in Eastern Shantung. He was a chin-shih of 1610, and also,
z .
having failed the Palace examination, of 161J. The
3
provincial histories for Hunan and Hupeh, where he served,
give his name as Ch’iu Chih-k'e Mf 4&S , but there is no
doubt, from the accompanying detail, that it is Chih-ch'ung
to whom they refer. His style is given in the Chu-ch'eng-sr. w 1
'•■sien ch.ih ^  ( the 1764- edition) as Tso-ch'en£
which differs from the Liu-ch'd A  |S of Shen Te-fu's 
description. However, the same work gives the style of
Ch'iu Chih—chuang if &  }t± , who was either his brother
<o _  7.
or his first cousin; as Shih-ch'd ^  S* . Since it is
common enough for brothers and. cousins to have similar 
styles as well as similar personal names, it is likely 
that the name Liu-ch'd did belong to Ch'iu Chih-ch'ung.
As for Tso-ch'en, it was either a second style, or, since 
the two names are graphically very close to each other, 
it may possibly have been a mistake.
A few facts about Ch'iu Chih-eh'ung1s career can
be derived from local histories. He served in the Pu-cheng
/  ^ 4-. 8.
ssu «/ in Hupeh (from. 162?) , in Honan (1627) , in
' VO ^
».
Hunan (at some time during Ch'ung-chen, 1626-4-3) , and
was then promoted to he Yu-J>u-cheng-shih £  4» of
z.
the province of Shansi. During his pex^ iod of office, he 
was arrested for some offence, and imprisoned; the Chu- 
ch1 eng-hsien chih extols his son's filial piety in first 
offering to take his father's place, and then, when that 
was refused, in keeping him supplied with food and 
inedecine during the eight years that elapsed before his
3
d eath.
Oh'iu Chih-eh'ung1s meeting wi th Shen Ie-fu must 
have taken place early in his career, before he began 
his service in the Pu-cheng-ssu.(although there is no 
evidence that he ever served under the Board of Porks, 
a transfer from there to the pu-cheng-ssu was not uncommon 
moreover, it is likely that Shen Te-fu*s note on the Chin 
P 'inm Hei was written in 1619, which is the date of his 
second preface. He remarks that his meeting with Ch'iu 
took place "last year, in the capital", and it is certain 
that Shen Te-fu was in Peking in 1618, taking the chd-.jen 
examination.”5*'
Ch'iu Chih-ch'ung himself was noted neither as writer 
nor as collector, unlike his sons, Yti-chlang 3  Oft and 
Shih-cli' ang ^  3* , who both made reputations as poets.
Little significance can be seen in his having possession 
of the novel except for the strange fact* that he came
from the very same district of Shantung as Ting Yao-k'an
'05%
the author of the earliest surviving sequel to the Chiu 
. 1 ing kei. Both the Ch’iu and the Ting families were 
among the half-dozen most notable ones —  judging from 
examination successes —  in Chu-ch1eng-hsien.
There is no obvious explanation of this fact, and
it may, after all, be only a coincidence. Some of the
questions it raises, however, can be disposed of at once.
It was certainly not an early draft of Ting Xao-k'ang's
sequel which Ch'iu Chih-ch'ung showed to Shen Te-fu, for,
although the date of Ting Xao-k'ang's birth cannot be
exactly ascertained, at that stage he could have been no
/ .
mere than a boy. Bor was it an earlier* work by some local 
writer, which Ting Xao-k'ang later refurbished. If Shen’s 
account of the Yd Chiao Li is accurate, the two sequels 
were conceived on different lines. The Hsil Chin r ' in^ Be 
is concerned with the early stages of conquest and 
occupation; its author almost certainly depicted therein 
the sufferings of the Chinese at the hands of the ikanchus. 
'^ le I- In.-iQ .pi on the other hand, is apparently placed in 
the Ta—ting ^ period (1161—89) , some forty years
after the invasion.
It seems scarcely possible that Ting Xao-k’ang could 
nave failed to hear of the Xd Chiao Li. Mot only must he 
have heard it spoken of in Chu-ch’eng, but as a young man, 
ne visited Tung Ch’i-ch'ang, and may well have discussed 
it then. However that may be, his preface to the Hsd Chin
1 ing ilei does not mention it.
Apart from Bhen Te-fu’s note, there is one other likely 
reference to the Xd Qhiao Li. Chang kYu-chiu1 s 
preface to the iisin r 1 in^-yao-chuan &r*f- , the first
edition of which is dated. 1620, couples the Jhin + ' in.T ^ei 
with the Xd Chiao Li J* (sic; in comparing them with
the 3hui-hu-chuan.f
Chapter Seven: The Early Editions
With the help of external references and the con­
clusions reached in Part One, it is possible to give an 
outline of the history of the early printed editions.
The first printed edition% Soochow, 1610 or 1611.
For this edition we have only the reference of Shen 
Te-fu. It is not clear from his account whether either 
Feng Meng-lung or Ma Chih-chdn was involved in its 
publication. Of the two men, Feng Meng-lung needs no 
introduction. Ma Chih-chlin, on the other hand, though some 
of his work survives in anthologies, is comparatively 
little known. He was a chin-shih of 1610, and was appointed 
to a Customs post in Soochow. A further reference to him 
is contained in another work by Shen Te-fu, the Pi-chou-chai 
yff-t' an dfa ^  '•
He passed the examinations at an early age, and is 
now a writer of outstanding talent.
From Shen's note, it is clear that this edition came 
out in 1610 or 1611, for he says it was not long after he 
had shown the manuscript to Ma Chih-chttn, after his return 
from Peking. We are also told that Chapters 53 to 57 
were supplied, and very poorly supplied, with the result 
that the novel lacked continuity. Moreover, these supplied 
chapters contained occasional Soochow-dialect words.
This account establishes a connection between this 
edition and all subsequent ones. We must conclude that the 
five missing chapters were never rediscovered.
As was shown in Chapter Three, the earliest surviving 
form of the supplied chapters is represented by Chapters 
55" to 57 in the A editions. One cannot be certain that 
they are part of the supplied chapters described by Shen 
Te-fu. They contain enough absurdities to fit his account, 
but on the other hand, nobody has been able to show that 
they contain verifiable Soochow dialect. It may be, of 
course, that the offending expressions have been removed, 
or even that what in the late Ming dynasty was recognisably 
Soochow dialect is not so any more.
The 1617 Soochow edition.
One assumes the existence of this edition on the 
evidence of the Nung-chu K'e preface.
It is often assumed that this edition is edition A.l; 
yet it is really far from certain. Other editions have 
the Nung-chu K'e preface, and the colophon too, yet as 
was shown in Chapters Two and Three, they do not derive 
textually from A.I. On the other hand, the important 
Hsin-hsin tzu preface, as well as the prefatory tz'u, 
are found only in the A editions. Moreover the title of 
the Hsin-hsin tzu preface (Chin P'ing Mei tz'u-hua hste) 
differs from that of the Nung-chu K'e preface (Chin P'ing 
Mei hsii)in the A.l edition itself; this may indicate that
101
the IJung-chu K'e preface was taken over from an earlier 
edition. It is in fact not uncommon to find the preface 
from an earlier edition placed after the new preface. 
Finally, in confirmation of this, Cheng Chen-to has heen 
inclined, on the grounds of its appearance, to describe 
the A.l edition as from the north of China, and not froio 
Soochow.
Presumably, since both the A and B editions derive 
from this edition, the supplied chapters must have been 
much as they are in A 55-7 •
Shen Te-fu does not refer to this edition, but Li 
Jih-hua noted in his diary for the fifth day of the 
eleventh month of 161? that he had received the copy of 
the novel in the possession of Shen Te-fu. (See p.103 above 
Since the Lung-chu K'e preface is dated only a few weeks 
later, in the twelfth month of the same year, it is 
tempting to suppose that Shen may have had some connection 
with the 1617 edition. But it does not seem to be a new 
printed edition which is in question, for Li Jih-hua 
writes 1 in his possession'. It may after all be nothing 
more than a coincidence.
no
The A.l edition.
On the above evidence, this may well be a northern 
edition which was based on the 1617 Soochow edition. It 
has the following features distinct from the B editions:
The Hsin-hsin tzu preface.
The prefatory tz 'u.
The rewritten Chapters 53 and 54-.
Apart from these features, A.l represents an earlier state 
of the text than do the B editions.
It is not possible to say whether the above three 
features were present for the first time in A.l, or 
whether there were other editions between the 1617 Soochow 
one and this.
The first B edition.
The main features of the development from the 1617 
Soochow edition to the first B edition are as follows:
The rewriting of Ch.l (first part), and the
consequent adaptation of the text elsewhere. 
The correction of the text, (as in Ch.81).
The abridgement of the text (ranging from the
<hai~ o/
excision of single characters toAlong passages).
The remodelling of the chapter headings.
The rewriting of the initial verse.
The addition of illustrations.
The addition of notes.
It is not possible to say whether the development was a 
gradual one or not.
The first C edition.
The earliest surviving C editions all have Hsieh I*s
preface of 1695* That the Hsieh I edition was not the
first G edition is proved by a note in the Ghin P*ing Mei
hou-pa ^ &L of Gh'en Ssu-hsiang f$L Jg. 43 ,
a virtually unknown work, of which the preface is dated 
i
1634. Ch*en Ssu-hsiang remarks that the Ghin P 1ing Mei
had been neglected and misunderstood for over 1 0 0 years
until it came to be edited by such intelligent critics as
Ghang Chu-pfo. His references to Chang*s theory of the
authorship, as well as his mention of the novel as Ti-i
ch* i-shu ^  H , make it clear that it was the first
G edition he was speaking of. Thus Ghang*s edition was
published at some time before 1684.
Mention of Ghang Chu-p*o is found in two places: in
2 .
the Tsai-yhan tsa-chih Izj of Liu T * ing-chi
, and in the Yu-meng-ying fetu ^  of Ghang
Ch*ao . The former remarks that Ghang*s editing of
the Ghin P * ing Mei confers on him the mantle of Ghin Sheng-
t*an , the seventeenth-century editor of the Shui-
hu-chuan. The Yu-meng-ying is a collection of poems by 
Chang Ch*ao, with appreciations by Ghang Chu-p*o and 
other friends; it too, indicates that Ghang Chu-p*o was 
influenced by Ghin Sheng-t*an, for among the many works 
edited by Ghang Gh*ao are a number which show the main
3.
features of his method. This is borne out by Chang Chu-p*o*i 
own introductions to the Ghin p*ing Mei, which not only
refer to Sheng-t'an, but also make use of his terminology.
Strangely enough, Sheng-tfanfs edition of the Shui-hu-chuan,
■
together with the edition of the Chin P'ing Mei produced 
by Chang Chu-p'o under his influence, remained the 
standard editions of the two novels during the whole of
i
the Ch'ing dynasty. Unlike Chin Sheng-t'an however, who 
did not scruple to falsify the text of the Shui-hu-chuan 
to suit his preconceptions, Chang Chu-p'o contented himself 
with writing notes and introductions, and made only trivial 
alterations in the B edition which served him as exemplar.
Ch!en Ssu-hsiang1s edition.
In the Chin P'ing Mei hou-pa, the following passage 
occurs:
When Miao Ch'ing visits the capital as a san-kuan 
^ , the good (or rare) edition (shan-pen ^  )
has the phrase 'riding in a black sedan-chair.' The 
excellence of this lies in the indirect contrast it 
presents with Hsi-men Ch'ing's riding a white horse 
on first being appointed a t ' i-hsing &] . It is
a marvellous piece of writing.
In Ch.55 4b, the A.l edition describes Miao Y&an-wai 
as 'riding in a sedan-chair.' Edition B.4 is identical 
at this point. The difference is not so much in the word 
'black, ' for ch'eng ch'ing chiao jk- If ^ 7  would be a 
simple enough mistake on the printer's part for ch1eng-chih 
chiao , as in the identification of Miao Yfian-wai
with Miao Ch'ing. As was shown in Chapter Three, the out­
standing mistake of the supplied chapters is the failure 
to recognise that the Miao Yftan-wai of the chapter heading 
is indeed the Miao Ch'ing-of the rest of the novel. We 
must therefore assume that the shan-pen referred to by 
Ch'en Ssu-hsiang is different from any surviving edition. 
Yet it still cannot have had the original text in Ch.55? 
because, as has been shown in Chapter Three, Miao Ch'ing 
should have been in Yangchow, not in the capital. If 
there really was such an edition as Ch'en Ssu-hsiang's 
remark indicates, then it must have been one in which 
this mistake in the supplied chapters had been corrected. 
There is no way of knowing what this edition might have 
been like, but if there ever was an edition which continued 
the rewriting of Chapters 53 and 5^ ( as exemplified in 
A.l) as far as Ch.57? then that could well have been the 
one Ch'en Ssu-hsiang referred to.
Ting Yao-k'ang's edition.
The Hsd Chin P'ing Mei!’ of which the author's preface
is dated 1660, also identifies Miao Yhan-wai with Miao
Ch'ing. Although this is not the only correction it
contains, it would probably be too dangerous to try to
deduce what kind of edition the author had. The author
himself warns the reader to expect mistakes in chronology;
when he wrote the novel, he
was staying as a guest, and had not the former work
with me, and as I was pressed for time, I may have 
made occasional mistakes, which I hope the reader 
will disregard.
However, it was certainly not a B edition which he used; 
the names of the characters in the novel are exactly as 
they are in the A editions. It is also likely that the 
title of the edition was Chin P'ing Mei tz'u-hua, for the 
preface remarks:
The former work was called tz'u-hua, and contained 
many old tz 'u and songs.
PART THREE: THE SOURCES
There are times when a search for sources becomes a 
tedious, unrewarding ritual —  that is to say, when the 
sources, once discovered, throw no light on the methods 
and purpose of the author. With the Chin P !ing Mei. it is 
not so. A study of the sources —  why the author has chosen 
them and how he has used them —  can provide one sure 
touchstone for understanding the novel.
It is not hard to see why this should be so. We know 
nothing of the novel's composition except what we can 
glean from the text itself. Any conclusions we may draw 
are bound to be fallible in a field such as this where 
comparable works are few. On the other hand, a comparison 
of passages copied into the Chin P'ing Mei with their 
original sources helps to isolate the author's own 
contribution, and thus provides evidence from which to 
deduce his motives and preoccupations.
In fact the critic has an opportunity with the Chin 
P 'ing Mei which is denied him when considering the other 
early novels. There are two reasons for this. One is that 
many of the sources used by the author still survive, 
whereas in the case of the other novels they do not. The 
other reason is that the Chin P'ing Mei differs essentially 
from the other novels, which are all in some degree the 
products of lively popular tradition. In their case,
discovery of one source merely uncovers an earlier form of 
the same tradition; it would be useless to seek the
i.
consistent imagination of a single writer. Yet that is 
precisely what one expects to find in the Chin P'ing Mei. 
Whereas the earlier novels are for some purposes best 
regarded as the growth of popular traditions responsive 
to historical events, the Chin P'ing Mei can be regarded 
as the product of one man's imagination influenced by life 
and literature.
The actual number and diversity of the sources is 
astonishing; even excluding the songs, there are well over 
a score of different works, some of which belong to forms 
which one would not expect to find in prose fiction. Some­
times the borrowed passages are combined in an extremely 
complex way; in Ch.l for example, four or five passages, 
all from different works, have been woven together into one 
story. Moreover, the uses to which sources have been put 
vary enormously —  dialogue, plot, description, the 
conception of a character, and so on. It is even possible 
to discern innovations which the author has made in the 
form of the novel under the influence of other kinds of 
literature.
hot all the sources are of the same value in interpret­
ing the novel. A clear division must be made, for example, 
between those works which are represented as being performed 
in the course of the novel, and the rest of the sources. It
ny
is one of the most important facts about the Chin P'ing 
Mei that these performed works are actually the currently 
popular songs, plays etc. of the time when the novel was 
written, nevertheless, although they have a function in 
the novel, they are bound to be of less interest than those 
sources which are incorporated in the narrative.
How large a part are the sources described here of the 
total number used? It is impossible to guess how many others
there are. Judging by the ingenuity shown in the use of
-tfiere Art i~o
some of them, I think it highly likely that^more be
discovered in the future, ho doubt there are also cases 
in which the work used as source is itself no longer extant. 
Yet a study of the available sources does at least give 
some basis for deciding what is, or is not, likely to be 
of the author's invention.
In dealing with the sources, there are obviously two 
tasks: to describe the sources, and to assess them. For 
the former purpose, it seems best to consider them under 
the work from which they have been borrowed. Apart from 
the Shui-hu-chuan, which is by far the most important, 
these works belong to the following five categories:
Histories of the Sung period




Each of these will he discussed in a separate chapter. 
However, in the case of the Chui-hu-chuan and the songs, 
the full lists of borrowings sire so long that they are 
relegated to Appendices II and III respectively; the more 
important of the borrowings are referred to in the 
relevant chapters. As for the assessment of the sources, 
each work will be considered in turn, and in Chapter Four­
teen, some general conclusions will be drawn.
From this point on, the Chin P'ing Mei is often 
abbreviated to CPM, and the Shui-hu-chuan to SHC.
II c?
Chapter Eight: The Shui-hu-chuan
The edition.
From the passages borrowed from the SHC it is possible 
to tell something about the edition used by the author of 
the CPM.
During the sixteenth century, the text of the SHC 
underwent three kinds of changes —  the addition of new 
material, textual abridgement, and textual alteration.
The addition of new material means, first, the war 
i* e £
against the Liao, and second, the campaigns against T'ien 
? A
Hu and Wang Ch'ing. Although the latter campaigns occupy
twenty chapters in the unabridged editions of the SHC, no
passage concerning them is used in the CPM. Since it appears
that they were added to the text of the SHC towards the
51.
end of the century, it is unlikely that they formed part 
of the edition used. About the war against the Liao it is 
harder to be certain. While there are no actual borrowings, 
the treatment of the Liao invasion in CPM Ch.17 does show 
a similarity to the account given in the SHC. In the SHC, 
when the perfidy of Ts'ai Ching and others in concealing 
news of defeat is finally exposed, the Emperor, after 
castigating them severely, decided to ‘pardon their offences 
for the time being.1 In CPM, when Ts'ai Ching and others 
are attacked in a memorial, the Emperor sentenced some of 
the officials, but Ts'ai Ching he 'pardoned for the time
being.' Since the indictment of Ts'ai Ghing for this affair 
is not a historical fact, it is possible that the account 
in the GPM has been suggested by that in the SHG.
Abridgement of the SHG resulted in a drastic paring- 
down of the text. It is clear at a glance that it was not 
an abridged edition which the author of the CPM used.
Textual alteration means all the differences, mostly 
fairly minor, which distinguish the surviving early 
editions of the SHG. Since the author of the CPM has freely 
adapted the passages he borrowed, they cannot be accepted 
as reliable; all one can do is to search for concurrences 
among the early editions of the SHG. With the publication
i,
of the Shui-hu-ch1 dan-chuan 7j\ Stf £  , such a task
has become possible, for it includes all the variants 
among the early unabridged editions.
Among these editions, the closest by far to that used 
in the GPM is the 100-chapter edition which has a preface
z.
by T'ien-tu wai-ch'en dated 1589* (The actual
1589 edition does not exist; this is a Gh'ing reprint.)
It is even closer to the GPM than the fragmentary Ghia-ching
5 .
edition, which is the earliest extant. In only one or two 
minor cases is there any correspondence between the GPM 
version and variants found in any other edition; these few 
affinities are probably to be explained as obvious 
corrections.
It is a different matter when one compares the GPM
version with one of the abridged editions. (Unfortunately
i,
the 115-chapter Ying-hsiung p'u ^-"3^ edition is the 
only one accessible to me; only with some misgiving can it 
be taken as representative.) There are a certain number 
of cases in which the GPM version and the abridged edition 
have affinities which are not shared by the T fien-tu wai- 
chfen edition. For example, in the long poem describing 
Wu Sung's fight with the tiger, the last character of line 
15 is san ^  in both the GPM and the abridged edition, 
but sang in all the other editions. Again, in the long
poem describing the night which Sung Chiang and the 
singing-girl are forced to spend together, the 69th 
character is ch1 ien qij in both the GPM and the abridged 
edition, but chien ^  in the other editions. In the 
same poem, characters 76-9 are lh-k1 e ku-huai JJL\
in the other editions, but shih-nil ch1 ing-huai *fif fa
in the GPM, and tjen-1zu ch1 ing-huai -J- */jf (presumably a 
mistake) in the abridged edition. When Wu Sung is about to 
kill P'an Ghin-lien, he addresses his brother's spirit as 
"(I) your brother Wu II will avenge you!,T in the T'ien-tu 
wai-ch'en edition, but as "This day (I) Wu II will avenge 
you!" in the GPM, and as "This day (I) your brother will 
avenge you!" in the abridged edition.
While these and other affinities are all minor, they 
do indicate some kind of relationship between the abridged 
editions and the edition used in the GPM. The abridged
editions could none of them have been the edition used, 
since the exemplar of the GPM was unquestionably an 
unabridged edition. To put it at its very simplest, the 
exemplar might have been the full edition from which the 
abridgement was first made.
Thus the CPM version has affinities with the abridged 
editions on the one hand, and with the T'ien-tu wai-ch'en 
edition on the other. The latter could not therefore have 
been the edition which the author of the GPM used. Moreover 
^since it appeared only seven years before the first
IT
reference to the GPM, and since there are records of
/
abridged editions by about 1590, it is unlikely that any 
edition derived from it could have served as the exemplar 
of both the GPM and the abridged editions. The simplest 
explanation must be that some earlier edition existed, 
from which all three, the abridged editions, the GPM 
version, and the 1589 edition, were derived.
This destroys the usual assumption about the origin 
of the 1589 edition. Following a note by Shen Te-fu which 
identifies T'ien-tu wai-ch'en as the writer Wang Tao-k'un 
lit * an(l says that he based his edition on ' an 
edition handed down in the family of Kuo Hsun §j/) » ' it 
has been assumed that Wang based his edition on the well- 
documented edition of Kuo Hsiln in the Chia-ching period.*
If the Ghia-ching fragment is in reality, as it is 
supposed to be, part of the Kuo Hstfn edition, then the
*23
assumption must "be wrong, for it is not as close to the 
OPM version as the T'ien-tu wai-ch'en edition.
The already complex history of the Shui-hn editions 
in the Chia-ching period must clearly he re-assessed.
But such a re-assessment would require a good deal of
i.
speculation; this hardly seems the place to attempt it. 
mil that can he said that directly concerns the study of 
the Chin p'ing Lei is that the common ancestor of the 
T'ien-tu wai-ch'en edition, the abridged editions, and 
the CPM version is likely to have heen, at the latest, 
a Chia-ching edition.
Por the purposes of comparison with the passages 
copied into the CPM, the text of the T'ien-tu wai-ch'en 
edition, as reprinted in the 3hni-hu-ch'flan-chuan, will 
he chosen.
Uit
The Wu Sung - P * an Chin-lien story.
Borrowings from the SHC are of two kinds —  the story 
of Wu Sung and Chin-lien, which has been borrowed directly, 
and other passages, which have been adapted to fit into 
the CPM.
The adventures of Wu Sung as narrated in Ch.23-7 
of the Shui-hu-chuan are copied in to the CPM in three 
places. Ch.1-6 tell his story from the fight with the 
tiger as far as his brother's murder; Ch.9 - 1 0  tell of 
his return and attempted vengeance; Ch.87 tells of his 
murder of Chin-lien. The main divergence from the plot 
of the SHC comes in Ch.9; by the time Wu Sung returns 
from the mission on which he has been sent, Chin-lien 
is already beyond his vengeance, installed in Hsi-men's 
household. In an attempt to kill Hsi-men, Wu Sung kills 
his companion by mistake; for this deed he is sent into an 
exile from which he does not return until much later.
By thus postponing Wu Sungfs vengeance, the author of the 
CPM has contrived to fit most of the action of his 
novel within the framework of a brief SHC incident.
Within these chapters, although the CPM follows the 
text of the SHC fairly closely, the author has constantly 
subordinated it to his purpose. There are some notable 
excisions, and a good deal of foreshortening. There are 
numerous added passages, some of them most revealing of 
the author's attitude. The characters taken over from the
SHC have sometimes been differently conceived. There are 
differences in narrative technique, and more fundamental 
differences in the novelist's approach to his work.
Most of the excisions are designed to bring the CPM 
as quickly as possible to the point at which Chin-lien 
becomes the centre of interest. Incidents which concern 
Wu Sung alone have been omitted or abridged. Thus the 
incident in the inn, which prepares the reader for the 
possibility that Wu Sung may be able to kill the tiger, 
has been summarised in a single sentence, while the fight 
itself has been much abridged. Other excisions concern 
such inessential characters as the precinct head, Ho IX, 
who plays little part in the rest of the novel. Even in 
the abridged passages, however, the author has not scrupled 
to simplify a phrase, to add a detail of motivation, or to 
introduce some expressive remark. In the description of 
the fight, for example, itself generally much shorter than 
the SHC account, the CPM mentions the rustling of the 
leaves as the beast crashed its way towards Wu Sung.
In another place, a laconic phrase is expanded into an 
expressive statement; where the SHC has 'Hsi-men's eyes 
never left Chin-lien's person,' the CPM has 'that thievish 
pair of eyes, so adept, from long years of flower-plucking, 
in the art of love.' Among the added dialogue one can 
sometimes discern the novel's characteristic realism.




"Splendid, you would hardly credit it." (replied Hsi-men)
There is one departure from the SHC account which 
may be more important than it seems: this is the change 
of location from Yang-ku t%j to Ch'ing-ho -if .
Whereas in the SHC, 'Nu. Sung sets out for Ch'ing-ho but 
meets his brother in Yang-ku, in the CPM it is exactly the 
opposite. This was certainly a deliberate change, for 
Ch'ing-ho and its surrounding towns, especially the
flourishing Canal town of Lintsing, play a considerable
2.
part in the novel. I think it is even possible to identify 
the tile factory in the charge of Eunuch Liu with the 
factory at Lintsing, one of the three great tileworks of
3.
the Ming dynasty. It would be pointless to speculate on 
the author*s motive in making this change, but obviously 
he must have known the Ch'ing-ho district fairly well.
Many of the additions to the text of the SHC are 
examples of the greater detail required in the CPM. Two 
characters are added, besides the members of Hsi-men's 
household; one is Wang's son, who makes a brief appearance 
in Ch.87 as Chin-lien's lover, and the other is the 
pitiful little daughter of Wu Chih, Ying-erh , who
seems to presage that hapless, slovenly maid Ch'un-chii^ § 
in provoking all the viciousness in Chin-lien's character.
Other additions indicate a difference in the author's 
conception of characters he has derived from the SHC, 
notably Chin-lien and Wu Sung. The account of Chin-lien's
origin contained in the SHC has been replaced by a different 
account given in a colloquial short story, Chih-ch1eng 
Chang Chu-kuan , the details of which are
found in Chapter Ten. The main difference between the 
girl of the short story and the Chin-lien of the SHC is 
one of status and accomplishments. The one is possessed of 
all the arts and graces of the courtesan; the other is 
an unlettered maid. The Chin-lien of the CPM has the 
background and status of the former; her accomplishments 
in singing and music, as well as her ability to read, are 
often insisted upon.
While Wu Sung is still the stern, upright hao-han IX 
of the SHC, the macabre feeling which surrounds his act 
of vengeance is increased in the CPM. The scenes of 
roistering, such as the one in the inn, have been omitted; 
the only Wu Sung we read of is the implacable avenger.
Small additions heighten this impression; when Wu Sung 
returns, he offers to marry Chin-lien —  a ruse scarcely 
consistent with the straightforward Wu Sung of the SHC —  
and it is not until she arrives for the wedding celebration 
and is confronted with her murdered husband's funeral 
tablet, that she has an inkling of her fate. The reader 
already knows from the foreboding felt by Yfteh-niang ("he 
would kill a man without batting an eye") that Chin-lien 
will die at her prospective bridegroom's hands. Details 
of the murder add to this effect*.
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"We know you have a glib tongue. Low we'll see what your 
heart is like!" exclaims Wu Sung, as ha wrenches it 
out. The author of the OIL has thus not even attempted 
to accomodate the heroic figure of wu Sung within the 
lifesize realism of his novel; he has merely accentuated 
the macabre quality of the man’s actions.
Other additions to the SHC show the author's concern 
to explain the thoughts and actions of his characters.
This sets them apart from the characters of the SHC, who 
to our eyes sometimes have the wanton unpredictability of 
Crettir or some other such hero of the Icelandic sagas.
The additions are of two kinds. There are moralising 
remarks addressed to the reader, such as those in Ch.l 
which explain that when a woman of wit and vivacity is 
matched with an unworthy husband, disaster is bound to 
occur. There are also passages which represent the thoughts 
of characters. On a trivial level, Chin-lien reflects 
after meeting Hsi-men Oh'ing "If he hadn't taken a fancy 
to me, he wouldn't hav • turned 3 -:r or hp t '
to look at ne;" Hsi-men Jh'ing, for his part feflects 
"What a fine wench! How can 1 seduce her?" ^ more important 
example is the song which Chin-lien sings to herself to 
give expression to her desperate loneliness. This is the 
first case of what may be called ’the dramatic use of song' 
■vsee the twelfth chapter). It represents the introduction 
into prose fiction of what 's essentially a dramatic or shuo
chang ~i)L orm.
The author's preoccupation with the evocative 
description of love-making is also apparent in long 
passages added in Ch.4-. What is also apparent in these 
passages is the deliberate comedy introduced by the
CL
author into these descriptions. There is double entendre 
(shuang-kuan 9^. ) poem which purports to describe a
gourd, but which actually describes the male genitals.
On this poem the whole scene has been based, for it is on 
the pretext of borrowing a gourd that Wang goes to summon 
her neighbour. This kind of comedy is not uncommon in the 
novel; a comic scene in Ch.86 is built around a similar 
poem describing a mouse.
The theme of political corruption —  an important
\
but under-estimated theme of the novel —  is also stated 
in some of the additions made to the text of the SHC.
In Ch.2, it is explained that the money Wu Sung is to take 
to the capital is to be used as bribes to secure the 
magistrate a good position when his present term of office 
is over. Another example is found in Ch.10. The prefect 
sees through the accusation against Wu Sung, and prepares 
to arraign Hsi-men and the others for trial, but is forced 
to drop the case when Hsi-men has strings pulled in the 
capital by the prefect's superiors. Here and elsewhere 
the description of the working of political machinery 
is far different from the somewhat naive account of the
I JO
SHG. In place of popular legend, for example Sung Chiang's 
intrigue with Li Shih-shih, the GPM presents an entirely 
credible picture of bribes, political patronage, and the 
preferential treatment of merchants who ingratiate.them­
selves with those in power.
Other passages borrowed.
Other borrowings reveal, from one point of view, 
how close the SHG lay to the author*s imagination, and 
from another, with what ingenuity he adapted passages 
from it to his own purpose.
In one case, a major figure of the GPM may have been 
derived from a character in the SHG. In telling the back- 
ground of Li P*ing-erh, the novelist remarks that she 
was once a concubine of Liang Shih-chieh #t lit Of 
Tamingfu, but that when the whole household was slaughtered 
by Li K'ui f  in the third year of Gheng-ho, she 
escaped to the capital, taking valuable jewellery with 
her. This is clearly a reference to the raid on Tamingfu 
described in Ch.66 of the SHG. Although it was not in
i.
fact Li K'ud who slaughtered the Liang household, he 
impresses himself on the memory more than those who did 
so. It is true that no mention is made of any concubine of 
Liang Shih-chieh, but the unfaithful wife of Lu Chdn-i
has a few features in common with the account given
o f L i  P ' in g - e r h .  T o g e th e r w ith  h e r  p aram o u r, she escapes  
from  th e  c i t y ,  ta k in g  w ith  h e r  a q u a n t i t y  o f  v a lu a b le s .
H er c h a r a c te r  and b e h a v io u r  a re  n o t u n l ik e  L i  P ' i n g - e r h 's .  
She i s  d e s c r ib e d  as 'q u ie t  and e q u a b le 1 ( p . 1028) ; Y ile h -n ia n g  
p r a is e s  L i  P ' in g - e r h  as ' g e n t le - n a t u r e d . ' B oth  women a re  
n e g le c te d  by t h e i r  husbands, Lu C h tin - i to  d e v o te  h im s e lf  
to  f e a t s  o f  arm s, and Hua T zu -h s ii to  w horem ongering .
Both women co n n ive  a t  le g a l  c h ic a n e ry  in  o rd e r  to  r u in  
t h e i r  husbands and t r a n s f e r  t h e i r  c o n s id e ra b le  w e a lth  to  
t h e i r  lo v e r s .  I t  may w e l l  be t h a t  th e  c o n c e p tio n  o f  L i  
P ' i n g - e r h 1s c h a r a c te r  was in f lu e n c e d  by a somewhat 
in a c c u r a te  memory —  w itn e s s  th e  m is ta k e  about L i  K'uri. —  
o f t h is  p a r t  o f  th e  SHG.
In  Gh.84-, th e r e  is  a d e l ib e r a t e  a tte m p t to  combine 
s e v e ra l SHC s to r ie s  in t o  one a d v e n tu re . The o c c a s io n  is  
th e  v i s i t  o f  Y H e h -n ian g  to  th e  te m p le  a t  T ' a i  Shan; a t  
le a s t  f o u r  p a r ts  o f  th e  SHG a re  draw n on.
The d e s c r ip t io n  o f  th e  Goddess o f  th e  N in th  Heaven  
as seen by Y d e h -n ia n g  b e lo n g s  to  Sung C h ia n g 's  dream (C h .4-3
The account o f  Y tie h -n ia n g 's  escape from  d an g er in  
th e  te m p le  i s  d e r iv e d  fro m  two s e p a ra te  s t o r ie s  o f  th e  
SHG. The a u th o r  o f  th e  GPM e x p la in s  t h a t  th e  abbot th e re  
i s  in  f a c t  a p an der f o r  a n o to r io u s  v i l l a i n  named Y in  
T ' ie n - h s i  , who is  a b le ,  because he i s  th e  b r o t h e r -
in - la w  o f  th e  lo c a l  p r e f e c t  Kao L ie n  , to  p e r p e t r a te
a l l  k in d s  o f  c rim es  in c lu d in g  th e  s e d u c tio n  o f  such
fe m a le  p i lg r im s  as come to  th e  te m p le . Y ile h -n ia n g  is  
in v e ig le d  in to  th e  a b b o t 's  room, whereupon Y in  appears  
and a tte m p ts  to  ra p e  h e r .  H er c r ie s  b r in g  th e  o th e rs  to  
h e r  h e lp ,  b u t by th e  tim e  th e y  a r r i v e  b o th  Y in  and th e  
abbot have v a n is h e d . Y u e h -n ia n g 's  b r o th e r  g iv e s  v e n t to  
a l i t t l e  o f  h is  f u r y  by h a v in g  th e  a b b o t 's  q u a r te r s  
smashed u p . They th e n  lo s e  no tim e  in  f l e e in g  down th e  
m o u n ta in , w hich  is  ju s t  as w e l l ,  f o r  Y in  has a lr e a d y  
c o l le c te d  a band o f  tw e n ty  o r  t h i r t y  id le r s  armed w ith  
c lu b s  and k n iv e s , and is  g iv in g  p u r s u i t .
The f ig u r e  o f  Y in  T ' i e n - h s i ,  to g e th e r  w ith  some o f  
th e  in c id e n t ,  i s  drawn from  C h .52 o f  th e  SHG. He is  a 
lo c a l  b u l l y ,  who, c o v e t in g  th e  la n d  o f G h 'a i  G h in 's  
u n c le ,  i s  en d ea vo u rin g  to  make him  g iv e  i t  u p . One d ay , 
accom panied by tw e n ty  o r  t h i r t y  i d l e r s  armed w ith  c lu b s  
and k n iv e s ,  he r id e s  up to  s u p e rv is e  th e  e v ic t io n .  He 
does n o t r e a l i s e  t h a t  th e  u n c le  has d ie d  fro m  an i l ln e s s  
b ro u g h t on by w o rry  o v e r t h is  a f f a i r ;  when he th re a te n s  
C h 'a i  G h in , L i  K'ucL s te p s  fo rw a rd  and k i l l s  h im , and th e n  
ro u ts  h is  f o l lo w e r s .
The a tte m p te d  s e d u c tio n  in  th e  te m p le , to g e th e r  w ith  
a good d e a l more in c id e n t ,  is  how ever drawn fro m  Ch.7 
o f th e  SHC. Th is^ passag e d e a ls  w ith  th e  a tte m p t o f  th e
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adopted  son o f  Kao G h 'iu  to  seduce th e  w ife  o f  L in  G h 'ung . 
T h is  young r a k e ,  r e ly in g  on Kao C h ' iu 's  p r o t e c t io n ,  makes 
a p r o fe s s io n  o f  ra p e  and s e d u c tio n . One day he saw L in
C h 'u n g 's  w ife  as she came to  v i s i t  th e  te m p le ; h is  a tte m p t  
to  seduce h e r  was f r u s t r a t e d  by th e  a r r i v a l  o f  L in  G h 'ung . 
E n l is t in g  th e  a id  o f one o f L in 's  f r ie n d s  to  lu r e  him  
away, th e  young man t r i e d  a g a in , b u t u n s u c c e s s fu lly .  When 
L in  G h 'ung  found he had been duped, he gave v e n t to  h is  
an g er by sm ashing up th e  f r i e n d 's  h o u se . As w e l l  as th e  
o bv io u s  p a r a l l e l s  w ith  th e  GPM —  th e  s e d u c tio n  in  th e  
te m p le , th e  sm ashing o f  th e  f u r n i t u r e ,  th e  f r ie n d  who 
a c ts  as p an d e r —  th e r e  a re  a number o f  v e r b a l  p a r a l l e l s .  
H is  w i f e 's  c r ie s  f o r  h e lp ,  on b o th  o c c a s io n s , as w e l l  as 
L in  C h 'u n g 's  s h o u ts , a re  a l l  d u p l ic a te d .
Thus th e  f ig u r e s  o f  two v i l l a i n s  from  th e  SHC have  
been am algam ated; th e  com posite GPM v i l l a i n  even b e a rs  
th e  name o f  one and th e  nicknam e o f th e  o th e r .  H ow ever, 
even in  th e  SHC, th e  two men have one th in g  in  common —  
t h e i r  dependence on t h e i r  r e la t io n s h ip  to  th e  Kao f a m i ly ,  
f o r  Kao L ie n ,  to  whom Y in  T ' i e n - h s i  i s  r e la t e d  by m a rr ia g e ,  
is  s a id  to  be th e  b r o th e r  o f  Kao G h 'iu .
A f t e r  h e r  escape in  th e  te m p le , Y ile h -n ia n g  s u rv iv e d  
y e t  a n o th e r  d a n g e r. On h e r  way back  to  C h 'in ^ -h o , she was 
c a p tu re d  by th e  la s c iv io u s  b a n d it  c h ie f  Wang Y in g  - H , 
and was o n ly  f r e e d  on th e  in te r c e s s io n  o f  Sung G h ia n g ^  
h im s e lf .  T h is  w hole ep iso d e  is  draw n fro m  G h .32  o f th e  
SHG, w here th e  c a p tu re d  woman is  th e  w ife  o f  th e  lo c a l  
m a g is t r a t e .
The most im p o rta n t o f  th e  o th e r  passages borrow ed  
from  th e  SHG a re  a l l  s e t  p ie c e s , e s p e c ia l ly  th o s e  d e s c r ip t -  
iv e  c o m p o s itio n s  known as ts a n  f f f  . I n  s e v e r a l  c a s e s , 
p a r t  o f  th e  c o n te x t o f  th e  s e t p ie c e s ,  has been t r a n s f e r r e d  
to  th e  GPM as w e l l .  Thus th e  ts a n  in  C h .8 , w h ich  d e s c r ib e s  
how th e  p r ie s t s  come to  chant s u tra s  f o r  th e  m urdered Wu 
G hih a re  dumbfounded a t  th e  s ig h t  o f  C h i n - l i e n 1s b e a u ty ,  
i s  ta k e n  from  a s im i la r  s i t u a t io n  in  Gh. £5 o f th e  SHG.
Some o f  th e  n a r r a t iv e  b e fo re  th e  t s a n , as w e l l  as th e  
rem arks addressed  to  th e  re a d e r  in  GPM, a re  a ls o  d e r iv e d  
from  th e  SHC, a lth o u g h  in  th e  GPM th e y  show a good d e a l  
o f e la b o r a t io n .
The most in t e r e s t in g  e la b o r a t io n  by th e  a u th o r  o f  th e  
GPM o f  a theme p ro v id e d  by th e  SHG i s  found in  C h .27*
I t  i s  m id-sum m er, and in te n s e ly  h o t .  The h e a t is  d e s c rib e d  
in  a t z  1 u . There  fo l lo w s  a s h o rt d is q u is i t io n  on th e  
s u b je c t  o f  th e  k in d s  o f  p eo p le  who f e a r  th e  h e a t and 
th o se  who do n o t .  O f th o s e  who f e a r  th e  h e a t th e r e  a re  
th r e e  k in d s  —  p e a s a n ts , m e rc h a n ts , and s o ld ie r s ,  w h ile  
o f th o s e  who do n o t f e a r  th e  h e a t th e r e  a re  a ls o  th r e e  
k in d s . A t th e  end o f  t h is  d is q u is i t io n  th e  theme is  
r e s ta te d  in  a f o u r - l in e d  poem. The l a s t  two l in e s  a re  
as fo l lo w s :
W h ile  th e  p e a s a n ts ' in s id e s  l i k e  b ro th  a re  b r o i l i n g ,
I n  th e  upper rooms th e  young lo r d s  fa n  th e m s e lv e s . 
Both th e  t z  fu and th e  f o u r - l in e d  poem a re  found  in  G h.16
o f th e  SHG, as w e l l  as an e ig h t - l in e d  poem w hich  s ta te s
th e  theme o f  th e  d is q u is i t io n ,  and names th e  v a r io u s
k in d s  o f  p e o p le  who f e a r ,  o r  do n o t f e a r ,  th e  h e a t .  The
poems o c c u r in  th e  co u rs e  o f th e  in c id e n t  in  w h ich  th e
b ir th d a y  p re s e n ts  m eant f o r  T s f a i  C h ing  a re  w a y la id  by
th e  o u tla w s . The f o u r - l i n e d  poem is  th e  song sung by th e
man who su d d en ly  ap p ea rs  o v e r th e  brow  o f  th e  h i l l
c a r r y in g  two b u c k e ts  o f  w in e . I t  i s  p o s s ib le  to  d is c e rn
I.
i n  th e  in c lu s io n  o f th e s e  poems an e lem e n t o f  p r o t e s t  a t  
th e  ex tre m e s  o f  s o c ia l  in e q u a l i t y  on th e  p a r t  o f  th e  
a u th o rs  o f  th e  SHG. I n  t h a t  case we must c r e d i t  th e  a u th o r  
o f  th e  CPM w ith  an even s tro n g e r  p r o t e s t ,  f o r  n o t o n ly  
has he c o p ie d  th e  poem s, b u t has a ls o  seen f i t  to  e la b o ra te  
t h e i r  th e m e .
Some o f  th e  ts a n  from  th e  SHG a re  a p p lie d  to  s i t u a t io n *  
q u ite  d i f f e r e n t  from  th o s e  th e y  w ere o r i g i n a l l y  found i n .
The ts a n  w h ich  in  C h .21 o f th e  SHC d e s c r ib e s  th e  scene  
as Sung C h ian g  and h is  m is tre s s  s i t  s u l le n ly  fa c in g  each  
o th e r  th e  w hole n ig h t  i s  used in  C h .59 o f  th e  CPM to  
d e s c r ib e  L i  P ' in g - e r h  as she s i t s  f r e t t i n g  tho w foele-night 
through o v e r h e r  s ic k  b a b y .
A p a r t  from  a l l  th e s e  cases o f  v e r b a l  b o rro w in g , and 
many o th e rs  as w e l l  w h ich  need n o t be m entioned  h e r e ,  
i t  seems l i k e l y  t h a t  th e r e  a re  a number o f  cases o f  non­
v e r b a l  b o rro w in g . The l i k e l y  case o f  th e  L ia o  in v a s io n  
has a lr e a d y  been m e n tio n e d . The b ir t h d a y  p re s e n ts  s e n t by
H si-m en  to  h is  p a tro n  T s 'a i  Ching rem ind  one o f  th o s e  
famous p re s e n ts  se n t by L ia n g  S h ih -c h ie h .  The c o n c e p tio n  
o f th e  c h a r a c te r  o f  L i  P ' in g - e r h  i s  a n o th e r l i k e l y  in s ta n c e  
A lto g e th e r ,  c o n s id e r in g  th e  a u th o r 's  c lo s e  r e l ia n c e  on th e  
SHC, i t  i s  p ro b a b le  t h a t  th e re  a re  many more c a s e s , 
d i f f i c u l t  though th e y  may be to  p ro v e .
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Chapter Nine: Histories of the Sung Period.
F o r i t s  h i s t o r i c a l  b ackg ro u n d , th e  CPM r e l i e s  f a r  
le s s  on th e  SHC th a n  on works o f  h is t o r y .  Thus a lth o u g h  
th e  Im p e r ia l  T u to r ,  T s 'a i  C h in g , ap p ears  in  th e  SHC, th e  
account o f  h is  seven g overn m en ta l 're fo rm s *  in  C h .48 o f
th e  CPM is  b as ed , b o th  in  p o in t  o f c o n te n t and la n g u a g e ,
\
on th e  fo rm a l h is t o r i e s .
T h is  r e l ia n c e  o f  th e  a u th o r on works o f  h is t o r y  i s  
c e r t a in l y  n o t due to  any concern  on h is  p a r t  f o r  h i s t o r i c a l  
a c c u ra c y . As w ith  th e  in v a s io n  o f  th e  L ia o ,  he has n o t  
s c ru p le d  to  a l t e r  f a c t s  to  s u i t  h is  own c o n v e n ie n c e . T s 'a i  
C h in g f s re fo rm s , f o r  exam ple , th e  most n o ta b le  p ie c e  o f  
h i s t o r i c a l  b ackg ro u n d , a re  th e m s e lv e s  a f i c t i o n ;  th e y  a re  
f o r  th e  most p a r t  an a g g lo m e ra tio n  o f v a r io u s  p ro p o s a ls  
and e d ic ts  o f  th e  e a r ly  t w e l f t h  c e n tu r y .  Hven so , some 
o f them a re  g a rb le d  a lm o s t beyond r e c o g n it io n .  T s 'a i  
C h in g 1s f o u r th  p ro p o s a l concerns th e  need to  m in t new 
co in a g e  because th e  i r o n  o f  th e  o ld  co in a g e  —  o f te n  
m ixed w ith  le a d  and t i n  —  has been used by th e  b o rd e r  
t r ib e s  to  m a n u fa c tu re  weapons. In  f a c t  th e  e v e n t r e f e r r e d  
to  h e re  was som eth ing  q u ite  d i f f e r e n t :  i t  was proposed  
in  th e  second month o f  1105 to  m in t a new c o in a g e , m ix in g  
le a d  and t i n  w ith  th e  i r o n  to  make th e  r e s u l t in g  m e ta l
i.
to o  b r i t t l e  f o r  use in  weapons. Some o f th e  o th e r  d e t a i l s  
r e f l e c t  th e  f a c t s  o f  Sung h is t o r y  no more f a i t h f u l l y .
Copying from historical works, however inaccurate it 
may be, has the same function as the quotation in full of 
fictional memorials and edicts, of which plenty are also 
to be found in the CPM; it gives to the novel a credibility 
it would not otherwise have. The author's aim, in other 
words, is to obtain historical verisimilitude, if not 
historical accuracy. But his aim is a great deal more 
precise than that; almost all the passages quoted from 
the histories have been chosen to state or illustrate the 
theme of political corruption. It is through these events 
and figures, derived —  in some form —  from history, that 
the author's criticism and satire of injustice and chicanery 
is mainly directed.
Unfortunately, it is now quite impossible to say
which historical work he has copied from. Given the
proclivity of Chinese historians to copy from each other,
and considering that the passages copied into the CPM are
not very long, it is not surprising that the exact source
cannot be identified. Some of the copied passages, for
example, are to be found in much the same form in
chronicle-histories as far apart as the Huang-ch'ao pien-
l,
nien pei-yao ^ S which was compiled in the
Southern Sung, and the Sung-Ydan tzu-chih t'ung-chien 
^  ^  W  :'z M zl , of which the author's preface
is dated 1567. Accordingly, any reference in this chapter 
to a work of history does not mean that the author of the
CPM actually used that work, but that he used some such 
work. It is his use of historical works as a category, 
rather than any one particular work, that we are concerned 
with.
Apart from the seven reforms of Ts'ai Ching, mentioned 
above, the three most substantial cases of borrowing 
concern minor historical figures who have been developed 
into characters of some importance in the novel.
The most obvious case is that of Tseng Hsiao-hsil W
, who appears in Ch.48 as Censor of Shantung province. 
Having discovered the truth about the murder of Miao T'ien- 
kxxKH hsiu (see Chapter Three), he sent a memorial to the 
throne attacking Hsi-men and the other magistrate. On 
orders from Ts'ai Ching, the memorial was side-tracked. 
Tseng thereupon (p.lab —  this is the passage copied) v/ent 
to the capital and submitted another memorial, this time 
attacking Ts'ai Ching and his policies. For this he was 
demoted. Later, through another intrigue, he was exiled. 
Tseng Hsioa-hsiii was a historical figure, whose biography 
is included in the Sung History (chtlan ) . The account
given there and in other works of his attack on Ts'ai 
Ching, his consequent demotion and exile, is substantially 
the same, and told in the same words, as in the CPM. Only 
his post has been changed to that of Censor of Shantung.
The two other characters which have been derived
from historical works are An Ch'en i/t and Ts'ai Yiin 
^  $zl • They are closely involved with each other in the
lko
novel, and are best considered together. In Ch.36 p. 3a, 
it is explained, in an aside to the reader, that the 
young graduates An and Ts'ai, who have come to visit 
Hsi-men Chfing, were concerned in a strange incident at 
the time of their graduation. An Ch'en was originally 
selected chuang-yhan, but was attacked by a Censor on the 
grounds that he was the younger brother of An Tun ^  fj. , 
the discredited minister of the previous reign. Accordingly 
the Emperor removed him and made Tsfai Yun the new chuang- 
yhan. Ts’ai had become the protege' of Ts'ai Ching.
This is an inaccurate version of a historical event 
of the year 1103, as recorded, for example, in tfce Sung- 
Ytlan tzu-chih t'ung-chien chHan 26 p.24ab. Li Chieh ^  
was removed from the list because his father Li Shen 
was in disgrace, and it was An Ch'un, the brother of An 
Tun, who was allowed to take his place. The role of An 
Ch'un, in other words, was just the opposite of that 
allotted to him in the CPM.
T s 'a i  Ytin is  d e r iv e d  from  th e  h i s t o r i c a l  f ig u r e  o f  
T s 'a i  N i ^  . A c c o rd in g  to  th e  Sung-Yilan t z u -c h ih  t 'u n g -
c h ie n  chuan 22 p .9a ( th e  f i r s t  y e a r  o f  T a -ku a n  A ,1107) 
I n  summer, in  th e  f i f t h  m onth, T s 'a i  H i was a p p o in te d  
a S u p e rv is in g  C e n so r. In  h is  e x a m in a tio n  e s s a y , 
c a lc u la t in g  t h a t  T s 'a i  C h ing  w ould soon be re s to re d
to power, he had written.......  Thereupon he was
raised to first place, and his answer was officially
published throughout the country. He became an 
official, and was appointed cheng-tzu JE ^  in the 
Secretariat (Mi-shu-hsing ^  4  S ). In less than a 
year he had risen to the post of Censor. Such a 
thing had never happened before.
The Ts'ai Yun of the novel was also a prot^gd of Ts'ai 
Ching, also obtained the distinction of chuang-yiian by 
suspicious means, was also appointed at once to the 
Secretariat (the CPM has cheng-shih ^  , presumably a
mistake), and was soon after a Censor (see Ch.4-9 5^0- 
There is little doubt that he is based on Ts'ai Hi.
Although these three figures are the most interesting 
cases of borrowing, since they have been realised by the 
author as significant characters in his novel, there are 
a number of other places in which the CPM echoes the 
formal histories. Like the account of Ts'ai Ching's policies, 
ktey these passages serve to provide a realistic historical 
background.
All the passages referred to share one feature; they 
are all used to illustrate the corruption existing under 
the monopoly of power held by Ts'ai Ching. Since it is 
plain that the author has not bothered to abide by 
historical accuracy in his treatment, we may be sure that 
his criticism is really directed elsewhere, that is to say, 
at the political figures and the political institutions of 
his own time.
Chapter Ten: Colloquial Short Stories.
Passages from at least seven different short stories 
can be discerned in the text of the novel. In the order 
in which they appear, the stories are:-
(a) Wen-ching yilan-yang hui t?'J f f  % ^  ,
copied in Ch.l.
(b) Chih-ch'eng Chang Chu-kuan ^  i  $  ,
copied in Chapters 1,2, and 100.
(c) Chieh-chih-erh chi ,
copied in Chapters 34- and 51*
(d) Kang-k'ou yb-weng Q %  ,
copied in Ch.4-7.
(e) Hsi-shan i-k'u kud ^  i_U — ^  ^  ,
copied in Ch.62.
(f) Wu-chieh Ch'an-shih ssu Hung-lien chi £ ^
^  JL s£ , copied in Ch.73-
(g) Hsin-ch1iao-shih Han Wu mai ch'un-ch'ing
, copied in Chapters 98
and 99, and also possibly in Ch.l.
Five of these sources have been pointed out before; 
(d) and (e) are the exceptions. Yet, of the five, hardly 
one has been treated has k m  fcxKxjcsgb in adequate detail 
from the point of view of its use in the CPM; most have 
been noted incidentally in considering the short stories 
themselves. For example, (cj, (f), and (g) were noted by
• tS
Wu Hsiao-ling ^  in a review of the Ku-chin hsiao-
shuo uT ^ 'J* , in which all three stories appear.
There seems ample justification for making a collective 
study of all seven stories.
(a) Wen-ching yiian-yang hui.
The earliest surviving text of this story is found
in the Chia-ching collection Ch1 ing-p 1 ing-shan-t1 ana; 
a.
hua-pen. The title of the story is included in the Chia- 
ching catalogue Pao-wen-t1ang shu-mu S of
Gh’ao Li (died 1560) .
The story deals with the adulteries of a libidinous 
woman, and ends with her murder. The story itself, however,
3.
is not copied in the CPk, only the introductory tz1u and 
some general comment from the beginning and end. The 
borrowed tz1u , which is the opening poem in the CPk, 
deals with the power of women to enslave and ruin men.
.Sven the greatest heroes —  the two mentioned are Hsiang 
Id ^  and Liu Pang&j-fy —  have not been able to escape 
ruination. The short story then explains that the subject 
of the poem lies in the two words ch1 ing */j| 'love, passion' 
and jse & 'carnal love, lust'. This too, together with 
the short piece of philosophical comment which follows it, 
is reproduced in the CPk with only minor alteration. Prom 
this point however, the CPM diverges from the story, and 
proceeds to explain the tz1u by describing the careers of
H s ia n g  Xii and L iu  Pang and th e  r u in  and h u m il ia t io n  to  
w hich  t h e i r  param ours b ro u g h t them . A f t e r  t h is  e x e g e s is ,  
th e  GPM r e tu r n s  to  th e  t e x t  o f th e  shjrt s t o r y ,  and asks  
th e  q u e s tio n :
" S t o r y - t e l l e r ,  why have you chosen to  t a l k  about 
th e s e  two words f lo v e f and ' l u s t '? "
Whereas th e  s h o rt s to r y  now goes on w ith  th e  t a l e  i t s e l f ,  
th e  a u th o r  o f  th e  GPM proceeds to  answ er th e  q u e s t io n ,  
and th e  f i r s t  p a r t  o f  h is  answer i s  drawn fro m  th e  
g e n e ra l comment a t  th e  end o f th e  s h o r t  s to r y .
The s ig n i f ic a n c e  o f  th e  a u th o r 's  use o f  t h is  source  
can s c a r c e ly  be e x a g g e ra te d . I t  in d ic a te s  t h a t  in  some 
degree he re g a rd e d  h is  n o v e l in  th e  same l i g h t  as t h a t  
k in d  o f  h ua -p en  s to r y  w hich  has f o r  h e ro in e  a femme f a t a l e  
o f in o r d in a te  s e x u a l a p p e t i te  who r u in s  p h y s ic a l ly  and 
f i n a n c i a l l y  th o se  whom she c a p t iv a t e s .  The s to r y  H s in -c h 'ia o -  
s h ih  Han Wu mai c h 'u n - c h ' in g , w h ich  i s  co p ie d  l a t e r  in  th e  
n o v e l,  an d , i t  seems l i k e l y ,  echoed in  th e  a u th o r ’ s 
in t r o d u c to r y  comments in  G h . l ,  i s  a n o th e r  exam ple o f  t h is  
same k in d .  The a t t i t u d e  t r a d i t i o n a l l y  adopted by th e  
n a r r a t o r  o f  such s t o r ie s  was one o f  w a rn in g  h is  au d ien ce  
(o r  r e a d e r s )  a g a in s t  b e in g  c a p t iv a te d  by such women. T h is  
is  as f a r  as th e  a u th o r  o f  th e  GPM goes —  u n l ik e  th e  
l a t e r  e d i t o r s  o f th e  n o v e l —  in  e v e r  d ra w in g  an e x p l i c i t  
m o ra l.
How f a r  th e  a u th o r  o f  th e  GPM r e a l l y  re g a rd e d  h is
novel in this light it is impossible to say. Perhaps for 
him, as for the story-tellers, this formula provided a 
satisfactory framework in which an evocative tale could 
be told with propriety. In fact, the conception of the 
femme fatale has little place in the novel. In any case, 
such a role can only be sustained with the simpler, 
external characterization of the SHC or the hua-pen stories. 
The attempts to explain Chin-lien's conduct, and especially 
the inclusion of the song in which she expresses her 
desperate loneliness, show that, even at the beginning of 
the novel, a very different notion of character was 
present in the author's mind.
On page 3a of the first chapter, there is a short 
passage about the novel's purpose which is drawn neither 
from the short stories nor from the SHG. itfe may well 
suppose it to be of the author's own creation. It describes 
the novel as 'a tale of the passions' (feng-ch'ing ku-shih 
This is the only explicit statement in the 
book of how its author regarded it.
(b) Chih-ch1 eng Chan,3; Chu-kuan.
The earliest surviving text of this story is found 
in the Ching-pen t'ung-su hsiao-shuo & JL-M'J'itfL
Three passages from this story are used in the CPk, 
in Ch.l, Ch.2, and Ch.100 respectively.
Ch.1 9b-lla.
Chin-lien's origin in the household of General Wang 
— W  and her purchase by Chang, which, as was explained 
in the last chapter, have been substituted for the account 
given in the SHC, are based on this story. The story tells 
how a rich old man, Chang Shih-lien , who was
over sixty and had no children, one day 'smote his breast, 
heaved a deep sigh, and said to his servants:
"I am getting on in years, and I have no children.
If I had a million taels, what use would they be!"' 
His retainers advised him to take a wife. Two match-makers 
were called.
This is the same as the account given of Chin-lien in
the CPM, except that there it is his wife to whom he
complains and who suggests that he buy a couple of girls
to be trained to play and sing for his amusement. The
young wife of the short story comes from the household of
General Wang, just as Chin-lien does, although the reason
for her dismissal is not the same. In the short story she
has been dismissed because General Wang's wife has become
jealous of her; this resembles Chin-lien's dismissal 
from the house of her second master, In?. Chang.
There is another detail borrowed from the short story. 
The CPM tells how Chang, after sleeping with Chin-lien, 
developed five symptoms of debility —  which are listed —  
as well as 'one that cannot be mentioned.' This passage is 
derived from the episode in the short story in which the 
girl, who has been tricked into believing that Chang is 
a young man, is aghast dm seeing how old he really is.
He suffers from 'four or five symptoms of debility', four 
of which are described.
Ch.2 9ab.
The tsan which describes the match-maker Wang is based 
on one which describes one of the match-makers in the 
short story.
Ch. 100 7b-8a.
The tsan which describes Han Ai-chieh ^  is the 
same as the one describing the girl as she throws herself 
on the hero's mercy. The context is vaguely similar: the 
hero's mother takes the girl in, in the same way as an old 
woman comes to Ai-chieh's aid.
The passages about Chin-lien are of some importance.
As was pointed out in the last chapter, they have the 
effect of changing the status of Chin-lien; she becomes 
a figure with the grace and accomplishments of the educated 
courtesan. It may be true, too, that the author's choice 
of this story is an indication of the greater sympathy 
with which he conceived the character of Chin-lien, for
despite the narrator's explicit moral, the girl of the 
short story is a sympathetic figure, betrayed by salacious 
old man and priggish young hero alike.
(c) Chieh-chih-erh chi.
The earliest surviving text of this story is found 
in the Ch'ing-p'ing-shan-t'ang hua-pen.
The story tells of a clandestine affair between the 
young gallant Juan Hua and Ch'en Ytt-lan f$ J , the
daughter of a powerful official. Their meetings were 
arranged by an astute old nun Wang Shou-ch'ang 2 ip -A ,
who had the entree to the houses of the great.
It is referred to twice in the CPM, once in Ch. 34-, 
and again in Ch. 51* On the first occasion, it serves as 
a criminal case brought before Hsi-men Ch'ing in his 
capacity as magistrate. Returning home at the end of the 
day, he gave Li P'ing-erh an account of the case which 
amounts to a precis of the short story. His account follows 
the story closely except in its denouement: Hsi-men had 
the guilty nun flogged, and then released her.
In Ch.51 4-b, it is described how Hsi-men returned 
home early and found to his astonished rage that this 
very nun —  Nun Hsiieh —  had inveigled herself in to his
own house. When Yueh-niang expostulated with him, he
explained:
"You don't know the tricks she's been up to! She
a rra n g e d  f o r  M in is t e r  C h 'e n 's  d a u g h te r to  have  
s e x u a l r e la t io n s  w ith  a young f e l lo w  c a l le d  Juan I I I
when she ...................went to  th e  te m p le . U n fo r tu n a te ly
t h is  f e l lo w  c o lla p s e d  and d ie d  w h ile  he was ly in g  
w ith  th e  g i r l .  F o r  h e r  p a r t  in  a l l  t h is  she re c e iv e d  
th r e e  t a e ls  o f  s i l v e r .  When i t  a l l  came o u t she was 
b ro u g h t to  my t r i b u n a l .  I  had h e r  s t r ip p e d  and 
g iv e n  tw e n ty  s t r o k e s .  I  t o ld  h e r  to  m arry  and g iv e  
up h e r  v o c a t io n .  Why has she s t i l l  n o t done so?
S h a l l  I  have h e r  ta k e n  to  th e  t r ib u n a l  and g iv e n  a 
fe w  more s tro k e s ? "
The use o f t h is  s to r y  shows o f  co u rse  t h a t  th e  a u th o r  
som etim es had re c o u rs e  to  p o p u la r  l i t e r a t u r e  when he had 
need o f  in c id e n t .  What i s  more s ig n i f i c a n t  i s  th e  
b o rro w in g  o f  th e  f ig u r e  o f  Nun Hsiieh fro m  th e  s h o r t  s to r y .  
I t  seems to  have been th e  p hrase  ab o ut h e r  h a v in g  th e  
e n tre e  to  th e  houses xinaiafc o f th e  r i c h  and p o w e r fu l th a t  
s t i r r e d  th e  im a g in a t io n  o f th e  a u th o r  o f th e  CPM; she 
appears  f r e q u e n t ly  in  th e  n o v e l,  and comes to  have a 
c e r t a in  h o ld  o ve r th e  minds o f some o f  th e  women o f  H s i -  
men* s h o u s e h o ld . She i s  g re e d y , shrew d, and u n s c ru p u lo u s ;  
she i s  p a r t  c h a r la ta n ,  p a r t  r e l ig io u s  m e n to r, and p a r t  
e n t e r t a i n e r .
(d ) I ia n g -k f ou yh -w eng.
This story is found in the collection of cases solved 
by the Sung judge Pao Ch'eng &  , which in most
editions is known as the Lung-tfu kung-an ^  jg £ ^
The earliest surviving edition of this work, entitled
Su. .
Pao Hsiao-heiu Kuna: pai-chia kung-an yen-i &  £ §
£  SU If , was p u b lis h e d  by th e  W a n -c h fta n -lo u ^ ^  $1
and has a preface dated with the cyclical year ting-yu
T rj7 . Since other Wan-chlian-lou editions belong to the
itfan-li period —  there is for example an edition of the
San-kuo .yen-i dated 1591 —  it seems likely that this is
also a Wan-li date, which would therefore be 1597* This
edition cannot however be the first edition, since one of
the stories has been copied into the GPM, and, as was
shown in Part Two, the first part of the novel was complete
1596. All the stories in the collection share certain
features; there is no reason, so far as I know, for thinking
th a t  th e  K a n g -^ o u  y il-w eng  may have been in  e x is te n c e
before the collection was made.
The story relates that there lived in Xangchow a 
wealthy and benevolent man named Ghiang Chfi-lai ^
T. T'ien-hsiu X $£ . One day an aged priest visited him,
and on being treated with great generosity, warned Chiang 
that a great disaster hung over him, a disaster which he 
might possibly avoid if he lived prudently at home. Soon 
after this event Chiang came upon his servant making love
•S'/
to  one o f  th e  g i r l s  in  th e  h o u s e h o ld . He re p rim an d ed  th e  
s e rv a n t s e v e r e ly ,  a t  w h ich  th e  man c o n ce iv e d  a deep  
h a tre d  f o r  h is  m a s te r .
A month l a t e r ,  a l e t t e r  a r r iv e d  from  C h ia n g 's  c o u s in  
i n  th e  c a p i t a l ,  an o f f i c i a l  named Huang M ei ^  ,
a s k in g  C h ian g  to  v i s i t  h im . D e s p ite  th e  p le a d in g  o f  h is  
w if e ,  and h e e d le s s  o f  th e  p r i e s t 's  w a rn in g , C h iang  d ec id ed  
to  go. T a k in g  Tung ( th e  s e rv a n t he had re p rim a n d e d )
and a p a g e -b o y  c a l le d  C h ' in - t 'u n g  ^  i  w ith  h im , he 
h ir e d  a b o a t and s e t  o f f .  Tung p lo t t e d  w ith  th e  r a s c a l ly  
boatm en; C h iang  was m urdered and th e  p ag e -b o y  c lu b b ed  and 
l e f t  f o r  d ea d . By an e x t r a o r d in a r y  ch a n c e , th e  boy d id  
n o t d row n , b u t was saved by an o ld  f is h e rm a n . C h ia n g 's  
body was washed up n e a r  th e  T z ' u -h u i  $  te m p le  in  
C h1in g -h o -h s ie n ,  w here th e  monks, f e a r in g  to  in v o lv e  them­
s e lv e s  in  t r o u b le ,  b u r ie d  i t  on th e  fo r e s h o r e . One day  
as Pao C h 'en g  was r id in g  th ro u g h  C h 'in g -h o , a w h ir lw in d  
ro se  up b e fo re  h is  h o rs e , and le d  th e  way to  th e  p la c e  
where C h ia n g *s  body had been b u r ie d .  The body was d is ­
c o v e re d , th e  monks q u e s tio n e d  by th e  lo c a l  m a g is t ra te  and 
im p r is o n e d .
E v e n tu a lly  C h ' in - t 'u n g  re c o g n is e d  th e  two boatm en, 
and accused them o f  th e  c r im e . They w ere a r r e s te d  and 
e x e c u te d . The monks w ere re le a s e d , and C h ' in - t 'u n g  re tu rn e d  
w ith  h is  m a s te r 's  body to  g iv e  i t  p ro p e r  b u r i a l .  As f o r  
Tung, he was n e v e r c a u g h t, b u t w ith  th e  money he had
gained was able to set himself up as a great merchant.
Yet he too was to pay the penalty for his crime, for some 
years later he fell foul of some pirates and was killed.
This is substantially the story told in GPM Oh.4-7 
la-4-b, 10a, and Ch.4-8 2b-3a. Some of it has already been 
recounted in Chapter Three in dealing with inconsistencies 
in the narration of Ch.53 to 57* The names of the 
characters have been charged. Chiang T'ien-hsiu becomes 
Miao T'ien-hsiu ; the servant Tung becomes Miao
Ch'ing &7 j| ; and the page-boy —  there is already one 
Ch'in-t'ung in the novel —  becomes An-t'ung ^
Pao Ch'eng does not appear; he and the stupid local 
magistrate are combined in the figure of the official 
Ti Ssu-pin .
In one or two details the CPM version is an improve­
ment on the short story. For example, it is the young 
concubine of Miao T'ien-hsiu, and not a mere maid, that 
Miao Ch'ing is caught dallying with; this explains better 
the jealous hatred felt by him for his master.
The main significance of the author's use of this 
story is that it illustrates political chicanery in action. 
In the CPM, Miao Ch'ing bribes Hsi-men to have him 
acquitted. When An-t'ung appeals to the honest Censor 
Tseng Hsiao-kxiahsii If7 ^  /jF (a figure from historical 
sources, see the last chapter), Hsi-men's patron Ts'ai 
Ching intervenes. Eventually, when Tseng has accused Ts'ai
directly in a memorial, he is demoted and ultimately 
exiled, ho suggestion of this theme appears in the short 
story; it is all the work of the author of the CPk.
The author has taken the hint about Miao Ch'ing's 
becoming a great merchant, and has developed it in a 
similar way. In the CPM he is represented as being one of 
that class of merchants, like Hsi-men himself, who make 
their money by bribing those in power to give them 
favoured treatment. The reference in the short story has 
no suggestion of this either.
There is some reason for thinking that the author has 
not found it easy to fit this story into his novel. It is 
perhaps the only real break in continuity in the work.
Ch.4-6 ends in Hsi-men's household; Ch.4-7 begins in Yangchow 
with people none of whom the reader has heard of before. 
Nothing like this happens anywhere else; even in the last 
ten chapters when the scene changes frequently, some at 
least of the participants are characters with which the 
reader is familiar. A short poem and a few words of explan­
ation at the beginning of Ch.4-7 are all that is available 
to bear the reader over the chasm fixed between the two 
chapters.
The novelist's usual solution of this difficulty is 
to explain, in an aside to the reader, the past history 
of the new figure who has appeared upon the scene. Thus 
the author could have begun the story at the point at
' *•*-
w hich Miao G h 'in g  offered a bribe to Hsi-men, and given 
the reader a brief account of how the crime took place. 
This would of course have drained the story of much of 
its interest, and that may be the reason why the author 
did not do so. But it is also possible that he actually 
preferred the other approach; in considering the passages 
adapted from the SHC, one is struck by the number of times 
in which he has altered the text so as to explain the 
background of the characters before allowing them, so to 
speak, to come 011 the scene. Perhaps the same motives 
affected him here —  desire for a step-by-step narration 
of events, anxiety lest a good story be truncated —  as 
(one imagines) influenced his decision to allow the long 
circumlocutory account of *Vu Sungfs adventures to stand 
at the head of the novel.
* > S"
(e )  W u-ch ieh  C h 'a n -s h ih  ssu H u n g - l ie n  c h i .
The earliest surviving text of this story is found j 
in the Ch * ing-p1ing-shan-t1ang hua-pen. The title of the 
story is included in the Chia-ching catalogue Pao-wen-t1ang 
shu-mu p.129- The writer T'ien Ju-ch1eng 67 3^  (chin-shit 
1526) includes a reference to a story about Hung-lien £l JL 
in chhan 20 of his Hsi-hu yu-lan-chih-yil rh% ^
(p.568). It would seem likely that the story was current 
in Hangchow, with which of course T'ien Ju-ch'eng1s
f
remarks are concerned, in the Chia-ching period.
The greater part of the story (the end is somewhat 
curtailed) is represented as being told in Ch.75 lib-14b 
by Hun Hsueh. Despite its subject —  it tells how the 
'Five Vows' priest deceives his brother-priest and seduces 
the girl Hung-lien; in the next life the two are rein­
carnated as the poet Su Tung-p'o and the priest Fo yin
respectively —  it differs from the other tales told by
£ %
h e r  in  t h a t  i t  i s  no p a o -c h iia n ; i t  c l e a r l y  r e t a in s  i t s  
h ua-pen  fo rm .
There seems little point in speculating on the story's 
function in the CPM. It is an amusing enough story. It is 
also possible that some irony is intended by having the 
story told by Nun Hstteh.
(f) Hsi-shan i-k'u kugL.
The earliest surviving text of this story is found 
in the Ching-pen t1ung-su hsiao-shuo.
Two tsan from this story appear in Ch.62 of the CPk,
t,
and although at least one of them is also found elsewhere, 
verbal similarities in the context indicate that they 
may well have come from this source.
The tsan beginning huang-lo gj? describes the
shen-chiang 'ghostly general, genie' summoned up
by the old Taoist to exorcise the demons plaguing the 
story's hero. In Ch.62 14b-15a, the same tsan describes the 
genie summoned up by the Taoist priest P ' an 3^| -± to
capture the demons plaguing Li P'ing-erh.
The tsan beginning fei kan f describes the 
phantom wind which sweeps away the people of the hero's 
illusion. In Ch 62 16a of the novel it describes the 
phantom wind which blows out the 'lamps of life' set near 
Li P'ing-erh, thus indicating that she is beyond redemption.
(g) Hsin-ch* iao-shih Han Wu mai ch*un-ch*ing.
The earliest surviving text of this story is found 
in the £u-chin hsiao-shuo £ 'V. ibt, , chdan 3 • It
is likely that the entry San-meng-seng chi ^  ^  Trf 
in the Ghia-ching catalogue Pao-wen-t1ang shu-mu is a 
reference to it.
The borrowing of this story forms the subject of an 
article by Dr. J.L.Bishop. ’
The story is introduced by five historical examples 
of the disaster caused by the allurements of women. The 
story itself tells how in Southern Sung time, there lived 
near the capital Lin-an a young man named Wu Shan U-* ,
the only child of a prosperous silk-merchant and money­
lender. He was sober and industrious, and had a wife and 
child. .Every day he would leave his father*s house, which 
served as the main shop, to look after a subsidiary shop 
in a nearby village. One day on arriving there he was 
surprised to find some women in the act of moving their 
belongings from a couple of barges into the empty rooms 
above his shop. His anger was mollified, however, by the 
apology of the youngest of the women, and he agreed to 
let the rooms to them. It was not long before this young 
woman, Han Chin-nd , made an attempt to seduce
him. Snatching an ornamental pin he wore in his hair 
and running upstairs with it, she made him follow her, 
and induced him to make love. Once their liaison was
established, she proceeded to obtain money from him. In 
fact, unknown to him, the family had for a long time been 
living on the prostitution of this girl and her mother.
When the girl began, in Wu Shanfs absence, to receive 
other callers, the neighbours, jealous of their reputation 
and fearful of trouble, forced the family to move back to 
the city.
Wu Shan had meanwhile fallen sick. On receiving a 
letter from Chin-ntL, he said he was feeling better, and 
made an excuse to his parents in order to leave the house. 
His love-making with Chin-ntt, however, left him critically 
ill, and his very life was despaired og. In one of his 
dreams a Euddhist monk appeared; in another this apparition 
revealed itself as a monk who had broken his vows of 
chastity and died in the house where Wu Shan and Chin-nu 
had slept together. Sver afterwards he had been compelled 
to haunt the house, and seeing the adulteries of Wu Shan, 
he had felt tempted to call the young man to him. Finally, 
after Wu Shan's father had interceded for his son by 
’burning incense and having sutras read, the ghost released 
the boy. Wu Shan recovered, and resumed the sober, 
industrious life he had led before meeting Chin-nft.
The narrative of Ch.98 3>a-13a(end of chapter) and 
Ch.99 lab has been derived from the short story. One day 
as Ch'en Ching-chi sat looking over the canal from his 
tavern in Lintsing, he noticed people carrying their
b e lo n g in g s  from  a c o u p le  o f b a rg es  in t o  th e  empty rooms 
o f h is  ta v e r n .  H is  an g er was m o l l i f i e d  by th e  a p o lo g ie s  
o f th e  yo u ng er o f  th e  two women t h e r e . A t t h a t  moment, th e  
o th e r  woman re c o g n is e d  h im .^She was Wang V I  i  ^  ^  , w ife
o f H s i-m e n 's  fo rm e r m anager Han T a o -k u o , and th e  young  
woman was t h e i r  d a u g h te r  A i-c h ie h  • A i -c h ie h  had
been s e n t by H s i-m en  to  be th e  co n cu b in e  o f one o f  h is  
c o n ta c ts  in  th e  c a p i t a l ,  th e  c o m p tr o l le r  o f  T s 'a i  C h in g 's  
h o u s e h o ld . She had l a t e r  been jo in e d  in  th e  c a p i t a l  by  
h e r  p a r e n ts ,  abscond ing  w ith  some o f  H s i-m e n 's  money.^
H er husband , Han T a o -k u o , now a p p e a re d , and t o ld  C h in g -c h i  
why th e y  had had to  le a v e  th e  c a p i t a l .  C h in g -c h i a llo w e d  
them to  s ta y  in  th e  ta v e r n .  He and A i -c h ie h  soon became 
lo v e r s .
When h is  w ife  grew je a lo u s  o f  th e  amount o f  tim e  he 
spent a t  th e  ta v e r n ,  C h in g -c h i was fo rc e d  to  s ta y  a t  home 
f o r  a few  d a y s . D e p r iv e d  o f th e  money g iv e n  them by  
h im , Wang V I —  b u t n o t h e r  d a u g h te r —  resumed th e  tra d e  
o f p r o s t i t u t e .  H e a rtb ro k e n  a t  C h in g -c h i 's  ab sen ce , A i-c h ie h  
s e n t a l e t t e r  to  h im , and making th e  excuse t h a t  he had to  
v i s i t  th e  ta v e r n  on b u s in e s s , C h in g -c h i w ent o f f  to  see 
h e r .
A f t e r  t h is  p o in t  —  C h .99 la b  —  th e  s to r y  in  th e  
CPM d iv e r g e s  e n t i r e l y .
The a u th o r  o f th e  CPM has chosen to  use o n ly  t h a t  
p a r t  o f  th e  s h o rt s to r y  w hich d e s c r ib e s  th e  m e e tin g  o f
' f r o
Wu Shan and Chin-nh and their subsequent love-making. It 
is interesting to see how, in order to use even IhLs part 
of the story, some preparation has been necessary. The 
account of how Ching-chi was offered capital to set himself 
up in business is given a few pages before this copied 
passage (Ch.98 2a), and his purchase of the tavern 
immediately precedes it. It seems likely, since the tavern 
is not afterwards of any importance in the novel, that 
these episodes have been created only in order to 
accommodate the passages from the short story.
In assessing what the author has taken from the 
short story, one has to admit that in this case he has 
been uninfluenced by the conception of character shown 
therein. It is true that the venal Wang VI resembles the 
mother of Chin-nh, but her character has been established 
much earlier in the novel. As far as the principal 
figures are concerned, their roles are almost exactly 
reversed. Ching-chi, one of the most notable profligates 
and perverts in literature, is worlds apart from Wu Shan. 
And Ai-chieh bears no resemblance at all to Chin-nh, the 
very type of femme fatale; in her faithfulness to the 
memory of Ching-chi, she shows herself one of the very 
virtuous —  and at the same time sympathetic —  woman in 
the novel.
What then remains of the short story that would make 
its borrowing worthwhile? The scene on the docks, trans-
ferred in the novel to the hustling Canal port of Lintsing, 
is strongly evoked. It is noticeable how many of the 
passages borrowed by the author from other works are set 
descriptions (tsan), although this may be because their 
borrowing raises fewer difficulties than other material.
The account of the love-making —  it is not fair, with the 
change in character of the two principals,-to call it 
seduction — is given in detail, and even amplified. The 
letters exchanged between the two lovers are also used.
These points, one must assume, were what persuaded the 
author of the CPM to make use of this story.
By the way he has used the story, the author has, 
however, been able to solve one or two problems of his 
own. It would in any case have been necessary to describe 
the ultimate fate of such important characters as Han Tao- 
kuo and his family; use of the short story disposes of 
this necessity. Moreover, since they came from the household 
of Ts'ai Ching, Han Tao-kuo's explanation to Ch'en Ching-chi 
provides a natural account of the collapse of the Imperial 
Tutor and his regime.
There is one other place in which an echo of this 
short story is perhaps to be found. In Ch.l 3&b, the 
author, writing of the subject of his novel, remarks:
Moreover, what events led to the death of this woman?
Those who coveted her destroyed their fine manly
s ix - f o o t  b o d ie s . Those who lo v e d  h e r lo s t  t h e i r  
v a s t  w e a lth . The a f f a i r  s c a n d a lis e d  T u n g -p ' i n g - f u , 
and th re w  Ch1in g -h o -h s ie n  in ^ to  u p ro a r .
A t th e  b e g in n in g  o f  th e  s to r y ,  a t  an e x a c t ly  s im i la r  s ta g e  
th e  n a r r a t o r  e x p la in s :
Today I s h a l l  t e l l  o f  a young man who d id  n o t ta k e
heed o f  th e  w a rn in g  a g a in s t l u s t ,  and becom ing
enamoured o f a woman, came c lo s e  to  d e s tr o y in g  t h a t  
f i n e  m anly s ix - f o o t  body o f  h is  and lo s in g  h is  v a s t  
w e a lth .  The a f f a i r  shocked th e  town o f  H s in - c h ' ia o .  
I t  seems l i k e l y  t h a t  th e  CPM echoes some o th e r  w ork a t  
t h is  p o in t ,  f o r  th e  p h ra s e  a b o u t 'lo s in g  t h e i r  v a s t  w e a lth ' 
does n o t a p p ly  to  th e  m ain p a r t  o f  th e  n o v e l a t  a l l .  O n ly  
by a s t r e t c h  o f th e  im a g in a t io n  can i t  be s a id  to  a p p ly  
to  C h 'e n  C h in g -c h i,  who so ld  h is  p r o p e r ty  in  o rd e r  to  
buy C h in - l i e n ,  f o r  th e  sum re q u ire d  was n o t g r e a t ,  and in
any c a s e , th e  b a rg a in  was n ev er t r a n s a c te d .  I t  i s  h a rd  to
t e l l  w h e th e r th ese  a re  ju s t  s te re o ty p e d  rem arks found  
b e fo re  many s to r ie s  o f  t h is  femme f a t a l e  k in d ,  o r  w h e th e r  
th e y  a re  a c t u a l ly  an echo o f th e  s to r y  about C h in -n ii .
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I t  i s  im p o s s ib le  to  g e n e r a lis e  about th e  a u th o r 's  use 
o f th e s e  seven s h o rt s t o r ie s .  From some, th e  n a r r a t o r 's  
in t r o d u c to r y  comment has been ta k e n , fro m  o th e rs  th e  n o t io n  
o f a c h a r a c te r  o r  d e t a i l  o f  p l o t ,  fro m  y e t  o th e r s ,  th e  
d e s c r ip t io n  o f a p e rs o n  o r  scene . O n ly  two s t o r ie s  —  Kang-  
k ' ou yti-w eng and H s in -c h ' ia o -s h ih  Han ,Vu mai c h 'u n -c h 'in g  —  
a re  c o p ie d  a t  any g r e a t  le n g th ,  and even in  t h e i r  c a s e , 
s a c r i f i c e s  o r  r a d ic a l  changes have had to  be made. The 
a b ru p t in t r o d u c t io n  o f  th e  fo rm e r s to r y  le d  to  a b rea c h  in  
th e  c o n t in u i t y  w hich  th e  re a d e r  had been accustom ed t o ,  
w h ile  th e  m ain p o in t  o f  th e  l a t t e r  s to r y  has been l o s t .
To some e x t e n t ,  i t  has been because o f  th e  c lo s e n e s s  o f  
t e x tu r e  o f  th e  a u th o r 's  n a r r a t io n  t h a t  i t  has p ro ved  
p o s s ib le  to  adm it o n ly  fra g m en ts  o f  o th e r  w orks in to  th e  
n o v e l,  b u t  i t  i s  a ls o  t r u e  t h a t  —  w ith  th e  e x c e p tio n  o f  
th e  v a g u e ly -d e lin e a te d  c h a ra c te rs  w h ich  s t i r r e d  th e  a u th o r 's  
im a g in a t io n  in to  p ro d u c in g  Nun Hstieh and M iao C h 'in g  —  
th e  c o n c e p tio n  o f c h a r a c te r  in  th e  s t o r ie s  has been too  
in a d e q u a te  to  se rv e  h is  p u rp o se .
O f th e  seven s t o r i e s ,  s ix  a re  e i t h e r  m entio ned  in  a 
C h ia -c h in g  c a ta lo g u e  o r  e x is t  in  a C h ia -c h in g  e d i t io n .
The e x c e p tio n  is  th e  K a n g -k ' ou y h -w e n g ; th e  d a te  o f  th e  
L u n g - t 'u  ku n g -an  s t o r ie s  has n e v e r been a s c e r ta in e d .
Ih  a d d it io n  to  th e s e  s t o r ie s ,  th e  CPM c o n ta in s  o th e r  
m a t e r ia l  w hich  is  p a r t  o f  th e  common c u rre n c y  o f  th e  
C hinese s t o r y - t e l l e r .  Much o f th e  v e r s e ,  f o r  exam ple , is
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also found in short stories; since it is usually only 
vaguely associated with its context, and it is impossible 
to say where it originated, there seems no point in 
giving details of it. Descriptive compositions, and 
tz ’u and tsan in particular, are of more interest, although 
except in rare cases it is not possible to tell where the 
author derived them from. The erotic tz1 u in Ch.82 7a, 
for example, is also found in no less than three different 
short stories. Such cases, together with the long list 
of poems and tsan borrowed from the SHG, do however, make 
one sceptical about regarding any of such elements in the 
novel as being of the author’s own creation.
Chapter .Eleven: Plays
Some fourteen plays are mentioned as being performed 
in the course of the novel; from several of them excerpts 
of the performed text are quoted. Although these passages 
are not extraneous to the novel —  they increase the 
sense of actuality just as the quotation of documents 
does, sometimes they supply motivation for the action of 
the characters, and they are usually appropriate to the 
mood of the company —  they cannot be considered as of 
great importance as sources. Since, in any case, they have 
already been treated in some detail in Peng Yuan-chdn*s
i.
essay, they will not be considered here.
Songs from two plays of which the names are not
given are also represented as being sung. Two songs from
the Hsiang-nang chi ^  , scene 2, are found in Ch. 36
7a, and two more songs from scene 6 are found in the same
chapter on p.5b. A group of songs from the Hsi-hsiang chi
(also known as the Han Hsi-hsiang \*$] ]£# 1 the
Southern Hsi-hsiang) scene 17, are found in Ch. 74- 8ab.
The Hsiang-nang chi, by Shao Wen-ming 2^ ^  , probably
dates from the latter half of the fifteenth century. The
Han Hsi-hsiang, by Li Jih-hua 4^  0 (the earlier Li Jih-
z.
h u a , f o r  th e r e  were two l i v i n g  in  th e  s ix te e n th  c e n tu r y ) ,  
was f i r s t  m entioned in  th e  c a ta lo g u e  P a i-c h 'u a n  s h u -c h ih  
(154-0) . A lth o u g h  th e  songs from  n e i t h e r  p la y  a re  found
»»v
in the Chia-ching songbooks, it is likely that they 
formed part of the current repertoire of popular song. 
as we shall see fum the next chapter, many of the popular 
san-t1ao of the sixteenth-century songbooks are in fact 
drawn from Yuan and early-Ming plays. Although they were 
taken from the drama, such songs evidently came to lead an 
independent life as popular song; they are therefore best 
considered together with the popular song proper.
There are two plays, however, whose relation to the 
novel is quite different from any of the others mentioned.
To some degree, they have been incorporated in the 
narrative of the CPM. They are the Yft-huan chi ;£ 27* ,
and the Pao-chien chi ^
The Yu-huan chi.
The Ytl-huan chi is one of the plays which is described
i.
as being performed in the novel, and in Chapters 63 and 64, 
parts of scene 6 (the scene in the brothel) are actually 
quoted. Jhat distinguishes it from the other plays, however, 
is the inclusion of a song from the same scene in Ch.11, 
without any indication of its origin. This song, sung by 
the singing-girl Li Kui-chieh, is clearly used for some 
purpose more than mere entertainment. It is the song 
beginning chfi-chih to 1 un^-jung ^  J-L , which in
the play is sung by the shen^ to describe the casual, 
languid behaviour of one of the singing-girls. In the 
novel, it is somewhat differently used: first the casual,
languid behaviour of Li Kud-chieh is described, and then 
she is represented as herself singing this song, thus 
effectively describing herself. Here the author has 
evidently combined two aims: the need to have the girl 
sing, and the need to describe her. He must have had this 
scene in mind, and identified the singing-girl in the play 
with Li Kua.-chieh. This tendency to make the exigencies 
of ordinary realism serve other aims is found elsewhere 
in the novel to more obvious purpose.
The Lin Ch*ung Pao-chien chi.
This play is never mentioned in the course of the 
novel, yet it is infinitely more important than any of the 
other plays used. Several parts of it are actually 
integrated into the narrative, just as the passages from 
the short stories were. As its use in the GPM has not 
hitherto been remarked, some details of it are given 
below.
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Its author was Li K'ai-hsien 4: ^  (1501-1568),
from Chang-chfiu fjrf in Shantung. A writer of songs
and plays himself, he also edited the songs of two Yilan
writers. He is said to have written six tsa-chd ^  M'l ,
2.
of which two survive, and three ch'uan-ch* i M  , of
which, apart from the Pao-chien chi, one other survives^’
Of the Pao-chien chi itself, a copy of the first edition
4*.
survives, with a postface dated 15^9. It is thus apparently
•9Y
the latest dateable material that has been copied into 
the GPLi.
The play concerns a story from the SHC —  the per­
secution of Lin Ch'ung by the powerful minister Kao 
Chfiu rtj and his adopted son Kao P'eng ilj
Broadly speaking, the plot faithfully follows that of the 
novel, except that in the play Lin Ch'ung's wife survives 
to join her husband at Liang-shan-po.
In the dramatic criticism of the late King period, 
the play is usually criticised on two grounds, the fact 
that certain of the song-tunes were apparently of the
author's invention, and the fact that the play contains
/.
infelicitous rhymes. The late-Liing dramatist Gh'i Piao-chia
tells the story of Li K'ai-hsien's meeting with
the famous poet tfang Shih-chen * tit ;
"How does the play compare with the P'i-p'a chi
f! §f ?" Li K'ai-hsien asked him.
"The beauty of the language goes without saying,"
replied Wang Shih-chen. "I had ten masters from
Soochow try singing it, and altered each word in
accordance with the tune. After that, it did
perfectly well."
Li departed in high dudgeon.
It is said that the play was adapted by Li K'ai-hsien
s.
from a play written by local writers. This may be the
reason why it uses the tunes of both Northern and Southern 
irama. ^  ^  doubtful whether the play in its original
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form, that is to say, the form into which Li K'ai-hsien
had cast it, was ever very widely performed. A few decades
later, the playwright Gh'en Yh-chiao )0 ^  (154-6-circa
1612) wrote his Ling-pao-tao |g jQ , basing himself
K
upon Li K'ai-hsien's play. Although this play did not
entirely displace the Pao-chien chi, it seems likely that
an adaptation into the K ' un-ch' jl ^  ft? form soon did
2.
displace it. In his diary for 1632, the playwright Ch'i
Piao-chia records seeing a performance of it in
Peking, but by that date it must surely have been the
A 1un-ch1 adaptation which he saw. Indeed, individual
scenesof the play, much altered, survived in the K 'un-ch1U
repertoire of t£e Ghfing dynasty, and at least one of them,
Lin Ch'ung yeh-pen 44 ^  'Lin Gh'ung flees by
night', is now regularly performed in Peking.
The passages copied into the GPM do not concern the
material which belongs intrinsically to the SHC story;
there was no need for the author to copy them on that
score. Por this reason, since the author is usually
thought to be, like Li K'ai-hsien, a native of Shantung,
it is tempting to infer that there may have been some
extra significance in his copying from Li K'ai-hsien's
play. Li K'ai-hsien, it is true, was prominent among
the Chia-ching literati who were affected by a renaissance
of interest in the forms of popular literature, but there
seems no way as yet of discovering whether there might 
have been some connection between the two men.
su
Altogether, five passages are copied from the play, 
and utilised in four different places In the GPL. These 
are: -
(1) Oh.67. Two songs from Scene 33 of the play are 
sung, it seems, purely for entertainment.
(2) Gh.70. Part of a long soliloquy, spoken by a 
retainer of the x^ ao Ch'iu household, is given as 
a tsan describing the wealth of Chu Lien. (The 
soliloquy comes from Scene 3 0  Immediately after 
it, there is a group of songs which purport to be 
sung for entertainment, but which effectively 
state the author's attitude. (Scene 50.)
(3) Jh.Sl. almost the whole of Scene 28 is reproduced, 
with some additions.
(4) Gh.79. Part of scene 10 is reproduced.
The first instance —  the two songs in Ch.67 —  need 
concern us no more than the songs from the Hsian,->nanq ch. 
or the P an hsi-hsi an a;.
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The second instance is more important. The fact that 
two different passages from the play are borrowed at the 
same place in the GPL is additional proof —  if proof were 
needed —  that the author had the Pao-chien chi specific­
ally in mind. The prose soliloquy, which appears in the 
novel as a tsan, is a description of, and satirical 
attack on, the power and opulence of Kao Ch'iu. There is
nothing strange about its appearing in the GPL as a tsan,
for such descriptive soliloquies, which are not uncommon 
among early ch1uan-oh1i plays, are recognisably the same 
thing as tsan. Both forms.are, after all, a kind of 
rhetoric, comic or serious; both depend on virtuosity, of 
which assonance and parallelism are the most notable 
features.
The group of songs is used to reinforce the criticism 
made in the tsan. The situation in which they occur in 
the play is this: at the time of the amnesty for the 
Liang-shan-po rebels, the tyrannical minister Kao Ch'iu 
and his son Zao r'engj^ , who had pursued Lin 
Ch'ung*s wife, and persecuted Lin Ch'ung himself, were 
delivered to Lin so that he could exact vengeance. This 
group of songs is Lin Ch'ung's bitter indictment of 
his former persecutors, and through them, of other Court 
rogues, Court flatterers, and corrupt politicians. The 
songs are introduced as follows:
"Now you have your enemies in your hands, why are 
you angry?" Lin Ch'ung is asked.
"Pray he seated, Sir," Lin Ch'ung replied, "and let 
me give you a brief account of the things these 
villains do."
Then follow the two songs, in which he accuses the two 
men and others like them of flattery, intrigue, corruption 
and crime.
Now in the CPM these songs appear in a situation 
which at first sight would seem quite inappropriate. Chu 
Mien has been awarded a new honour by the Emperor, and is 
receiving the congratulations of his colleagues in high 
office, includmng for example, Ts1ai Ching, the Imperial 
Tutor. Yet strangely enough it is these songs —  essentially 
a savage attack on all that Chu Mien, Ts'ai Ching and the 
rest stand for —  which are given as entertainment.
The use of these songs at this point thus represents 
the most extreme kind of irony. The sort of song which 
one would expect to find used on an occasion like this 
is a fulsome eulogy such as can be seen in plenty among 
thxxxxHgxxxKghxxkx the san-t'ao of the Ming songbooks.
In fact there is one particular san-t'ao which has a 
superficial similarity to the songs from the Pao-chien chi. 
It is of the same tune, and has the same first line 
('enjoying wealth and high rank, possessing the Emperor's 
favour1) as the Pao-chien chi songs. It seems highly
likely, indeed, that the latter are, to some extent, a 
satire upon this san-t1ao. It was apparently fairly widely 
known, for it appears in all three of the eaiy-sixteenth 
century songbooks —  Sheng-shih hsin-sheng ^  it &f p 
Tz!u-lin Chai-yen , and Yung-hsi yileh-fu
&  . it was evidently intended to serve precisely
the situation in Ch.70, for its title in one of the song-
1.
books is given as shang t1 ai-shih jt. tv 1 in
honour of the Imperial Tutor.1
Thus, whereas the songs in the Pao-chien chi are 
a direct exposure of flattery and corruption, and are 
only satirical in so far as they resemble in form a 
particular conventional eulogy, in the CPM they are 
satirical because of the situation in which they are used. 
Placing the songs in this situation is evidently a 
deliberate statement on the author's part of his own 
attitude. Nevertheless, it is a remarkable intervention 
into the otherwise realistic course of the novel.
The third instance of copying concerns scene 28 of 
the play, almost the whole of which has been copied into 
Ch.61 of the CPM. (pp.22b-24a). In the play, this is a 
scene of broad comedy. Kao P'eng, who has fallen ill, 
is examined by a quack doctor. Much of the comedy consists 
of the doctor's absurd diagnoses, such as that his male 
patient is suffering pregnancy pains. This scene has been 
largely incorporated into Ch.61, at the point at which 
Li P'ing-erh is lying ill. The whole character of the
quack doctor —  Doctor Chao —  has been transposed from 
the play, together with the comic, self-revealing verse 
with which he introduces himself on to the stage, two 
of his songs, and most of his dialogue with Kao P'eng.
The dialogue has been a good deal augmented in the CPM;
a number of ribald diagnoses have been added.
The function of the verse with which the doctor 
introduces himself is to allow him to expose himself 
before the audience. Usually it is a comic or villainous 
character who is given such verse to speak. Obviously, 
such a convention is not easily applied to the novel. In 
fact, in the CPM, it does seem a little awkward. First 
Doctor Chao gives a list of his qualifications, and then 
says:
'‘Here are a few lines which give an outline of them
I am a doctor named Chao,
At my door people constantly clamour, etc.'1 
As he finishes the verse, altogether of some 20-odd lines, 
we are told that 1 everybody burst out laughing,1 which is 
perhaps the hoped-for reaction of the theatre audience.
The fact that this verse is drawn from a play has 
an extra importance, for there are two, and possibly three 
closely analogous poems spoken by other characters in the 
novel. One is spoken by Midwife Tsfai in Ch.30 (I am a 
midwife named Ts'ai, etc.), and another describes Tailor 
Chao in Ch.AO (I am a tailor named Chao). They are of a
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similar, self-mocking kind to the verses spoken by Doctor 
Chao. One hesitates to say what the ultimate origin of 
these verses is, but it seems likely that they too may 
have been borrowed by medium of the drama. The only scholar 
to have drawn attention to these verses in Feng Yiian-chUn,1, 
and she has described them tentatively as vestiges of an 
earlier form of the novel in which both verse and prose 
forms were used. But the example she cited as comparison, 
the hua-pen story Wen-ching y&an-yang hui is now recog- 
nised as an example of a ku-tzu tz'u -J- , that is ti§^ ,
an early shuo-ch1ang form. This story is clearly,
like all shuo-ch1ang literature, meant to be performed, 
and the sung parts, which are tz1u , amount to impersonal 
comment on the action. This is quite different from the 
first-person, dramatic use to which the verse is put in 
the CPM. It is argued in the next chapter that certain 
kinds of Hing shuo-ch1ang literature may have supplied 
the example of the use of song in the CPM, but these 
verses are a different matter. They are clearly intended 
to be comic, and to provoke the audience to laughter.
They must have been devised in the first place for some 
kind of drama, perhaps some popular form, and then intro­
duced, like other elements, into the formal drama.
Apart from this introductory verse, two of the 
doctor's songs are used in the novel. One of them is put 
in the form of a prose paraphrase, but the other, in which
he praises his medecine, is given without alteration.
In the novel, it is introduced as follows:
/I have a marvellous prescription," said Doctor 
Chao, "which contains these various ingredients.
If you swallow it, you are bound to get better.
Listen to me while I explain."
Then follows the text of the song, the tune of which is 
not given. In the play, the song was introduced as follows: 
Doctor Chao says:
"I have the medecine. Let me describe the ingredients 
to you."
Then follows the tune and text of the song.
Almost all the elements of the dialogue of this scene 
are found also in the CPM. Many of the diagnoses fall flat 
because in the novel the patient is a woman, so a number 
of ailments peculiar toymen have been added.
The fourth instance of copying is found in Ch.79 8b-9b 
where part of scene 1C has been incorporated in the text 
of the novel. This is the scene in which Lin Ch'ung, 
having had a strange dream, sends a servant-boy out for 
a fortune-teller to interpret it. The fortune-teller 
asks for Lin's 'eight characters' and says the indications 
are unfavourable. He is then asked to pronounce on the 
dream, and his verdict is again unfavourable.
In the novel, when Hsi-men Ch'ing is fatally ill, 
Yueh-niang sends a servant-boy out for the fortune-teller
//u Shen-hsien £5 ^  ^  1 ;/u the Immortal,1 who has been
mentioned earlier in the novel. She asks him to pronounce 
on Hsi-men's 'eight characters', and then later, on a 
dream she has had. His interpretation is unfavourable.
Much of the dialogue is the same as in the play. Although 
no songs are copied from the play into the CPM, two 
poems from the Pao-chien appear there.
Prom the number and diversity of the passages copied 
from this play, it seems certain that it was Li K'ai-hsien' 
draft of the Pao-chien chi and not any earlier version 
which the author of the CPM used. Whatever their actual 
source, however, they are among the most bizarre of the 
literary borrowings made by the author. He has used one 
group of songs to make a unique personal intervention 
into the novel, and has adapted the essentials of two 
different scenes to fit, a trifle strangely perhaps, into 
prose fiction.
There is no reason to think that the author's 
borrowings from drama are limited to the two plays Yh-huan 
chi and Pao-chien chi. But until further cases of specific 
borrowing come to light, all one can do is to consider, 
in general, what influence the drama may have exerted 
upon the CPM. Considering the author's readiness to use 
forms peculiar to the drama, such as Doctor Chao's verse 
and song, it would be surprising indeed if this influence 
were not considerable.
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There are at least two respects in which features 
peculiar to the CPM can be explained in part by a 
reference to the drama.
The first of these concerns the number of songs which 
are used dramatically, that is, as soliloquy or dialogue.
It is possible to discern in this use the influence of the 
drama and kindred forms of literature. This matter will 
be considered, together with the songs themselves, in the 
next chapter.
The second concerns the conception of character, tie 
have already seen how at least one character —  Doctor 
Chao —  has been transplanted into the novel from a 
particular play, and how two others —  Li KueL-chieh and 
Wu Shen-hsien —  have, for a brief space, been identified 
with characters from the drama. It seems that, with other 
figures in the novel, a more general influence has been 
at work. A hint of this iB contained in Nung-chu K'e's 
preface: he describes Hsi-men Ch’ing as the ta-ching ^  , 
and Ying Po-chiieh ^  $  as the hsiao-ch* ou %|. ^  ,
of the CPM. No doubt this remark is to be taken metaphor- 
ically; Cheng Chen-to has shown, that in drama after the 
early-Ming period, the part of the ching became that of 
the tyrant (petty or powerful), and the part of the ch1ou % 
that of his sycophant. Nevertheless, the comparison of 
Ying Po-chileh in particular with a stock figure of the 
drama, the ch1ou, is a felicitous one.
' / *
ling Po-chdeh's outstanding quality, apart from his 
knavery, is his satirical wit. He is able to slide a 
remark so deftly past Hsi-men Ch'ing that the latter is 
hardly aware he is being ridiculed. He indulges in verbal 
duels with servant, singing-girl, and procuress. In Gh.52 
for example, he keeps up a running fire of irrelevant 
remarks to tease and embarrass Li Kua-chieh, while she 
is singing. His talents are essentially verbal. (It may 
be in recognition of this that Ting Yao-k'ang has turned 
him into a street musician, telling passers-by the story 
of his misdeeds.) It may not be too fanciful to see in 
the figure of Ying Po-chiieh, with his verbal facility, 
a representation of the traditional figure of the ch1ou, 
both villain and jester.
This remains no more than a suggestion even in the
case of Ying Po-chtieh. a thorough consideration of the
role of the ch1ou in Ming literature would be needed before
the point could be regarded as settled. Yet one can think
of sixteenth-century plays —  the Yd-chdeh chi i -A
2.     ^
and the Hsiu-ju chi are examples —  in which
the ch1ou are reminiscent of Ying Po-chdeh. In the case
of the other characters of the novel, one must be even
more tentative. But if the point were once conceded about
Ying Po-chdeh, it would not be hard to see Ying's cronies
and the singing-girls, for example, as also influenced by
the stereotypes of the drama.
The suggestion that some figures of the novel may
' / r
be related to the stock figures of the drama touches on 
a much greater subject. The outstanding achievement of 
the CPM is the quality of its characterization; for perhaps 
the first time in the history of the Chinese novel, the 
characters are consistently portrayed inwardly, so that 
the reader comes to know, and sympathise with, their 
thoughts and feelings. Is it too much to suppose that 
in this development, the author*s experience of the drama, 
the ideal medium for the expression of thought and feeling, 
has played a part?
It may seem something of a imism to say that a given
novel may have been influenced by the drama. So far as
material goes, the two forms cross-fertilised each other
time and again in Chinese literature. The playwright
cannot even be said to be distinct from the novelist.
A good many writers wrote plays as well as novels; just
for the //an-li and T'ien-ch'i periods, one can think
/.
of Peng Meng-lung and Lii T’ien-ch*eng ? X  . let
their fiction is distinct from their plays in form, and 
perhaps in feeling; they have apparently been content to 
let each form do what it has already shown it can do well. 
It is part of the achievement of the Chin P*ing Mei —  
we shall see in the dramatic use of song the most notable 
indication of this —  that it has attempted, in some 
slight degree, a fusion of the two forms.
too
Chapter Twelve: Songs
The number of songs in the CPM is one of the most 
important facts about it. It indicates, if nothing else, 
that the author, like Li K'ai-hsien, was strongly affected 
by the growth of interest in popular literature which 
occurred during the sixteenth century. Many of the songs, 
as is shown in Peng Xuan-chiin's essay, are also to be 
found in the songbooks of the Cheng-te and Chia-ching 
periods, and there is good reason to suppose that most 
of the others were also in existence before the CPM was 
written.
Altogether in the novel, the number of songs quoted 
in full —  that excludes a number mentioned by name or 
first line only —  is as many as 20 san-t'ao (song-groups, 
sequences) and 120 hsiao-ling '1 ? (using the term in 
its widest sense, to include both hsiao-ling proper, and 
individual popular songs or su-ch'u &  ) . It is simplest
to treat separately the two categories of san-t1ao and 
hsiao-ling.
San-t * ao.
Apart from 25 san—t1ao which are mentioned by name 
or first line only, there are 20 others which are substanti­
ally quoted, 17 in full and 3 up to the second or third 
song. Of these 20 san-t1 ao» 14- are to be found in one or 
more of the following collections:
Sheng-shih hsin-sheng it ^  (preface d.151?) 
Tz*u-lin Chai-yen t*J M  Jif) (preface d.1525)
Yung-hsi ytteh-fu 0  j 20 chdan (preface, 
not of the original edition, dated 1566)
Wu-yii tsfui-ya ^  zip (preface d.1616)
10 are found in the first work, 12 in the second, 13 in 
the third, and 2 in the fourth.
The authorship of 5 of these san-t1ao is recorded in 
the Tz'u-lin chai-yen; 2 of them have been extracted from 
tsa-chh plays of the Yuan dynasty, and 3 are original 
san-t1ao by Yuan and Ming writers. The one beginning 
fei-tsfui chfuang-sha in Ch.4-1 4a-5a comprises
eight consecutive songs plus the final song of scene 3 
of the play Liang-shih yin-yttan tit by Ch'iao
Chi i# t (died 1345)• That be ginning shui-ching kung 
71C S& ‘g7 in Ch.71 3a-5b comprises all sixteen songs from 
scene 3 of the play Lung-hu feng-yiin hui fit/fL ^ by
Lo Kuan-chung. The three original san-t1ao —  see the 
Appendix for details —  are by Tu Jen-chieh I"? (Yilan) ,
Chu lu-tun (1379-1439) and Ch'en To %  ^
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(fl. circa 1500), respectively.
Many of the san-t1ao are designated in the songbooks 
as for special occasions, such as official receptions 
or seasonal festivals. Their use in the CPM often tallies 
with the designations. For example, songs which are 
described in the Tz'u-lin chai-.yen as shang wen-ch1 en
are given in Ch.6 5 of the novel at a reception for 
the new provincial censor. Again, in Chapters 42 and 58 
there are san-t * ao to celebrate the Lantern Festival and 
the Seventh Pve (the seventh of the seventh) respectively 
which are specifically designated as being for these 
purposes in the songbooks. In fact, in the second case, 
the singer is actually asked to sing a ch'ing ch!i-hsi 
-t > '(song) celebrating the Seventh Eve.1 It is 
clear that in this respect the novel faithfully represents 
the practice of at least one part of China in the 
sixteenth century.
Of the- six san-t'ao which are not to be found in 
other works, all but one are indistinguishable in use 
from the fourteen mentioned. That is to say, they are 
described as being sung for entertainment on a variety 
of occasions. It seems reasonable to suppose that they 
too were s'ongs in current use about the time the novel 
was written.
The other san-t'ao, the one in Ch.93 2b-4b which 
begins chiu-la shen-tung ^ , is entirely different
in function. Unlike the other san-t1ao % it actually forms 
part of the narrative of the novel, taking the place of 
direct speech. Ch'en Ghing-chi, reduced to utter poverty 
and living among a group of beggars, woke up crying from 
a dream of the life of luxury he had once led, and was 
asked by the beggars what the matter was.
"Listen to me, brothers," said Ghing-chi, "and I 
will tell you. There is a fen-tieh as
evidence..... "
The phrase 'there is a ........ as evidence1 is the
traditional way of introducing a poem or song into the 
narrative. The word fen-tieh which is used here is the 
name of the tune of a popular san-t'ao of Yuan and Ming 
time. Several score fen-tieh are found in the Ta'u-lin 
chai-yen (chdan 3) and in the lung-hsi yheh-fu (chilan 6 
and 7)* In the songs which follow this phrase, Ghing-chi 
describes first his present life as a beggar, and then 
his past life and misfortunes.
This use of song in place of speech, which is, as 
was suggested earlier, one of the most extraordinary 
features of the novel, will be discussed, together with 
the many similar examples among hsiao-ling, later in this 
chapter. It can be said here, however, that there is no 
reason for thinking that this san-t1ao originated with 
the author of the GPM. Facts relating specifically to the
novel occur in only one song; the other facts concern
Ghing-chi's adventures immediately before this episode.
It is not unlikely that in this case, as in others we 
have noticed, the adventures have been described by the 
author simply in order to allow him to use —  in an 
adapted form —  a passage (in this case, a san-t'ao) 
which is already known to him.
There is one other point which is of interest. It is 
surely significant that when Ghing-chi sings this san-t'ao 
he has the status of a beggar. This fact makes the use 
of the songs far easier to understand, for in the context 
of Ghinese society, beggars, story-tellers, and itinerant 
minstrels were often one and the same thing. One thinks of 
Xing Po-chdeh, who in Ting Yao-k'ang's continuation of the 
novel, becomes a beggar and sits by the roadside regaling
, i.
passars-by, m  song, with the tale of his misdeeds.
Hsiao-ling.
Excluding those songs drawn from Ming plays which 
were mentioned in the last chapter, there are altogether 
103 hsiao-ling or individual songs used in the novel.
Of this number, 4-7 are also to be found in one or more 
songbooks; they are actually derived from 4-5 songs in the 
songbooks, since two songs each occur twice in the CPM 
with some variation.
The 4-5 songs are distributed among the following 
works:
Sheng-shih hsin-sheng 1 song
Tz'u-lin chai-yen 10 songs
Yung-hsi yUeh-fu 35 songs
Hsin-pien nan-chiu-kung tzfu
compiled by 3an-ching-ts'ao-t1ang ^  
(Lung-ch'ing or Wan-li) 4- songs /f
Tang-ch'i hui-chfang ch'ti $7
2 songs •
One other song, of which the first line only is quoted,
is identifiable as a song in the Yung-hsi yiieh-fu.
In only a few cases, is the authorship of the songs 
mentioned in the songbooks.
Many of the 56 songs not found in the songbooks 
are of the same tunes as those which are found there. 
Some, however, have tunes which cannot be parallelled 
in the Chia-ching songbooks; this suggests that they
/ a ^ w
may belong to a different time, or a different locality,
from the songs which make up those songbooks.
By far the largest group of these songs are those to
- shan-pfo yang m  ^  ^ tune; there are 1 5 altogether
in the novel, and none of them is to be found in the
songbooks. The tune is to be distinguished from the
variant which is knovn sometimes as shan-p1o 1i yang m
and sometimes merely as shan-o1 o yang, examples of
which are to be found elsewhere in the CPM, as we]1 as in
• /.
the Yung-hsi ydeh-fu. Similar songs to the 1 r> shan-a'o yang
■ 1 1 ■  -  I I — ' ^
in the CPM are found, to the best of icy knowledge, in
only three other 'Ting works. Three songs are quoted in
I.
Li 7Cf ai-hsien* s T hslao san — ft \ they are described as 
coming from a contemporary or slightly earlier collection, 
the Shih-ching yen-tz 1 u ^  "5*7 , which is no longer
extant. They are evidently genuine popular songs, and like 
those in the CPM, they are in extremely colloquial 
language. The other two works are both by writers of the 
latter half of the century; ten examples appear in the
3  - -feft *
Using;-shih ta'u j$.tLWof Chu Is (h.1536),
V-.
and three in the P a n g - ;] n-.hj.an yd eh - f u Of
Chao Ean-hsing (15^-1627).
f
There is adequate testimony about the time at which
tile tune became popular. Li K'ai-hsien, in a preface for 
the lost collection Shih-ching yen-tz'u , wrote:
At the beginning of the Gheng-te period, the shan-p1o 
yang tune came into popular favour, and at the 
beginning of the Chia-ching period, the so-nan-chih
M
The T 1ien-hsiang-lou wai-shih chih-i % % 5/0 ^
(original preface dated 1603) states:
At the end of Gheng-te or the beginning of Ghia-chin^
A,
they mostly sang the shan-p'o yang.
The tune remained popular well into the Gh'ing dynasty.
Ting Yao-k'ang, who in his preface avowed the intention of 
bringing the songs up-to-date, included a number of songs 
to this tune in his HsU Chin P'ing Mei (1660).
Many of the popular tunes of the Ming dynasty were 
associated with a particular subject or emotion. Thus 
the tune Gh1 ao T'ien-tzu £ -5- was commonly used
for the purpose of satire. There are not many examples 
of the shan-p'o yang to go by, but a majority of them 
express desolation or bereavement. The three songs in 
which Li P'ing-erh mourns her dead baby in Gh.59, or 
the four songs of mourning in Ch.89, are all in this metre. 
It was presumably this which Li K'ai-hsien meant when 
he said that the tune was in the key of shang , which
denoted shang j^| 'hurt, wounded', and that the truth 
of this 'could be ascertained.' ^
Both the shan-p'o yang and the so-nan-chih, of which
there are two examples in the novel, are therefore tunes 
which became popular in the early sixteenth century.
There seems to be no reason to think that the songs to these 
tunes in the novel are necessarily of the authorfs 
own creation. Of the fifteen, some, it is true, are 
integrated into the narrative of the novel, but there are 
others, not distinct in form, which are merely sung as 
entertainment. It appears most likely that these songs 
were current popular songs borrowed by the author, but 
it is not inconceivable that some or all of them are 
his imitations of the current vogue.
One tune contained in the novel must have just become 
popular at the time the novel was written. This is the 
gua-chen-erh 4=^  J*L &  , another name for the kua-chih-erh
, which is referred to in Ch.74- 18b. It seems 
that this tune only became popular in the vVan-li period. 
Since this question is of some importance in the dating 
of the novel, it is discussed in Appendix I.
There are altogether four shuang-kuan I%1 or -
double entendre songs in the novel, and it may be thought 
that they are of the author's creation. This is unlikely 
to be so, however, for one of them is also found in the 
Yung-hsi yileh-fu. 1
Important as the number of the songs is, much more 
important is the variety of uses to which the songs are 
put in the novel. More than half of them, some 54, are
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not used in the plausible way, as entertainment, at all; 
they are, in one degree or another, incorporated in the 
narrative. Nothing like this use is found in other novels 
of the sixteenth century; it seems to make of the Chin 
P'ing Mei a strange and isolated experiment.
It is true that one or two of the uses to which song 
is put can be parallelled in the novels of the early 
seventeenth century. Since, in any case, these uses are 
similai? to those to which both shih and tz1u have custom­
arily been put in earlier fiction, no great originality 
can be claimed for the author; he has, at the most, merely 
applied a current form in a well-established situation.
One example is the use of song to satirise; some nine 
songs are used in this way, four of them of the double 
entendre variety. Thus two such songs are used in Ch.15, 
one describing the crowd of scroungers who assail Hsi-men 
Ch'ing in the brothel, and the other the rakes as they 
disport themselves. Another common example is the use of 
song to describe; there is a song in Ch.82 which describes 
the fan sent to Ching-chi by Chin-lien.
However, the distinctive ways in which song is used 
in the novel are those in which song is used by the 
characters to e^ qpress strong emotion. Sxamples of the 
expression of anger are Hsi-men's denunciation of the 
procuress in Ch.20, and her reply. The songs spoken by 
Cn'en Ching-chi. in Ch.83 are expressions of passion. There
I fo
are many songs of desolation, including Chin-lien's
complaint to Tai-an of Hsi-men1s rejection of her in Ch.8,
and Ching-chifs sadness at being rejected by her in Ch.52.
Songs of bereavement are also common; they include
Li P'ing-erh's lament for her dead child in Ch.59, and the
laments for Hsi-men and Chin-1ien in Ch.89. There is a
strong element of pathos in Li P'ing-erh's songs, just as
there is -in the songs which Hsi-men speaks to his wife
on his death-bed and she to him (Ch.79)«
There are short stories, both literary and vernacular,
in which a great deal of the dialogue is in the form of
t z ' u , but they are to a large extent jeu d1esprit, and are
not to be compared to the CPM in this use of song. The
only comparable use is found in the drama, and, as will
be discussed later * in forms close to the drama such as
certain kinds of shuo-ch' ang literature. Considering the
use the author has been shown to have made of drama, it
seems most likely that it is in fact a dramatic technique
which he has imitated. The songs of the drama are
essentially a vehicle for expressing high emotion, and
that is the distinctive use made of song in the CPM. The
songs in the CPM, however, are not the songs of the
drama, which are in a mixture of high-flown, poetic
language and the colloquial sppech; they are the popular
songs of the period. It may be said, therefore, that the
novel's achievement has been to take popular songs and 
use them dramatically.
The forms of the drama do not, however, fit easily 
into the framework of the novel. In his efforts to use 
song dramatically, the author has had recourse to a 
variety of expedients, some of which, for example the use 
of songs as love-letters, are plausible enough; there 
are altogether six love-letters in the novel, each of 
which is composed of a popular song (one is made up of 
two songs). Another expedient is to have a character 
sing a popular song to himself or herself v/hich expresses 
the emotion felt. Thus in Ch.l, Ghin-lien 'when alone, 
often played this song as evidence...1 ; the song is one 
in which she expresses her desperate loneliness. But in 
the majority of cases, the fact that song is being used 
dramatically is perfectly evident. In Ch.79, for example, 
Hsi-men on his death-bed gave his last instructions to 
his wife.'She wept, and he said:
"Don't cry. Listen while I tell you what I want
S fc H§ fis t
you to do. There is a chu-ma-t1 ins; as evidence:
Do not weep, virtuous wife, etc."
When Xueh-niang heard him say this, she replied
likewise:
'’Husband, I thank you, etc."'
Similarly, in Ch.20, realising that the procuress had 
deceived him and allowed Li Kui-chieh to be patronised 
by someone else, Hsi-men pointed at her, and cursed her:
"There is a man-t'ing-fang &  %  as evidence 
lou are wickedness itself, old crone, etc."
■ 7*
The old woman replied likewise:
'‘Listen, Sir. If you don't come, I deal with 
others. The whole family depends on her for 
its living etc."'
In the case of the songs of bereavement, a similar 
expedient is used. In Ch.59, on seeing her dead baby,
Li P'ing-erh collapsed, and then 'burst out weeping, and 
said:
"There is a shan-p'o yang as evidence:
I cry out to Heaven, etc."'
Later, talking with the other women, she 'grew sad again: 
"The tune as above:
tfhen I think of my beloved, etc."'
The phrase 'the tune as above' ch1 ien-ch1 iang if) 
points to the origin of this technique, for it is, of 
course, the term used in plays when a tune is being 
repeated. Still later, the sight of the dead baby's toys 
recalled him to her. 'She could not help weeping again; a 
complete shan-p'o yang as evidence:
";i/hen I came into the room, etc."
JFour songs in Ch.38 are used in a different way, 
part dramatically, part descriptively. The first of them, 
the chiang-erh-shui if *k song beginning Hsiu pa ling- 
hua lai chao ^  % fL jk , is applied in the following
way. Chin-lien, claiming that she has wasted away with 
pining for Hsi-men, asked her maid to bring her a mirror.
There follows a poem on the theme of her fearing to look 
in the mirror. The poem is now followed by the first part 
of the song, which of course also states this theme.
Hsi-men entered, and they proceeded to fondle each other. 
Chin-lien complained that his hands were cold, and her 
complaint is followed by the second part of the song, 
which originally dealt with the singer’s loneliness. She 
then complained in rhyming prose —  it has the same rhyme 
as the song —  and then, again without any introduction, 
comes the final part of the song. Although the third part 
of the song is clearly meant to be taken as something 
Chin-lien said, the same is not true of the other two 
parts. Perhaps they can be considered as descriptive of 
her mood.
.Vhile the practice of dividing the songs into sections 
and applying them differently is confined to Ch.38, there 
are a number of songs which raise the same problems as 
the first two parts of the song mentioned above. Many of 
them are cases in which, after the formula ’there is a
..... in evidence’ , a song is given, which exijresses in
the first person the emotions of the character concerned. 
The character is not represented as speaking, let alone 
singing, such songs. One can only conclude that they 
represent his thoughts and emotions. They corresiDond, 
that is to say, to the use of song in the drama as 
soliloquy. Their use, indeed, is no different from the
use of the son^ p in which Chin-lien bemoans her loneliness 
in Ch.l, or expresses her misery to Hsi-menfs servant in ! 
Ch.8; they merely dispense with the transparent artifice 
shown there. They come closer to the plain, unambiguous j 
representation of thought and emotion in the novel than 
any other songs.
Depending on the definition chosen, there are one 
san-t1ao (the one mentioned earlier in this chapter) and 
as many as thirty songs which are used dramatically. The 
number includes songs which are to be found in the song- 
books, as well as songs not found there; it is not true 
to say that the songs used dramatically are all of the 
author1s composition.
It was said earlier that the dramatic use of the 
songs made the CPM seem fa strange and isolated experiment.' 
Two questions immediately suggest themselves: first, what 
induced the author to attempt this experiment? That is to 
say, what purpose does the dramatic use of song serve? 
Secondly, are there any parallels to this use in Chinese 
fiction or drama?
The first question has already been answered in part.
Some cases are clearer than others, but almost all of
these songs come at a point in the action at which some
deep emotion —  love, grief, singer —  is felt by the
characters involved. As in the drama, they express their
emotion in the form of song, in this case, in the form of 
popular song.
»It is not difficult to show how preoccupied the 
author of the GPM was with describing the states of mind 
of the people in his novel. Ne have already noticed, in 
comparing the passages copied from the SHG with their 
originals, some instances in which the GPL has augmented 
the laconic account of thought or motive given in the 
earlier novel. The dramatic use of song is no doubt part 
of the same preoccupation. In the novel as it existed 
before the CPM, there were few opportunities to give 
expression to the thoughts and feelings of characters.
It is therefore not surprising, that with his preoccupation, 
the author should have turned to drama and song, with 
their endless opportunities for such expression.
The second question cannot be answered so confidently. 
There is no exactly comparable use in early fiction 
except in the Hsti Chin P^ng Mei» where it is avowedly 
derived from the GPL itself. Among the late-Ming novels, 
both the Gh'an-chen i-shih and the Gh1 an-cher
hou-shih. JOf A contain a large number of songs,
most of which, however, are used merely descriptively.
A few songs are difficult to decide about —  just as in 
the GPM —  but at least it is true to say that there is 
no consistent use of song in this way. Of the novels I 
have managed to see, the only remotely comparable use is 
found in the Han Hsiang-tzu -J- , of which there
is an edition with a 162J preface. There are scores of
songs in it, some of them of the shan-;>fo yang variety, 
and many of them used dramatically. I
It is just possible that the Han Hsiang-tzu, though 
itself an exception to the general rule, can suggest a 
parallel to the use of songs in the GPM. It seems likely, 
from the nature of its subject as well as the number of 
Taoist songs it contains, that it was compiled from one 
or more earlier tao-ch1 ing *tf (a tao-ch* ing is a shuo-
i,
ch1ang form with Taoist subject-matter.) That tao-ch1ing
on this subject did exist, we know from a reference in
Ch.64- of the GPM. (See the next chapter.) Moreover, an
expanded form of the tale survives in a tao-ch1ing of
the Ch'ing dynasty, the Han Hsiang-tzu chiu-tu ,/en-kung
2
$9 3-/ L 3b £ , of which there is a Chia-ch'ing
edition. In addition, the author of the Han Hsiang-tzu, 
Xang Mrh-ts’eng ^ '§ , is known to have compiled
novels from earlier works; his (Hsin-chdan) lung-Hsi-Chin 
yen-i # was apparently based on an earlier
3.
historical novel. And. if, therefore, as seems probable, 
the Han Hsiang-tzu owes its songs to earlier shuo-ch1ang 
works, it follows that the closest parallel to the 
use of songs in the GPM may also be found in that field.
Essentially, shuo-ch1ang is meant to be performed, 
but not enacted; the passages which are sung are there­
fore narrative, and not dramatic, in function. Eut there 
is a natural tendency to act the various parts, as anyone
who has listened to a Chinese story-teller can confirm.
The boundary between telling a story in alternate speech 
and song (which is shuo-ch1ang) and acting each part in 
the first person (which is drama) is therefore very easy 
to cross. It is usually held that this very development 
produced the tsa-chtl drama from the shuo-ch1 ang form 
called chu-kung-tiao ^ . Consequently, in each
age, there are works which, though nominally shuo-ch1ang» 
might better be described as popular drama; the extreme 
example among them, perhaps, are those hybrid pao-chiian 
of the Ch'ing dynasty, in which not only are the songs 
dramatic, but in which the characters are even allotted 
the roles of the drama (sheng, tan, etc.). It seems 
certain that such works, like the hypothetical exemplar 
of the Han Hsian.-rr-tzu, existed also in the Ming period.
There is some reason for considering the history of 
popular song the key to the history of the vernacular 
literature of the Ming dynasty. An appreciation of popular 
song preceded even the great re-discovery of the Shui-hu- 
chuan and the hua-pen stories among the literati.
Popular songs found their way, on occasion, into the 
drama, and in the shuo-ch1 ano; forms, replaced the 
traditional verse which had been used there; sometimes, 
in fiction, they appeared where ta1u had appeared before. 
The dramatic use of song in the CPM seems to be a 
further extension; a use of popular song perhaps learned
■ T
from the drama itself, or, more likely, from those 
popular shuo-ch'ang forms which are closely related to 
the drama.
In considering the author's use of his sources, one 
is hounds to ask in what form he borrowed them. In the case 
of the rhui-h»-chuan and the histories, there can be no 
doubt that he copied either directly from a written or 
printed text, or else from his me y of such a text. The 
colloquial short stories too, were probably, though it 
is not certain, copied in this way. Only in the case of 
the drama and the song —  where in any event one would 
expect it —  is there any indication that the author 
copied Prom an auditory memory of the performance. Ihe best 
proof of this is given by the rao-chien chi songs; among 
the numerous minute differences between the text as given 
in the GPU and the text of the play’, there are three 
features which show that the GPL version derives ultimately 
from the form in which they were sung. These are; the 
repetition of a line: the replacement of a character by 
its homophone: the replacement of a character by its 
rhyme, h^nce these same features also distinguish the 
GP*~ versions of some of the popular songs from the 
versions contained in the songbooks, one may well conclude 
that, in that case too, the author knew the songs tu 
re art from hearing them performed, or even f rom sir'-ring
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them himself, and that he wrote them down from memory.
Chapter Thirteen: Shuo-ch1 ang literature
The word shuo-ch1 ang denotes that kind of
literature which is composed of alternate prose passages 
and rhymed passages. It is meant for performance —  hut 
not enactment —  by one or more persons; the prose passages 
are intended to he recited, and the rhymed passages sung.
It has a narrative function, and can he regarded as a 
branch of story-telling.
Shuo-ch1ana literature proper can he traced hack to 
the pien-wen of the T 1 ang dynasty, which were, in the
first place, popularizations of the Buddhist sutras. (It 
is likely that the mixed prose-and-verse form was also
TArtcs
derived from the sutra^.) The subject-matter soon ceased 
to he restricted to religious tales; secular stories, old 
and new, came to he told as pien-wen. In later times, 
different forms of shuo-ch1ang literature proliferated 
throughout China. Some of the differences were related to 
subject-matter or function; others were formal differences 
concerned with the nature of the rhymed passages. Bach age 
tended to replace the traditional verse-form with its -own 
favourite tunes. Thus in the Sung dynasty, there are new 
shuo-ch1 ang; forms which use tz1 u and even ch1 for the
sung parts, and in the king dynasty, forms which use 
popular song.
On a number of occasions, shuo-ch1an^ works or 
performances are described in the GPM. In Ch.15 3a, in • 
the course of the long tsan describing the Lantern 
Festival, a story-teller is described as performing a 
ta-t1 an , which is the name for a shuo-ch1 ang form.
Another such form, men-tz1u , is referred to in
conversation in Cli.21 12b. The most interesting descriptions 
however, are those given of works performed in Hsi-men1s 
household. Altogether there are six such works, four 
pao-chtlan ^ 45 and two tao-ch1 ing ^  ^  . The perform­
ances are described in some detail, and the text of three 
of the pao-chtlan is actually quoted.
The pao-chtlan is a shuo-ch1 ang form which has Buddhist 
subject-matter; it is thus a direct descendant of the 
religious pien-wen. The four pao-chdan referred to in the 
GPM are the ku-tsu liuang-mei pao-chtlan x  tn p %% 3? %  
(partially quoted in Ch.39 14-b-16b, 18ab) , the Chin-kang 
k 1 e-i £. $}l fy'M (partially quoted Ch.51 1 7b-13b) , the 
Huang-shih-nd pao-chtlan jx £ ^  ^  (quoted, apparent­
ly in full, in Ch.74- llb-27b) , and the Hung-lo pao-chtlan 
£  (mentioned, but not quoted, in Ch.82 5a) •
There is a fifth work, which is narrated by Hun Ksfteh 
in the same manner —  except that it has no parts for 
singing —  as a pao-chtlan. It is in fact the hua-pen 
story, y/u-chieh Chfan-shih ssu Hung-lien chi, which 
appears in the Ch1ing-p * ing-shan-t1ang hua-pen. It seems
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less likely that such stories were told by Buddhist nuns, 
than that the enthor took this means of introducing an I
entertaining, Buddhistic, but hardly moral,tale into 
the novel. The hua-pen story is dealt with in Chapter 
Bight.
In two of the pao-chtlan, the Wu-tsu huang-mei and
the Huang-shih-nii, there are a number of songs in the text 
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quoted. According to Sawada Mizuho, who has made a study of 
the pao-chtlan in the CPM, and who indeed was the first to 
identify some of them, these songs are not to be found in 
the Ch'ing editions which are the earliest available.
He concludes that the passages quoted in the CPM are 
closer to the original form of the pao-chtlan —  it is a 
characteristic of Ming shuo-ch1ang to use popular song —  
and that the Chfing versions have removed the songs.
The details given in the CPM of the performance of 
pao-chtlan are naturally of the greatest importance, but 
they have already been pointed out by Peng Xuan-chiin 
and Sawada Mizuho, and it seems unnecessary to describe 
them here. It is interesting to note, however, how the 
CPM enables us to see the position of the pao-chiian in 
Ming life. Bach of the performances was given in Xheh- 
niang's room, before an audience exclusively female, hot 
only did Hsi-men not attend, but it is even doubtful 
whether he knew the performances were being given, and, 
if he had known, whether he would have approved. Bvidently,
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therefore, listening to pao-chtlan was largely confined 
to women, and, among women, to those of pious or credulous 
mind like Ytieh-niang, since the livelier spirits like 
Chin-lien and Meng Yu-lou frequently expressed their 
boredom with it.
The term tao-ch'in£ has two meanings. It denotes 
moral or exhortatory songs of a Taoist .import, as well as 
Taoist tales told in a special shuo-ch1 ang form. It is the 
latter, narrative tao-ch1in^ that we are concerned with 
here. Xeh Te-chtin % ''SB , in the course of his study
of shuo-ch1 ana; literature in the Sung, Yuan and Ling 
periods, has pointed out that two tao-ch1ing are described 
as being performed in the CPU. One is named in Ch.6-4- 7b 
as dan ffen-kung hsheh-yung lan-kuan $$ 4r H_ S6 >
which is part of the story of how Han Hsiang-tzu '48 -J- 
converted his uncle, the famous writer and staunch 
opponent of religious superstition Han Xft , to a
belief in Taoism. This is the same subjebt-matter as that 
of the Ming novel Han Hsiang-tzu» which was mentioned in 
the last chapter. The other tao-ch1ing concerns the poet 
Li Po; it is entitled Li Po hao t 1 an pei ^  ^ fa
Both tao-ch1in& were sung by two 1tao-ch1ing singers', 
summoned especially to the house to perform before the 
eunuchs in charge of the local tile factory. Unfortunately, 
the text of neither work is quoted, and one cannot tell 
whether the sung passages were popular song or the more
* us
usual verse-form. Sometimes, in the Ming period, both
i.
forms existed of the same work. Yeh Te-chiln has shown 
that two forms survive of the popular tao-ch * in,:-; j* 
Chuang-tzu t1 an k ’u-lou jt , one of which,
contained in the Hsfl Chin p ’ing Mei Ch. 4-6, is largely 
composed of popular songs.
These passages and references tell us a good deal 
about the importance of shuo-ch1ang performances in 
sixteenth-century society. It is likely, though debatable, 
that they also indicate that shuo-ch'ang forms were highly 
regarded by the author of the GPM. tf/hat does prove this 
point, however, is the actual incorporation of a piece of 
a shuo-ch1 ang work in the novel.”*'
It is the passage in Gh.86 8 a which describes the 
beating administered to Oh'en Ching-chi by Ylieh-niang and 
her maids. Gh’en Ching-chi, smarting at Ylieh-niang's 
treatment of himself and Chin-lien, had thrown off a 
remark about the paternity of Ylieh-niang1 s child. To 
avenge herself for this insult, she had him brought before 
her, and with the helx^  seven or eight of the women, 
soundly thrashed. Only by the ruse of slipping down his 
trousers and baring his private parts, does Ching-chi 
so unnerve his assailants that he is able to escape. The 
narrative runs:
She told him. to kneel before her.
"Do you admit you were in the wrong?" she asked.
But Ching-chi did not kneel. He continued to hold his
head as high as ever. Then Xtieh-niang said:
"There is a chf ang-tz fu as evidence:
At first Xueh-niang had not shown deep affront, hut
now her expression changed,
And Ching-chi, for his part, his head held high,
denounced her to her face:
"I can do without your interminable chatter!
I want to get that clear between us!"...........
A single rhyme runs through the whole piece, for some
twenty lines. The lines themselves vary greatly in length,
and cannot be regarded as approximations to the usual
three-, four-, six-, seven-, and ten-character lines of
shuo-ch1 ang literature. On the other hand, no mention is
made of the tune of the popular song, if popular song it
is. (The term tz1u is not significant —  many of the
shuo-ch * ang forms which have verse of regular length
are known as t z ' u , eg. tz fu-hua ^  , ku-tz1 u 5^
and t 1 an-tz 1 u &  til .) The word ch1 ang-tz1 u is not, to the
best of my knowledge, known in the field of shuo-ch1 an.b 
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literature.
Xet it seems likely that this passage is either 
modelled on, or else derived from, a shuo-ch1 an«g work.
It differs from tsan iff in several respects. Unlike 
most tsan, which are in stilted conventional language, 
it is lively and colloquial; it has a rhyme going right
the way through, whereas tsan rhyme, if at all, only 
intermittently; and it contains dialogue as well as 
description. On the other hand, the passage is distinct 
from the ordinary popular song, which does not have a 
narrative function, hut is either dramatic or descriptive. 
The only possibility would seem to he that it was fcta 
one of the rhymed passages of some lost shuo-ch1ang 
wrork.
Thanks to the researches of Yeh Te-chtin, a good 
deal is known of the forms of shuo-ch* ang literature in 
the king dynasty. It appears that a fairly small number 
of forms was designated by a relatively large number of 
names. 1Ch* an^-tz^ 1 may well be an alternative term 
for some form already known. Unfortunately, it is not 
possible to check this, for although the various forms 
can be roughly distinguished from contemporary references, 
very few specimens of them survive.
The passage fits awkwardly into the narrative of the 
GPM. In the middle of the passage, Chxng-chi exclaims 
"You're almost breaking my back with your blows!" and 
Ytteh-niang ends it by threatening to do him to death if 
he comes near the house again. Yet as soon as the 
passage is over, the prose narrative continues from the 
point at which Yheh-niang orders the servants to attack 
him. There is a clear contradiction, although it is a 
contradiction not uncommon in shuo-ch1ang works them­
selves, where the rhymed passage often repeats what has 
been told already in prose. This is certainly unusual 
in the novel however, and one can only conclude that the 
author set so high a value upon the force and liveliness 
of this passage that he was prepared to run the risk of 
impairing his narrative by including it.
From one point of view, the inclusion of a shuo-ch1ang 
work in the narrative text of the novel is less surprising 
than the inclusion of the songs. At least there are 
precedents in the history of the novel; it is usually 
thought that the Shul-hu-chuan, for instance, was compiled, 
in the first place, largely from contemporary 1 2 *u-hua.
But the novel as a prose form had been established in 
China for many decades before the CPM was written; there 
was no necessity for the author to use shuo-ch1ang forms. 
The inclusion of this passage can only be reasonably 
explained by assuming, first, that the author regarded the 
novel as a capacious form able to contain many different 
kinds of literature, and, second, that he had a very 
high regard fur the directness and vigour of the popular 
forms.
Chapter fourteen: Conclusion
Throughout this study of the sources, the assumption 
has been made that the novel was mainly the work of one 
person. This is the general view of scholars who have 
dealt with it, as well as the unanimous view of those 
earlier chroniclers who have mentioned it. It is not, 
however, the only view. Peng Y&an-chftn long ago suggested,’ 
very tentatively, that the novel might have been based on 
an earlier hua-pen story. More recently, p'an £ fai-pfei
the same manner as the Shui-hu-chuan» from a group of 
popular works concerned with the subject, whatever 
assumption is made about the authorship will affect our 
consideration of the sources; conversely, one might expect 
that the number of sources adduced, here —  many more 
than the number at f 1 an k'ai-p'ei's disposal —  would throw 
some light on the question of the authorship.
In fact, of course, the sources enumerated in Part 
Three are in no way inconsistent with the theory of single 
authorship; they are not, after all, drawn from works 
concerned with the same subject as the novel itself. On 
the other hand, they do not show definitely that the 
novel could not have been developed as claimed.by p fan 
K'ai-p'ei. In settling the point, the sources so far 
discovered are of no consequence at all.
forward the claim that it developed, in
One hesitates even to "begin discussing the authorship 
of the Chin P'iny Lei, for desx^ ite all that has heen 
written oft it from Ling times on, there remainu hardly 
one undisputed, creditworthy fact. But it may he possible, 
if not to prove, then at least to indicate the likelihood 
of, the theory of single authorship. There is no point 
in trying to refute the arguments of Feng Yttan-chiin and 
P'an K'ai-p'ei; Feng Han-cMn's was the merest suggestion, 
based on a couple of archaisms which can he variously 
explained, while the arguments put forward in P'an K'ai-pei1
i.
article have already heen adequately answered. On the 
other hand, it may he worthwhile giving one or two 
general reasons why it is inherently unlikely that the 
novel develpped in the way they claim.
First of all, there is no record of any legend or 
story-cycle concerned with the subject of hsi-men Ch'ing 
and his household. Jonsidering the wealth of evidence on 
the story-cycles of the San-kuo yen-i, the Shui-hu-chnan, 
the Hsi-.yu-chi and the Feng-shen yen-i , this would he 
a most surprising thing, if the novel had heen developed, 
as claimed, from popular antecedents. By contrast, after 
the novel became widely known, it r)rovided the basis for
■2. if.,
many other works, novels, plays, shuo-ch'ang forms, and 
paintings.
Secondly, all the novels which we know to have heen 
compiled from earlier popular versions, such as the four
mentioned above, are episodic in nature; adventure follows 
adventure, sometimes with only slight connection between 
them. Every reader of the Chin P fin& Mei will have felt 
the difference; it has a unity almost, but not quite, 
as closely-knit as the Hung-lou-meng. It is hard to 
conceive how it could have been put together from popular 
versions. Furthermore, in reading the other novels, one. 
understands how the style —  swift, economical, making its 
points clearly and plainly —  has arisen from the 
exigencies of the story-teller; with the Chin I 1ing Lei, 
one feels the opposite. Despite its racy, down-to-earth 
language, it is a prose novel, designed above all to be 
read; it would not do well as a story.
For these reasons, one must continue to regard the 
novel as largely the product of the imagination of one 
person. Excluding those novels which are mere recensions 
of history, it is the earliest such work in Chinese 
literature.
It is tempting to explain the wealth of sources used 
by this very fact —  that the author, while creating 
something essentially new, still fell back on occasion 
into dependence on other works, in the manner of the 
novelist of his time. Eut this inference can, at best, 
be only speculation. By the sixteenth century, the drama 
had been established for centuries, and yet plays were
written which were compilations of earlier works, ./hat 
does seem certain is that the Chin P'ing Lei contains 
a greater variety of sources than any other novel we 
know of. The sources are spread fairly evenly through the 
whole work; when occasion presents, as in the case of 
Yfteh-niang1s trip to D 1ai-shan in Ch.84, they are very 
numerous indeed, hut there are few chapters which contain 
nothing copied.
One is led to ask what intrinsic importance the 
copied passages have. Despite their number, they are all 
relatively brief; apart from the Shui-hu-chuan, no single 
passage runs as far as a chapter in length, and many are 
as short as a few lines. So far as their contribution to 
the novel is concerned —  apart' from the Ghui-hu-chuan, 
which cannot be considered distinct from it —  I suggest
SmJ
that only the songs which are used dramatically are at all
outstanding. Lost readers will, I believe, have felt that
the songs in which Li P'ing-erh expresses her anguish at
the loss of her child significantly enhance the novel;
for once the muted pathos of these scenes Is broken by
a passionate outburst of grief. Other passages of
considerable length, like the hang-k1ou yft-weng story,
although exciting enough in themselves, do not, I think,
count for very much in the novel. On the contrary, it is
even possible to blame the inclusion of this story for
the only real break in continuity in the whole central
part of the Chin p'inu? Lei.
Zn
.Vhatever the assessment of the sources —  it would 
almost seem that the author intended his selection of them 
to he a kind, of anthology —  their value as means by 
which to interpret the novel is considerable, a score 
of ways have already been noticed in which they indicate 
the author's methods and the themes he wished to stress, 
more important still , the sources show, as was pointed 
out at the beginning of Part Three, the kinds of literature 
which we must take into account in considering the 
Chin p'ing Pei in the context of its time. Por this 
purpose, the 3hui-hu-chuan, the short stories, and the 
passages of history, are all commonplace; the relationship 
between the novel and history, or between the novel and 
the hua-pen story, does not need restating. The truly 
inportant sources are the drama, the songs, and the shuo- 
ch 'ang works; it is the recognition that the Chin P 1ing 
Pei has affinities with these kinds of literature which 
may throw new light upon it.
It was suggested in Chapter Pleven that the author's 
conception of character —  the greatest single feature 
of the novel —  had been helped by that in the drama. 
Similarly, in using many songs dramatically, he may have 
followed the practice of shuo-ch'ang literature, andu. . -  . i  ................. mm r
thus produced a form more capacious than that of the 
ordinary prose novel. These sources also bring home to 
us the popular nature of the Chin P'ing Lei. Neither
prose novel nor drama is a popular form in the way that 
song or shuo-ch1ang is. This affinity of the Chin P 1ing 
Mei to popular literature is in keeping with its language, 
surely the most natural of any of the early Chinese novels.
It is in this sense —  in that the affinity to 
popular forms of literature may presuppose an author of a 
certain stamp —  that the study of the sources can aid 
the discussion of the authorship with which this chapter 
began.
APPENDIX I: The earlier limit for the date of composition
While in Part Two new evidence was offered in support 
of an earlier terminus ad guem for the date of composition, 
the key fact in deciding the earlier limit remains the 
twenty-five-year old discovery about the reference to the 
T’ai-p'u ssu •£; ^ by the historian Wu Han && •
In Ch.? 7b-10a of the CPM, Meng Yu-lou makes a remark 
about the ISmperor's drawing on the funds from the sale of 
horses (rna-chia ^  ^  ) of the T'ai-p'u ssu ^  ^
Wu Han showed how this reference was of help in dating the 
novel. It is unnecessary, because of his thorough treatment 
of this point, to go over the ground again in detail, but 
since the evidence requires the consideration of probabil­
ities, and since naturally new material has become available 
since he wrote, the main facts about the borrowing in the 
early stages will be given below.
It was not until after 1568 that the T*ai-p'u ,
which has been sometimes given the title of the Imperial
2.
Stud, had appreciable funds, in that year it was proposed
3.
to end the system by which stud horses were distributed to 
the peasants, who then had to provide fodder and grazing 
for them, and return a minimum number of foals to the 
government. After the Board of fer had advised against the 
proposal, it was eventually decided to sell only half the 
number of stud horses. This money, together with money 
got from the sale of horses obtained through the Frontier
Markets, greatly swelled the funds of the T'ai-p'u. (The
frontier Markets, initiated about this time, had really
made the decision possible to cut down on domestic horse-
x,
raising.) In the ninth month of 1581, Chang Chit-cheng 7JkM ZL 
recommended the sale of the remaining stud horses, and this 
money too went to the T'ai-p'u.
Appropriation of money from the T'ai-p'u started in 
the Lung-chfing period (1567-72). According to the Min,
Shih, 'in the Lung-ch'ing period, (the Emperor) .....
several times appropriated money from the Muang-lu ^  
and the T'ai-p'u. The President of the Board of A'orks, Chu 
Heng &  , strongly deprecated this practice, but his
protest was disregarded.' During the first ten years of the 
tfVan-li period (1573-82) , Chang Chu-cheng had a great deal 
of authority over the boy Emperor, and imposed a policy 
ox economy on the spending of the Imperial household. .Ve 
are told that after Chang's measure of selling off the 
remaining stud horses in 1581, the money in the T'ai-p'u
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amounted to as much as four million taels. After Chang's
death in the sixth month of 1 5 8 2 however, his policies were 
fc>.
reversed. According to the Ming Shih again, 'when the State 
had constructions to be undertaken or gratuities to be 
administered, the money was frequently borrowed from the 
T'ai-p'u, and the T'ai-p'u treasury became more and more 
depleted. In 1587 ®he Superintendent of the T'ai-p'u asked
that borrowing be prohibited. In 1596 .........(the official
in charge of the T'ai-p'u) said that whereas in former years,
the treasury had possessed as much as four million taels....
what now was left amounted to not much more than one 
hundred thousand taels.’
There are therefore two periods during which the 
funds of the T ’ai-p'u were drawn on by the Emperor. The 
first period was the latter years of the Lung-ch'ing reign, 
from 1569 to 1572. The second period came after the death 
of Chang ChA-cheng in the middle of 1582. One must there­
fore accept 1 5 6 9 as the earliest possible date of compos­
ition.
However, there is some evidence to show that the
reference in the novel is more likely to have been to the
later period of borrowing. The only reliable reference so
far discovered to the borrowing in the earlier period is
the one already mentioned. The Kuo Ctuleh &) , the
great chronicle-history of the Ming dynasty, which was not
z.
available to yifu Han, nowhere mentions borrowing from the
T'ai-p'u in the Lung-ch'ing reign, although it does record
3.
borrowing from the other treasuries. By contrast, in the 
Wan-li period, after the death of Chang Chh-cheng, it 
records a number of significant facts. In the second month 
of 1585, 200,000 taels were demanded of the T'ai-p'u. (This 
was just the time when the extirpation of Chang's policies 
and reputation was being carried on.) Again, in the ninth 
month of 1584-, 3 0 0 , 0 0 0 taels were demanded; after represent­
ations by the officials concerned, the amount was cut by
half, but at the same time another 1 0 0 , 0 0 0 was levied for
I,
a different purr>ose. In the first month of 1536, an amount
of 2 0 0 , 0 0 0 was demanded, and again, after representations,
2..
eventually halved. In the following month, the great 
statesman Hai Jui resigned his post, condemning the
rapacity of the administration in ^squandering the money
3.
from the sale of horses.'*' Therefore, on the rather scanty 
evidence so far adduced, it would appear that it was only 
after 1532 that the borrowing became a great public issue. 
The depredations of the Wan-]i Dmperor were evidently more 
notorious, as well as more prolonged, than those of his 
predecessor. In the light of these facts, it seems most 
likely that the novel was composed after 1 5 8 2 .
It would be unjustifiable to base the dating of a 
novel like the GPM on a single reference. In fact, there 
is no lack of other evidence; one of the most important 
facts about the CPM is the close relevance of the conditions 
described in it to the conditions of its time. On the 
whole, this relevance is a general one; the conditions 
described are those of a century rather than a decade. In 
a few cases, however, it has been found possible to date 
them fairly precisely. ,Vu Han adduced a number of them, but 
since the date of his article, research of the songs and 
the drama has disclosed more pertinent examples. Since 
the significance of these discoveries for the dating of the
novel has not teen explored, the main facts ahout them are 
given below.
i.
The first such example is the reference in the novel 
to a company of actors from Hai-yen ^  S. in Chekiang.
In Ch.64 Gab, at a banquet to which Hsi-men Ch'ing had 
invited the eunuchs in charge of the nearby tile factory, 
a company of Hai-yen actors was provided as the main 
entertainment.
"I have provided a company of actors to sing for you, 
Sir," said Hsi-men Ch'ing.
"Where are they from?" asked Sunuch Hstteh.
"They're a troupe of Hai-yen actors."
"'What! fihat caterwauling! nobody can possibly under­
stand what they're singing."
Feng Xdan-chHn has noted that Hu Ch'i-y&an's ^  tL 
H'e-tso chui-yfl S7 41 (author's preface dated 1616)
contains the following passage:
3efore the ,7an-li period, the nobility and gentry, 
as well as wealthy £j>eople, would usually, for banquets 
and small gatherings, employ groups of musicians and 
singers, sometimes three or four people, sometimes 
large groups singing long sequences from Horthern-
style plays.............. Later, the custom changed,
and Southern-style singing was used, with the singer
accompanying himself with a single small clapper, 
or instead, a fan........ At large gatherings, they
x»/y
made use of Southern-style plays, at first restricted
to the Hai-yen and K ’un-shan ^  (J~i styles, and
/
now exclusively the K'un-shan.
Ku Ch'i-yuan was horn in Hanking, and his K ’e-tso chui- 
is mainly concerned witjg? the events and personalities of 
that city. It is not surprising, if the conditions described 
in the GPM are those of the period when the Hai-yen style 
was becoming popular, that a eunuch, who must have spent 
most of his life in Peking, should find its singing strange 
and incomprehensible.
According to the researches of Chou I-pai §) 0u ^ ,'
this account can be regarded as accurately reflecting the 
growth in popularity of the Hai-yen style. It would seem 
to indicate an early- or middle-Wan-li composition.
The second example concerns the reference to the Kua-
chen-erh fliA ]t tune in Ch.74- 18b.
Shen Brh-chieh ^ said: "I'll sing a 'Twelve
Months' kua-chen-erh for you ladies to listen to."
(Then follows the first lines of the first song, and 
the phrase 1-t1 ao ^  fa sequence, group of songs.’) 
Kua-chen-erh is the tune or pattern of the songs, while 
’Twelve Months' indicates their subject; the first of them
is about the yuan-hsiao ft festival in the first
month, and the others should evidently continue in the 
same vein.
'^7
Kua-chen-erh is the name of a tune in the drama, hut 
it is also an alternative name for the Kua-chih-erh MV ,
V, tone of the commonest tunes of the popular song. Yeh Te-chun 
has shown that the song here is in fact a kua-chih-erh —
in any case Shen Krh-chieh is always represented as a 
singer of popular songs —  and has consequently provided <
useful evidence of the date of the novel.
As regards the name of the tune, Yeh Te-chiin has this
hypothesis: 'it was at first called Ta-ts'ao-kan ,-jrr ,
hut when it spread to the south, it received the name of
Kua-chih-erh. Since this name was similar to that of (the
tune in the drama)...... it was mistakenly called Kua-chen-
erh. This supposition may well not he far removed from the
fact. 1 However that may he, there is no douht that all
three names refer to the same tune. The identity of Ta-ts1ao-
kan and Kua— chill-erh is well documented from contemporary
sources, while Kua-chih-erh and Kua-chen-erh are used side-
hy-side in the same work, the itfan-ch1 ti ming-ch'un
z
m 4 , which is a an-li compilation.
The tune originated in the north of China, itfang Chi-te
^remarked in his Ch'h-lh [jfr , of which the preface
is dated 1 6 1 0 , that
The £ua-chih-erh song, that is to say, the Ta-ts1 ao-kan, 
is a speciality of the people in the north; no 
southerner can hope to match them.
It seems to have reached the south quite early; Yuan Hung-tao
wrote during his term of office in Goochow (1 5 9 5-7 ) that
'it is on the lips of every woman and child in streets
I.
and lanes throughout the city.' The tune reached a peak 
of popularity early in the seventeenth century. There are 
in existence collections of songs composed to it, notably 
one edited by Feng Meng-lung, and it is not infrequently 
included in the text of late-Ming novels.J'
For the date at which the tune became popular, the 
standard authority is Shen Te-fu's Shih-shang hsiao-ling 
&  + $ :
In the Lung-ch'ing period, there arose the Ilao-y/u-kens
59 3L SL > the Chi-sheng-ts'ao ^   In
recent years, there have been the two tunes Ta-ts'ao- 
kan and Kua-chih-erh.
Another source, not before quoted in this connection,
is the T 1 ien-hsiang-lou wai-shih chih-i ^ fa & ,
of which the original preface is dated 1 6 0 5 , and in which
jT
historical references as late as 1602 are to be found. It 
includes the following note on the popular tunes of the 
sixteenth century:
At the end of the Oheng-te period and the beginning of 
the Ghia-ching, they mostly sang the Shan-p1o-yang 
lU +& ^  tune in the streets and lanes. At the close 
of Lung-ch'ing and beginning of itfan-li, it was the
1 1 ung-ch1 eng-ke ■#£  Nowadays they sing
the so-called Kua-chih-erh. ^
Unfortunately, the flan-ch1 & ming-ch1un , which contains the
earliest surviving collection of songs to this tune, hears
no date. All that can he said of it is that it is a Wan-li 
/.
edition. A number of songs do, however, survive in the
Tz1 u-luan f b y  Liu Hsiao-tsu M  ifL . Like much of
the contents of that work, they are imitations of the
3.
popular tune. Little is known of the author. He is variously 
described as from Wan-p1ing ^  near Peking, and from
Pin-hsien -W in N.iS. Shantung. He was a chin-shAh
of 1550. No other imitations of this tune survive from 
his contemporaries, although Chao Nan-hsing (1550-
ST
1 6 2 7 ; is said to have written some.
In considering the above evidence, one has to bear in 
mind that the tune may have taken a few years to spread 
south. Nevertheless, it does seem to show that the GPL was • 
a product of the Wan-li period.
The above two points seem the most reliable in 
supporting the I 1ai-c'u-ssu reference. Together with that 
reference, they show that the novel could not have been 
written before the Lung-ch'ing period, and was probably 
not written before 1 5 8 5 *
APPSKLIX II: Passages copied from the Shui-hu-chuan.
References are, for the CPM, to the A.l edition, and, 
for the SHU, to the T'ien-tu wai-chfen edition as reprinted 
in the Shui-hu-ch1han-chuan.
The 'flu. Suns; - P'an Chin-lien story.
See Chapter Sight for comments on the manner of copying, 
and the treatment of the copied passages.
1. (CPM Ch.1 pb - Ch.6 4a: SEC pp. 341-401, 403-7).
2. (CPM Ch.9 3b - Ch.10 5a: SHC pp. 407-418, 423-6).
3. (CPM Ch.87 la, 5ab, 8-10: SHC pp. 415-6).
Other passages copied.
1. (CPM Ch.2 5a: SHC p.793).
The tsan describing Chin-lien is derived from one 
describing P'an Ch’ iao-yhn x5 .
2. (CPM Ch.8 llab: SEC pp.734-5, 739).
A tsan, prose narrative, and three four-lined poems
are drawn from the incident in the SHC in which Yang 
Hsiung's wife has an affair with a young priest
3. (CPM Ch.9 2b: SHC p.357).
A tsan describing Chin-lien as first seen by Ydeh-niang.
4. (CPM Ch.10 la: SHC p.731).
An eight-lined poem, at the head of the chapter in
each work.
5. (CPM Ch.10 7a: SHC Ch.6 6 ). ^
The origins of Li P ’ing— erh. See Chapter j^ xght.
6. (CPM Gli. 11 8ab: SHC p.840).
Tsan describing singing-girls.
?. (CPM Ch. 14 5a: SHC p. 194).
Tsan describing upright official.
8. (GPM Oh.15 2b,5a: SHC p.516).
Tsan describing Peast of Lanterns. The GPM version,
although much longer than the SHC, incorporates
everything that is in the latter. According to A-ying 
/.
fa ^  , the GPM version is similar to contemporary 
accounts of the Peast of Lanterns.
9. (GPM Ch.18 iife la: SHC p.874).
Light-lined poem, at the head of the chapter in each 
work.
10. (GPM Ch. 19 la: SHC p.£4£- 513).
As above. Th^ i, latter poem is also found at head of 
Ch.94.
11. (GPM Ch.27 2b-5b: SHC pp.229-250, 255).
Ts1u and four-lined poem. There is a disquisition on 
summer heat, derived from these poems, and from an 
eight-lined poem in the SHC. See Chapter Light.
12. (GPM Gh.50 6b: SHC p.195).
Tsan, describing a feast.
15. (GPM Ch.59 15b; 14a: SHC pp.512-5).
Tsan which in the SHC describes scene as Sung Ghiang
and his former mistress are forced to spend the night
together, in the GPM is applied to Li P'ing-erh's 
vigil beside dying child.
14. (CPM Ch.61 21b: SHC p.853).
A tsan, which in the SHC describes the invalid uncle 
of Ch'ai Chin, has been adapted in the CPM to describe 
Li P'ing-erh after she has become seriously ill.
15* (GPM Ch.66 4ab: SHC pp.882-3).
A tsan, which in the SHC describes Lo the Chen-jen
•S % A , is used in the CPM to describe Huang the Chen-jen.
16. (CPM Ch.68 11a: SHC p.1355).
An eight-lined poem, which in the SHC describes Li Shih- 
shih, is used in the CPM to describe the singing-girl 
.7u Ai-yfteh-erh.
17. (CPM Ch.81 3b,4a: SHC pp.474-6).
Tsan describing a city as the traveller approaches it
at night-fall.
18. (CPM Ch.84 2ab: SHC pp.1243-4).
Tsan describing temple at T'ai Shan.
19. (CPM Ch.84 3a: SHC p.678).
Tsan describing Goddess of Hinth Heaven.
20. (CPM Ch.84 3a-7b,10a: SHC pp.858-860).
Pin T'ien-hsi. See Chapter Sight.
21. (CPM Ch.84 3a-7b (as above): SHC pp.113-6).
The attempted seduction in the temple. See Chapter 
Sight.
22. (CPM Ch.84 8a-9b: SHC pp.501-6).
Sung Chiang rescues the magistrate's wife. See Chapter 
Sight.
23. (CPM Ch.86 7a: SHC p.126)
Tsan describing fainting woman.
AZ5~
24. (CPM Ch.88 la: SHC p.563).
Ten-lined poem, at the head of the chapter in each work.
25. (CPM Ch.89 6ab: SHC p.102).
Tsan describing a temple.
26. (CPM Ch.89 7a: SHC p.752).
Tsan describing a lascivious priest.
27. (GPM Ch.33 12ab: SHC p.618).
Tsan describing a famous wineshop.
28. (CPM Ch.89 la: SHC p.47).
Sight-lined poem, at head of the chapter in each work.
29. (CPM Ch.94 la: SHC p.515).
Sight-lined poem, at the head of the chapter in each 
work. The same poem is also found at the head of 
Ch.19 of the CPM.
50. (CPM Ch.100 10b: SHC p.474).
Tsan. Also found in Ch.81 of the CPM.
There are a number of shorter poems, as well as poems which
bear some resemblance to ones in the CPM, which are not
included here. Of course, it is quite possible that the 
tsan and poems listed here may have been copied from works 
other than the SHC. In that case, the works must have been 
lost; no item is included here which, to the extent of my 
knowledge, apr>ears in any other extant work before the CPM.
Appendix III
LIST OF TEE SOLIS COLT..ILLS IE TEE CEIL P'lLI LEI
The following list contains only those songs found 
in the authentic part of the novel, that is to say, in 
Chapters 1-52, 58-100 of the A.l edition. It is further 
limited to those songs which are quoted substantially or 
in full; there are several score other songs which are 
merely mentioned in the course of the novel. Some of these 
latter songs —  those that also appear in the songbooks —  
can be found in the list included in the Chin P'ing Aei 
tz fu-hua-chung ti wen-hstleh shih-liao.,-
The songs are arranged in the same ord.er as they 
appear in the CirL. Information about each song is set 
out as follows:
Its place in the novel 
The first line&)of the song 
The tune of the song
The context in which the song appears
Other works (if any) in which the song is found
Lotes
The following abbreviations are used for the most imx)ortan
of the songbooks:
3S Shenfc-shili hsin-sheng ^  ^  , divided into
12 sections according to the 'twelve branches.'
TL Iz'u-lin chai-yen > divided into 10
sections according to the 'ten stems.1
IE lung-hsi .ytieh-fu , 20 cMlan.
A letter T placed before the first line of the song
indicates that it is the first song of a san-t1ao ;










a M  IS&M ( m  +£ f )
Sung by Chin-lien to herself to express her 
misery at being married to ju Ta.
See pp. 191,194.
x 50111513 entendre song, used as 'evidence.1 
Dee p.129.
jgfi K&L-& f i & M  -y Jf. v
Describes Chin-lien as seen by Dsi-men Ch'ing. 
IE 17.29b.
JH fcT jUi -tat#,# c *  *. £
Sung by Chin-lien to Hsi-men. 
xL 4* a.
*
Describes Chin-lien1s 'love trigram.'
XH 20.7a. XE-■ ve-zMi) "bn rirn-j
Combined with the next song in the GPL.
ism
See above.
v t r  O n  oXXL - . ( 0. •
§  i /C>' Jty (





Used as letter. 
XH 19.25a.
See 0.191.
08.5b (,4$ jg )
Sung by Chin-lien to herself to express her 
loneliness.
IE 15(2nd. part, ^  £  )-35b- 
The first of four songs of the same tune, which are 
also found together in the XH.
11. 3b ?6A ifL m  M  C *  din 1- )
Points out the danger of visiting brothels.
IE 18.43a.
11.11a C 8* «J )
Sung by Li Kud-chieh, in description of herself.
Xft-huan chi HC > scene ip
See p.166.
12.2b $ f jg.,6 S Jg. ( )
Used as the text of a letter.
XH 2C.35ab.
See p.191. Combined with the next song.
12.2b *£ Xf Si HL ( " ■;
See above.
IE 20.35b.
12.3b &  40 £  ft Jf ( f* it 3-
Spoken by Xing Po-chfleh, nominally on the subject 
of tea.
XH 18.21a. It bears the note ch'ao chi ming ch'a
, which means that while ostensibly 
referring to tea, it is actually a satire on 
singing-girls.
See p.188.
1 5 .8b il^3-4T#V3 ( A 1- )
Describes the melon-seed hawkers who enter the 
brothel.
See p.189.
15 .Jb t to IS ( - " )




Erotic double entendre song, ostensibly 
referring to sdcxfc mosquitoes.
See p .188.
19.3a B. "fe. &  £ )
Spoken by Ch’en Ching-chi to himself to 
express his sadness.
XH 17.43b. The same song, with a few minor 
variations, also appears in Ch.52.
2 0 .1 5ab ft ( &  £ )
Hsi-men curses the procuress.
See pp. 189,191.
20.15b f  A  “ir ( " " )
The procuress's reply.
See above.
2 7 .7 a 1^? 0^ i  ii il §  ft
Sung by the whole company.
The song is continued on p.8b.
33* <^3 ^ 0 ®  ( 114 ^ )
Sung by Ch'en Ching-chi. It is described as a 
kuo-t zu hua-erh * /han-p ' o yang J? q. tz. 3ft -f ,
a shan-p'o yang of which the ostensible subject 
is rruit and flowers.
773.6b %  ^
Sung by Ching-chi.
See above.
r u ii ^33 • 7ab %  %.Jr, 7- * d7 ®J % - fl
Sung by Ching-chi. It is described as Xin-ch'ien
Tiling shan-o'o yang £R & 04 Ek f , a shan-
p1 o yang ostensibly a.bout money. The first of 
two such songs.
33.7b-8a *9. ? L " )
Sung by Ching-chi.
See above.
35.14b *1 A  -4 gjn, ( I. It 't )
Sung by the page Siiu-t'ung.
Hsin-pien nan-chiu-kung ta'u &  kfo &  tL% 19 ,
£ 't . Attributed to Li 'Jih-hua £ 13 $ . The 
first of four such songs, which are also all 
found in the same place in the songbook,1
35.17b 'S A'a> = XI
Sung by Hsieh Hsi-ta.
XH 17.47a.
36.5b )
Sung by Soochow actors.
Hsiang-nang chi scene 6.
The first of two such songs from the play.
See p.165*
36.5b-6a M  ( |  |  ^ )
Sung by Soochow actors.
Xfl-huan chi scene iZ.
The first of two such songs from the play.
See p.165.
56.7a hrx ym 'f H ) 
Sung by Shu-t'ung.
Hsiang-nang chi scene 2.




38.8b 3  jfi tf- 4  A  $  ( - ft fc *K )
Expresses Chin-lien's feelings, and also 
describes action.
TLtp^a; XH 15(2nd. part) .21b-22a.
See pp.192-3. This song is given in three parts
38.10a $  n  3  c )
Sung by Chin-lien to express her loneliness.
TL f 8a; XH 15(2nd. part).22a.
See pp.192-3- This song is given in two parts.
33.10b ( " " )
Sung by Chin-lien to express her feelings.
TL f 3a; XH 15(2nd. part) . 22a.
See pp.192-3-
38.12ab ( )
Sung by Chin-lien to relieve her loneliness.
TL ? 8a.
This song is given in three parts. It is the 
fourth song of a group of four, all of which 
are found together in TL. The title of t&e 
group in TL is given as kud-./ilan US 1 the 
mistressfs plaint.'
41.4a-5a T. 1 f  S  ^  ( !+? ^  %
Sung by sinking-girls.
v  '— • O  >— «*
S3Jzlb-2b ; TL^-Sa-^b; YH 13.6Ca-61a.
See p.181.
<*• .3 A ,
42.3b-10a T. .fl %  9L #  ( ** * * )
Sung by singing-girls•
SS^llab; TL /t2'Jb-3Ga; XH ll.Jab.
Its title in TL is ytlan-hsiao k, % . This
represents its function in GPL also, where it is 
called a teng-ts1 u 2ft 
See p.182.
c )4-3.9a-10b T . f
Sung by singing-girls.
ts'ui-ya g $ JttJ# .
44.2b-4-b I. -flf #  'fe 4. fo X ^  I C i Pi. M
Sung by singing-girls.
45.7b 'cv t f  414 ( *  44 t
Sung by ,/u Xin-erh.
The first of two such songs.
46.2a-3b I. f> 3 M. £  & it # C 5$ & ft
Sung by Li Ling £ ££ and others.
SSa7b-8a; TL*45a; XH l.lOa-lla.
46•Gab T•
As above.
S3 pub ; TL h 45a; Lan-xhxx-kung t z 1 u chi 
TU M  chflan 2; Wu-yii tsfui-ya * ^
TL has title shang-ch'un ^  'enjoying the
■   ■— — —  ■■ II ■ — — ■ . SJ V  W
pleasures of spring.1
■» u. a
46 . ?b 3- #  C —
Sung by the singer Xtf Ta-chieh .
The first of four such songs.
49. 5b-6b T. &  44 £ &  | ( $  %  -ft*
Sung by the Hai-yen i'S 8£ actors.
49.7b t. + ** #  £ ( r. iu et, )
Sung by the Hai-yen actors.
49.9a c s k  t  }
Sung by Shu-t'ung.
The first of four such songs, pp.4fe9a-10a.
30.7b ft. '$.£f  tit tiL( iu ±ii ¥
Sung by singi$g-girl in brothel.
This song is similar in form to the shan-p'c 
yang songs which are used dramatically.
50.8a it. 4  >3 T- ^  ( • ■ )
As above.
52.9b-lib T. Jg C & I H  s. & f )
Sung by Li Xud-chieh.
SS .5? 4ab ; TL z, 43a-44a: XH 16.3?b.
Interspersed with Ting Po-chfteh's repartee in 
the GPL. See p.178.
52.15a-16a T. /7b ( rg )
Sung by Li Ling.
SS «pl8a-19a; TLf 44b-46a; XH 2.37b-39a.
5 2 .1 9b 4.4. $ )
Describes Ching-chifs frustration.
XH 17.43b.
This song is found with slight variations in 
nh IQ Zuvy _ i« j. j . > a  .
.15b 1.1 4 ftp -pif ©  (i. | |x 'n
Sung by Li End-chieh.
SS f ?ab ; TL# 22a; XH 14.14a.
Title in XH is ch1 ing ch1 i-hsl #  -t jr ’to 
celebrate the seventh eve.’ This is also its
function in the GPL. See p.132.
Only the first song of the t’ao is Ivan.
59.16a af -p f %./*&■
Sung by Li 1 1ing-erh to express her anguish.
p.192.See
59.l9b-20a tiL&dt.® 7-$ 'H( » " )
above •
59.2ia &  " " )
As above.
G0 .4 a — ^ t ( 3jf -=^ >< )
Sung by Jh1un-mei.
Tang-ch1 i hni-ch1 ang ch * d ;% X iHL $§• ® t
The first of two such songs.
h] .ha ~™ fa ^  ^  ^  ^  n oi f )
Sung by the singer Shen Arh-cliieh.
o#- S*uA So n^s .
61.4b-5a 40 &  /n. ( M  ^  &  )
As above.
A rj(- ©£ SUtA Sor\JJ .
61. llb-12b 2. tP§ *£4?. (
As above.
1'L Z,41b-4J>a; IH 16.11;-12a.
D1.17a M  * &  &  i& Cm. iZ. £
As above.
The first cf a group of four songs. 
mL ^  2ab ; Id 15 ( 2nd. p art) . 3at.
61.24a 8" #*<£.•&:*# C # V  £  )
Spoken by Doctor Chao.
Pao-chien chi scene 28.
See p.179.
• V
65.14a T. t M. £ )
Sung by actors.
SS ^  Bab; TL a29a-30a; XH 3 .hab.
Title in TL is shang wen-ch1 en Jt £ £ ; see
p.IBS. It is attributed by TL to Shu Xu-tun 
^ ^  . Only the first song of the t * ao
is quoted in the CPM.
6 5 .1 5b i€ t% 9 H ( g ^ ^  )
Sung by actors.
SS $ 8b ; TL f l?b-16a.
Attributed by TL to Chang Ling-shan ££ %  $ 
(late-Xtlan or early-Ling) .
67.11b $  ^  &  It )
Sung by Ch'un-hung. 
pao-chien chi scene 33-
See p.170. This is the first of two such 
songs from the play.
6 8 .1 5b -  g M  ( )
Sung by singing-girls Ju Xin-erh etc.
The first of four such songs.
70 • 13&b T . It ^  S  C JE j
Sung by singing-boys of Ghu mien.
Pao-chien chi scene 50.
See pp.170-2.
\71. .3a-5h T. 7J< wa. 'f7 C " j
Sung by singing-boys.
SS * 20b-2°b; TL* 50b-5hb; XH 2.3h-6a.
Prom the Lung-hu feng-y*n hui of Lo Kuan- 
chung. Seep.181.
72.14a-15 a I. f  I  ft ( $1 'h f )
Sung by page-boys.
XH 11.27b-29a.
CPM lacks the last song of XH.
73.3ft-5a &  K #
Sun g by actors.
TL $5a-7a; XH 14.9a-10a.
Attributed by TL to Oh1 en To. See p. 181.
75.15 a-16b T. &f  # $  $
Sun3 by Y* Ta-ohioh
74.Sab 2. f  tf. ( ®
Sung by actors.
han hsi-hsiang scene 1 7 *
See p.165.
>L. J74.18a (
Sung by Li Em-chieh.
TL f 9b-10b; XH 15(2nd. part).2?a-2ha. 
Attributed by TL to Chang Shan-fu ^ , a
king writer, who is unknown except for this 
reference.
This is the first of a group of four songs.
74.19a T £ &  )
Sung by Shen Srh-ehieh.
See pp.183, 218-221.
* * r 4+ Jong 0*%)y.
75.15a &  %  $ fg ( it fc *  )
Sung by Xfr Ta-chieh.
The first of four such songs.
77.3b-9b 2.MI Cf ^  )
Sung by singing-girls.
SSelOb-nt; 'I'L a 33b-55b; XH 9.78a-79b.
79.20b f| Jf A?t- (.ft 4  )
Hsi-men on his death-bed addresses Xdeh-nian^ 
See p;191.
79.70b C )
X tte h -n ia n g 1 s r e p ly .
Sea above.




Used as the text of a letter.
XH 13.25a. The XH song, which appears elsewhere 
in the CPM —  Ch.8 —  seems also to be the 
basis for this song.
82.2a %ti ft &b&i§_t|i_ ( "iW 4- )
Describes fan.
See p.189.
82. 3ab X  ( K  ^  5- )
Chin-lien addresses Ching-chi.
XH 20.42ate.
82.3b ( " " )
Ching-chi's reply.
XH 20.42ab.
22.4a &  j£pr tP J &JC 5^ ( ;ps <aj -^ )
Allusive; used to describe erotic scene.
82.4b i?l tS- y\tk t ( *1 k% '$1 )
Describes erotic scene.
XH 18.30ab.
82.10a %  4if %  yHL> &  M: -§ ( ^  )
Describes Ching-chifs reactions.
83.1b A  M  ( % ■ * £ . $ '  )
Used as the text of a letter.
XH 19.24b-25a.
tjL it '
Chin-lien expresses to Oh'un-mei hex1 love 
for Ching-chi.
■%:G.4- ( )
Chin-lien pleads with Oh'un-mei to take a 
message to Ching-chi.
YH 20.42a.
Slightly adapted in CPk.
+ .4kJk f  (41 fe &  )
Describes the thoughts of Ch'un-mei.
%  ($ 4. £  )
Used as the text of a letter.
XH 19.20b.
ft %vh © fffl it ( P9 X  )
Chin-lien expresses her loneliness to Ching-chi 
YH l£x30k.20.40a.
£ i j ( A t  £& $t )
Chin-lien and Ching-chi express their feelings 
by making up this song.
IH 18.30b.
See p.130a
Ak J^ i t *£> & $1 ( » " )
Used as the text of a letter.
YH 18.30b.
jfet it A  )
Used as the text of a letter.
xrH 13.29b. (The song seems to have been
adapted from the YH song which begins ^
^  47 M  .) ’
36.12ab &  -J-
Lrotic double ent-. 
describes a mouse.
J tendre song; ostensibly
/.
89.4b-Sa -*k I (V L  til f ,
Expresses Ydeh-niang's grief before Hsi-men1s
grave
89.5a gi&g.
Sung by Long Yfl-lou before Hsi-men* s grave.
39.8b A  % ( " " )
Cb'un-mei weeps before Chin-lien1 s grave.
89. lib-12 a ■ & % & & &  ( " " )
Leng Yft-lou weeps before Chin-lien1s rrave.
91.13b £  f * i . { <m  sk % )
Li Ya-nei's concubine complains to himj
93.2b-4b T. ( jfjs )
Ching-chi relates his misfortunes to the 
beggars among whom he lives.
See pp.183-4.
93.131) (eg *  )
Sung by singing-girl to Ching-chi in brothel.
YH 18.4£ab.
94.12b ( ig ±% £ )
Sung by Sun Hsiieh-o sj* l# , partly to please





The first of four such songs.
Chapter 
p.5 n.]





p . 9 n. 
p. 10 n.
U01D3S TO PaPT ONE 
one
L Chung-kuo t fu n g -su  h s ia o -s h u o  shu-mu #  HD ^
§ , p p . 1 1 6 -7 .
- "K im p e ib a i no hampon."
L H s in - k 1e C h in  P ’ in g  H e i t z 'u - h u a  G i f t  f a * *  ? i
p u b lis h e d  by th e  K u - i  h s ia o -s h u o  k 'a n -h s in g -u u i  
"i ^  'J 'tk *  til i j  £   ^ P e k in g , 1933*
I  Among th e s e  e d i t io n s  a r e :
Chin 1-1 ing Aei t z 1 u-hua, Chung-kuo wen-hsueh chen- 
pen ts'ung-shu 4* ©  ^  ^  ^ ^  H  series,
Shanghai t s a - c h ih  k u n g -s s u , 1935•
C h in  p 1 in g  IL e l t z  ' n -h u a , IZuo-hsdeh ch en -p en  w e n -k 'u
s e r ie s ,  Chung-yang s h u - t ie n ,
S h a n g h a i, 1 9 3 6 .
P o r o th e r  s im i la r  e d i t io n s ,  see "IZ im p e ib a i ham-  
ponko £  %  . "
1 "T 1 an C hin  P 1 in g  A e i t z  1 u -h u a  &  ifo ^  tS  i k  TT, 257 •
2 P o r exam ple , Hagasawa K ik u y a  in  "IZ im p e ib a i no 
ham pon."
3 T h is  in fo r m a t io n  is  s u p p lie d  on a h a n d -w r i t te n
f l y l e a f  in s e r te d  in  th e  e d i t io n  i t s e l f .
1 P o r a d e t a i le d  d is c u s s io n  o f t h is  e d i t io n ,  see
Za*n pon
"IZyoto h a ig a k u  zo E ira p e ib a i-s h iw a ^ n i ts u it^ -
S  X  ^  i $ 0 -  " by T o r i i  H is a y a s u .1 n r H
p . 10 
p. 10
p .10







n.2 1 Limpe ib a i no harnpon.” 
n . 3 "Bozan hdko kanshoroku £  IM fjf *fL § 
n.4- Ibid. Preface (3) is described as Tung-wu chu-kfe 
hsii 0  &  . It is impossible to say
whether the nung is missing in the edition itself, 
or whether it has been mistakenly omitted in 




n.l 1 Kimpeibai no hampon.1
n.l I do not know the present whereabouts of this 
edition. It is described as being in .Vang1 s 
possession in the "Chin P fing Liei pan-pen chih 
i-t1 unc; £  I*j
n.2 Por a description of this edition, see Chung-kuo 
fung-su hsiao-shuo shu-mu p .183.
One of the engravers who also helped to engrave
the Chin P'ing L e i  illustrations was Liu Ch'i-hsier
VL . J
n.3 "T1 an Ohin P 1 ing Kei tz 1 u-hua11. p.257* This
edition of the ;/u-sao ho-pien was in the
possession of Cheng Chen-to himself. See Ch1a-t1u-
pen Chung-kuo wen-hstieh shih, p.809 n.12.
n.l Por notes on many of the editions of the Chin p 1inp
Mei, and on this edition in particular, see 





p .23 n. 
p.25 n.
1 Qhung-kuo t * uns;-su hsiao-sliuo shu-mu % p. 116.
1 Interview, 1958.
"P 1 ing-shuo ^  ", by Chou Yiieh-jan J%) $£s.
The title of the edition is given as Hsin-k1e 
hsiu-hsiang p 1 i-p 1 ing Chin p'ing Mei ifi]
Irf .It is divided into 20 chuan
and 100 hui. It has iaai-p1 ing, and contains the 
Lung-chu K'e preface, as well as 200 single-page 
illustrations.
1 "Kimpeibai no hampon" and "himpeibai hamponko.u 
10 columns, 22 characters. See Chung-kuo t'ung-su 
hsiao-shuo shu-mu, p.117- There is an early 
edition with this lineation in the Sinologisch 
Instituut Library at Leiden.
Chapter Two.
p.28 n.l Wan-li yeh-huo-pien, chuan 25*
p.29 n.l The nature of the disparity between the chapter 
headings was pointed out in Cheng Chen-to1s 
"T1 an Chin P 1ing Mei tz1u-hua" p.259* A theory 
of the development of chapter headings from 
rudimentary titles to polished couplets is 
elaborated in Feng Yftan-chftn's ^  "Chin
P'ing Mei tz1u-hua-chung ti wen-hsueh shih-liao
pp. 185-6.
p.29 n.2 Among the earliest novels, as distinct from short 
stories, which make consistent use of tz1u for 
initial verse are the Chao-yang ch'u-shih gg 
and the Chu-lin yeh-shih $ #  jtL > both 
late-Ming works, 
p.30 n.l See The involution of a Chinese novel, p.66-7. 
p.30 n.2 There are nineteenth-century editions which are 
only a fraction of the length of the original.
See "Himpeibai hamponko." 
p.30 n.3 The original edition is in Fu Hsi-hua's possession, 
p.30 n.A "T*an Chin p fing Mei tz'u-hud*, p.259*
C hap t e r Tlir e e .
p .3 2 n.l an-1 i .yeh-huo-pion, ch.dan 2 5 .
p .40 n.l As commonly used in the fiction and drama of
the *.ing period 7 it means a man of property who
is not an official.
P *52 .1 l.:\, kuang^chi ^  M  , s] g ", . - m i
  _
p.53 n«i The earliest text of this name 1 have been able
to discover so far is the Fo-ting-hsin-t * o-lo-ni- 
ching-yen-v/en 'i® k& tfi£, in 1 ehdan,
which exists in a 154-1 edition in the Ueno 
(formerly Teikoku) Library in Tokyo. (Lee the 
Bu s sho -1: a i s e t s u - d a i 11 e n
p.3 2 1 . Ho mention is made there of the origin of 
the work.)
It is a text commonly used fro this purpose. 
Copies of the Oh1 ing dynasty, printed by private 
subscription, are still occasionally to be 
found in the Peking bookshops, 
p.60 n.l An historical account of these terms is found in
Ld Shu-hsiang1s 5 fa "Shuo 'men1 jpg .!’
 ^."7 . 1 There is, for example, a ku-t c* a - lied
1 „ - m ' r. - ' 1 ■ . mg
. It is rep ‘ini id in ku-t 3 * e hsd ti
op.l0r.- ' .ur jt • ✓ •
Chapter Four.
"p.ou n. L £ee Chapter Six.
p. 70 n.l !'g'an OMn r ' m  i..ei ta'u-’.iua," p.258.









BOTBS TO PART T.'i/G
See p.113.
! Do.
"Chin p fing Mei ti chu-tso shih-tai chi ch'i 
she-hui pei-ching SlJUcJ#
I Ibid.
1 The Oh 1 i-fa ^ |  by the Han poet Mei Ch1 eng 
(circa 150 B.C.) is a fu , contained in the 
yen-hsdan jC M  , which tells how a visitor from 
iVu tried seven different ways of stimulating the 
Grown Prince to throw off his illness. This is 
presumably the point of Hung-tao's reference.
2 Yhan Chung-lang ch'ih-tu ch'dan-kao fa
X  %  ^  , p . 4-6.
3 Chung-kuo hsiao-shuo shih-liao + ©  t t »
p.82. It is wrongly attributed to Yftan Ghung-tao.
My translation follows the punctuation of the 
modern editions of Ytian Hung-tao's letters, 
rather than that of this extract.
This passage in Hung-tao's letter is also 
referred to in the Chin P'ing Lei hou-pa
%£ , which is described on p.Ill below.









p . 85 n.
p.86 n. 
p.86 n.
1 It is contained in the H si eh-an chi ^
chiian 9. A modern reprint is to he found in the 
Wan-Ming hsiao-p!in wen-kfu 'J' ^  , vol.
1, p.10.
3 For an introduction to his life and friends, see 
"Ytlan Chung-lang p'ing-chuan 1
and "Chung-1ang shih-yu k fao ^ i  ^  " hy
Jen Wei-k1 un 'fe ,#£. .
1 Ytlan Chune;- lang ch1 ih-tu ch1 llan-kao , px^ . 179-184.
2 1 1 ang Hsien-tsu nien- p 1 u -'■§ $R if ^  , p .120.
5 See Ytlan Chung-lang ch'han-chi ^ ,
P.132.
4 K* e-hsheh-chai chi (wen-chi) iF ?tc ^  ,
p. 94. Chung-tao arrived in the tenth month of 1595
5 See, for example, Ytian Chung-lang wen-ch1 ao
, p.8.
6 He returned to the capital after this leave. See 
his biography in the Ming shih s# , chftan 288.
1 Chtlan 3 •
2 Yd an Chung-lang ch1 ih-tu ch1 tlan-kao , p. 37- I sun 
not sure what specific reference the analogy of 
the lao-te ching has to Tung Ch'i-ch'ang.
1 Ytlan Chung-1ang ch’ih-tu ch1 dan-kao , p. 179*












1 According to his biography in the &in£ shih,
chiian 288, he 'asked to be relieved of his £>ost
on the grounds of illness, and returned.' He
evidently passed through Soochow on the way back, 
for he was there in the third month of 1 5 9 7 * 
(Hua-ch1 an-shih sui-gi, chiian 2) .
1 Yu-chil shih-lu Mtt&k , p.245.
Ibid., p.70. Chen-chou was near the present-day
I-cheng 4% 9S in Liangsu. Chung-tao stayed
there from the first month of 1598 until the
seventh month of the same year, when he moved to 
the capital. On p.69, he says that he went to 
Chen-chou after failing the provincial examin­
ation in 1 5 9 7 •
1 This information is derived from his brother's 
letters. See Ytlan Chung;-lang ch'ih-tu ch'tlan-kao, 
pp.14-16.
2 Ibid., p.56.
3 Yu-chh shih-lu, p.35*
4 Ytlan Chung-1 ana; chf ih-tu ch'tlan-kao, pp. 14-16, 36. 
1 Hung;-1 ou-mens; hsin-cheng ^  f , p p .
426-7.
, 1 See The .evolution of a Chinese novel, pp.63-6.
,2 See Yu-chtl shih-lu, p.247.
,3 See Ytlan Chung-lang ch'ife-tu ch'tlan-kao» p.92.
"Hstl Jen-chang is the Li Po and the Tu Fu of 
this age."







l- There is a poem of Yuan Hung-tao’s which describes 
Li Chih expounding the Shui-hu-chuan. ( Yttan 
Chung-lang ch1 tl an-chi p .26. ) 5  1 1
S e e  th e . C h *<X -/ (X t None, o't- rt»e son^s survivrc, . 1W7
L £ fe-hsheh-chai chi (shih-chi  ^p.62. Yu-chh shih-
lu , p.69.
5 Yu-chh shih-lu, p.72.
5 Yu-chft shih-lu, p.70.
The best description of the Society is contained
in the introduction to a poem by Hung-tao.
(Yilan Chung- lang ch'tlan-chi ^  p . 14-5. )
For some of the poems written at this time, see
pp.61-2 of the same work.
The Oh1ung-kuo ssu was apparently the
popular name for the famous Hu-kuo ssu tf ID 4
in the U.W. of Peking. (See Ti-ching ching-wu
lft eh # jfe , p.70
5 According to the "Shih-t'an 'Chin P'ing Mei* ti
tso-che shih-t-ai ch'ft-ts'ai
^  X , it has a preface of 1606. The
writer, however, gives no reference to the
edition he used, and it is impossible to check
this fact. Hone of the modern editions contain
such a preface, and at least one early edition
is without it. (See the "Shang-cheng" of Chou
Yfteh-jan.) To the best of my knowledge, no
other scholar makes reference to a preface.
See Chung -lanycAMrhu cl'ftgn-Ln
p.94 n.l Yflan Chung-lang ch1ih-tu ch1uan-kao, p.162. 
p.94 n.2 I-tien 'Sl ^  . Shen Te-fu has changed the phrase 
to wai-tien
■ ■I.i.— —  i.n -i !■■■■ i ■■ r 'x
p . 94 n. 3 Yftan Chung-lang ch'uan-chi Tif , p . 143 . 
p.94 n.4 Chftan 25• The Yeh-huo-pien has two prefaces by 
the author, dated 1606 and 1 6 1 9 respectively.
The first preface belongs to the original form 
of the work, which was never published. The other 
preface belongs to the second augmented form 
of the Yeh-huo-pien. Hence Shen's note on the 
Chin P'ing Mei must have been written before 1619< 
p.95 n.l Presumably Shen Te-fu knew that half the work
was in existence, and so put the question in this 
form.
p.95 n.2 The text has pai £7 . It can be seen from the
local history —  Ma-ch1 eng-hsien chih M  ^  £-& ,
chflan 15 —  that it should have been pn If? . 
p. 97 n.l Jan-yen is the dynastic name of the Chin
emperors of China. Ta-ting is the title of
the reign of the Umperor Shih-tsung tt , which 
lasted from 1161 to 1189. This is about 40 years 
after the story of the Chin. A'ing Lei comes to 
an end. In comparison, the Hsft Chin p'ing Lei 
of Ting Yao-k’ang is set earlier, in the T'ien- 
hui i; period (1 1 2 3-3 5 ). 
p.98 n.l Yfian Chun-^-lan^ ch'ih.-tu ch'iian-kao. p.IGO.
p.98 n.2 The introduction to a poem written in the spring 
o? 1607 states that seven years have elapsed 
since the Society "broke up. (Xiian Chung-lang 
ch Mian-chi \ Jjj?p.l^ 5.) This means that the 
letter to Hsieh Chao-che must have "been written 
later in 160? or in 1608. 
p.98 n.3 He visited Hung-tao at his house at Liu-lang 
✓t< near Kung-an. Hung-tao silent much of the 
time from 1600 to 1606 there. See Hsieh Xii-ch'j 
li-shan tsfao .yin J ^ %  ? I (Xuan Chung-
C.l\iXCL^-k&Q
lang wen-ch'ao, p.170 
p.98 n.4- quoted in Qhung-kuo hsiao-shuo shih-liao p.82 
as from the Shan-1in ching-chi chi of T'u Pen- 
chiln. The Shan-1 in ching-chi chi is a ts'ung-shu 
of which widely differing editions exist. The 
Haikaku Bunko kanseki hunrui mokuroku pp,33^-3 
contains a reference to a Ming edition of which 
the Shang-cheng of Xiian Hung-tao forms part (ts 1 e 
10). It seems most likely that T'u Pen-ch&n's 
note was originally an editorial comment on the 
reference contained in the Shang-cheng to theW kd
Chin P'ing Lei, 
p.99 n.l Xh-t1ai is his style. He was a chin-shih of
1689, and thus a contemporary of Tung Ch'i-ch'ang 
(Ming t z ' u -1 sung tV , chiian H . )












Li Chartg-keng T. Xu-ch'ing r^ ?^ gp ,
a close friend of the X&an brothers.
Xu-chd shih-lu, chiian 3, p. 57-
See Mei Ta-chung-ch* ena; chuan -k
(K 1 e-hsileh-chai chi (wen-chi) , chiian 8, pp.260-7) 
’T’heno'Je-l L\*x.j£ P ro b a b ly  (K (rttr l^ g 'Z  . S& e &  pP&vliyL X
Ma-ch1 eng-hsien chih, chiian 15.
This passage is quoted in a note on Liu Ch'eng-
regards Liu Ch'eng-hsi's dates, however, Tai 
Wang-shu would seem to have misquoted, or else 
not to have noticed a slip by, the local history 
he was using. He gives the date of Liu's 
graduation as 1610, but with the cyclical 
characters for 1580. The edition which I have 
consulted (see Bibliography), as well as the 
provincial gazetteer, both give the date as 1880. 
Quoted in the Chung-kuo hsiao-shuo shih-liao 
p .8 5 as from the Ku-tung so-chi of
Teng Chih-ch1 eng i.
xditnvi,**.
See Ku-pen hsi-ch'il ts'ung-k'an it ,4s ^  Xf f»J , 
First Series.
Ku-chin hsiao-shuo, chUan 40.
See Ghiao Hsftn's &  Chh-shuo £>) UL p.57> which
contains references to a number of Ming plays
which were given this kind of interpretation 
by Ming critics.
hsi by Tai tfang-shu. (Hsiao-shuo hsi
ch1 u lun-chi » pp.9 1-2 .) as
p .105 n. 




p .105 n .
p.105 n.




p.l0 5 a n.
p.105a n. 
p.105b n.
2 Qhu-ch1 eng-hsien chili, chiian 21.
5 Hunan t1 ung-chih ^ , chiian 120.
Commercial Press ed., 1934, p.2426 i; .
Also chiian 102 (p.2239 4 ).
Hupeh t'ung-chih liiJf , chiian 113 •
Commercial Press ed., 1921, 2740 ~ .
5 Chiian 21.
6 Ibid. He is described as the grandson of Chfiu 
Pu ZfM- , who was also the grandfather of 
Chih-ch'ung. (Sntry under Chfiu Pu.)
7 Ibid. He was a military chil-tjen of 1630. In
contradiction to the above entry, he is here 
described as the grandson of Ch'iu Shun 
Ch'iu Pu's brother.
8 Ibid., chiian 24.
1 See p.105 n.2.
2 Chu-ch' eng-hsien chih, chiian 21.
3 Ibid., chiian 39*
4 lake, for example, the case of Hsieh Chao-che. 
(Lieh-ch'ao shih-chi hsiao-chuan, p • 648. )
5 See Ch'ien Pang's preface to the leh-huo-
pien.
6 Chu-ch* eng-hsien chih, chiian 35.
1 See the biography of his mother, nee T'ien© S/ 
(Ibid., chfban 45). She was 3^  years old at the 
time of her husband Ting ..si-ning' s T death






Prom facts contained in his own biography, this 
can be shown to have occurred about 1616. (Ibid. 
chiian 3 1 .)
1.2 See Ting Xao-k' ang1s own biography. (Ibid., 
chiian 36) .
i.l ^uoted in Ohung-kuo t1ung-su hsiao-shuo shu-mu,
p.117.
Seven.
.1 It is in the possession cf Pu Hsi-hua.
1.2 %uoted in rilan-ming-Ch1 ing san-tai chin-hui 
hsiao-shuo hsi-ch'd shih-liao ^
gfy- , p.262.
1.3 He edited the 11an-chi ts1un~-shu |
and the Chao-tai ts'ung-shu • In the
latter
former is found, for example, a work called 
lu Chuang-tau fa 'How Chuang-tsu
should be read.'
i.l The original edition is in Pu Hsi-hua's 
possession.




■mi— ■ 1 — 1
p .119 n
p.119 n
p. 120 n 
p . 120 n 
p . 120 n
1 This interpretation is briefly discussed at 
the beginning of Chapter Fourteen.
, 1 For a brief account of the form of literature 
known as shuo-ch1ang, see the beginning of 
Chapter Thirteen.
Eight.
, 1 The early history of the text of the Shui-hu- 
chuan is a fairly complex matter. It seems 
hardly justifiable to relate it here; accordingly 
I assume a knowledge of the most recent 
generally-accepted results of research, such as 
may be found in the Shui-hu-chuan yen-pien
of Yen Tun-i % » pp.l4-9-2C5* 
The most recent account in English is found 
in The Evolution of a Chinese novel, pp.61-86.
.2 There is a fragment of an edition which
includes these campaigns and which is t o W
-h
ssffr-re 1594. See 8hui-hu-chuan yen-pien, p.199-
.1 Jen-min wen-hsdeh chfu-pan-she a  tyL'h:
, 195*.
.2 This is edition 2 referred to on p.185 of the 
Shui-hu-chuan7 yen-pien.
.5 It consists of one chhan, five chapters. It was 
formerly in the possession of Cheng Chen-to.






p .12 3 n.
1 Hsiu-hsiang ch’ilan-chuan Xing-hsiung-p1u ^
£ .A Ch'ing blockprint edition,
in the School of Oriental and African Studies 
Library. It has the Hsiung Fei^i 7? preface.
On ttn upper part of each page is the 1 1 5-chapter 
edition of the SHC, and on the lower part, the 
12C-c,hapter edition of the 3an-kuo yen-i.
This kind of edition is sometimes named Han-Sung 
ch1 i-shu . It is referred to on p. 197
of the Shui-hu-chuan1 yen-pien.
1 This can be deduced from T'ien-tu wai-ch'en's 
preface. See Shu 1 -hu-chuanflyen-pien, pp. 186-7.
2 tVan-li yeh-huo-pien, chiian 5 (p«139)*
3 3ee Shui-hu-chuan yen-pien% p.199*
4- shui-hu-ch11\an-chuan, preface pp.4-5. But note
tj
Yen Tun-i's reservations, Shui-hu-chuan yen-pien 
pp.157-8.
1 There is reason to believe that Shen Te-fu's 
information about Kuo Hsfin may not be reliable. 
His attribution to him of the authorship of the 
historical novel Xing-1ieh-chuan £  b  n  is not
mm.m, ■ — ■.■■■■■■— w— — — — — m— ■
now generally accepted. See Xi n g-1i eh-chuan%
preface p.3 ff.
In the Ghia-ching catalogue Pai-ch'uan
shu-chih S ''I % %>\ there is mention of an edition
in ICG chiian. If there were no need to credit 
Shen Te-fu, this would be the most likely
o exemplar of the T'ien-tu wai-chfen edition, whicl 
is in 100 hui.
p.126 n.l Ch.4. ’Splendid1 hardly does justice to this
SC-rvH fzu-nU
expression. The Chinese is se-ssti. tzu-nh 
which is made from chiieh-hao tz- ' splendid 1 
by the process of splitting each character into 
its component parts. It is a slang term, of 
course.
p. 126 n.2 jig. in Chapters 98 and 99.
p. 126 n.3 See T1 ian-kung k1 ai-wu H x p .  137.
" a s  for the tiles used i n  the Imperial palaces, 
the largest (of the factories supplying them) 
is at Lintsing."
The others were the Liu-li-ch*ang ^  J&t in
Peking, and the great tileworks at Soochow.
See also Iling shih, chiian 82 (Ahih-huo-chih 6) . 
p . 128 n.l Gretti^saga. Translated into Snglish as
l^e Gfr^ thr' (liveryman),
p.130 n.l Actually Tu Chfien and Sung .'/an
p.134- n.l Although every reader of the classical Chinese 
novel knows the feature here named as tsan, 
there seems to be no word in common use for it. 
They can best be described as a form of parallel 
prose. Rhyme is found seldom, and then incon­
sistently; the language is conventional and 
even stilted. They are an early component of
J
the vernacular literature; it is possible that 
they could he traced hack to passages ofak:^ ^  
parallel prose in the pien-wen $  of the 
1'ang dynasty. See Cheng Chen-to: Ch * a-t1u-pen 
Chung-kuo wen-hstleh shih 
13.135 n*l It has been suggested that the 8HC has here
copied from a lost hua-pen story. See “Shui-liu- 
chung so ts1ai-yung ti hua-pen tzu-liao 
zk 'f ^ by yang Li-ch1 i £ ?? .
There is no evidence, however, that the CPU 
necessarily used the hua-pen story.
Chapter Bine.
p. 137 n.l Sung-faan tzu-chih t1 ung-chieh ^ ^  'Ssu 
chiian 22.
p. 138 n.l There is a facsimile reproduction of the Sun( 
edition by the Seikado Bunko.
Chapter 
p. 143 n
p . 1 4 -3  n 
p .143 n





1 Han-hlue vol.II (Peking, 1947), 444-4-55.
The inclusion of stories (a) and (k) was 
described by Ono Shinobu and Send a
Hyuichi -f 5? — in their translation of the
novel. (Kimpeibai% vol.l p.3 1 2 .)
.2 This name is generally applied, for convenience* I 
sake, to the surviving remnants of various 
collections published by Hung P'ien .
.3 This tz1u is also used as the introduction to 
story 37> of the Chfu-k*e p*ai-an chinc'-ch'i
^  . The accompanying comment
is different, however,
.1 See Chun^-kuo t'ung-su hsiao-shuo shu-nu pp. 110-3, 
The edition is not accessible. I have made use 
of a Ch * ing edition by the Ta-ch1 eng-t1 arp; .
.2 Ibid., p.31. There is also a .Van-chflan-1 ou 
edition of the ILuo-se t1ien-hsiang W & 
in the Kaikan Bunko. (Baikaku Bunko Hanseki 
Bunrui mokuroku, p.290.) It is dated 1597*
.1 The former tsan is, for example, found in the 
Ch1ing-p1ing-shan-t1ang hua-pen story Loyang 
san-kuai chi >2 .
• 1 ,fA Colloquial short story in the novel Chin p'ing 
Lei.” See also C.Birch: Hu Chin Hsiao Shuo:
Critical Examination, pp.224-241.
_








1 The three stories are:
(1) Chang Ph-hu chi ^  ? SM sS . Contained in 
the Kuo-se t 1ien-hsiang. Lentioned in the Pao-wen 
t 1ang shu-mu, p.118.
(2) Chieh-chih-erh chi, see pp.148-9 above.
(5) Jen Hsiao-tzu lieh-hsing wei-shen ^ 3-
^ . (Eh-chin hsiao-shuo , chiian 3 6 .)
Lentioned in Pao-wen-t1ang shu-mu, p.129.
Pleven.
• 1 11 Chin p'ing Lei tz 'u-hua-chung ti wen-hstieh
- shih-liao M t Q *1 ft 4.W- pp. 1 8 8-1 9 8 .
.2 The two men are confused by Peng Xlian-chiln, 
ibid., p.211 note 67. See Aoki Lasaru1 s f & 
Chung-kuo chin-shih hsi-ch'il shih £ II? ■£. §:
&  , pp. 189-90 .
. 1 Por details of the passages taken from this
play, see Chou I-pai M & : Chung-kuo hsi—chu
shih , pp.3 7 1 -2 .
.1 There is a chapter on Li K'ai-hsien in Yagisawa’ 
Ha.iime!s /\ 4* Spr 7t> Lindai gekisakuka kenkyu
, pP ; 172-268.
.2 See Ming-tai tsa-chu cVllan-mu ufi %  ]£\ B 
by Pu Hsi-hua, pp.91-3.
•3 His other extant play is in the possession of 
EanAa Eiichfro ^  of Kyoto.
It is the Tuan-fa chi tt .
p. 167 n.4- There is a facsimile reproduction of it in the 
Mu-p en hsi-ch1u ts1ung-k1 an, first series.
A modern reprint is included in the 3hui-hu 
hsi-ch'u chi & , second series.
Page references in this chapter are to the
°  S ' x
former.
p. 168 n.l Shui-hu hs 1 -ch1 >1 chi, second series, introduction
p.2.
P . 168 n .8 Yilan-shan-t1 ang Ming ch1 u-;: 1 in chh-p 1 in chiao-lu,
_  r* r-p • PP •
p. 168 n.3 See "Li il'ai-hsien ho t'a-ti Lin Oh'ung pao-chier
chi £  m  vi U  4  <S , p . 289.
13.168 n.4- Ibid., p. 302.
p.169 n.l See the note appended to his play. Shui-hu hsi- 
ch'h chi, second series, p.1 5 7 * 
p.169 n.2 Extracts are quoted in Yftan-shan-t1 ang i~ing 
ch'ti-p'in chfl-p'in chiao-lu, p.300. 
p. 169 n.3 The Chin p fing Lei hou-pa rejects the theory
of «Vang Shih-chen's authorship on the grounds
w  X  O
that the dialogue in the novel is Shantung 
dialect.
p.172 n.l Sheng-shih hsin-sheng, p.la; Tz1u-lin chai-yen
^ 11a ff.; xun g-hsi y ti eh-fu, chuan 3 9 2a ff.
Tor details of these works, see the next
chapter. The Ta1u-lin chai-yen says it was 
written by Ch'iu Ju-ch' eng ^  £  of the Ming 
dynasty.
p. 174- n. 
p. 174- n.
p . 177
p . I.78 n .  
p . 178 n .
p . 179 n .
1 "C h in  A 1 in g  h e i  t z 1 u -h u a -c h u n g  t i  w en-hsueh
s h i h - l i a o ,"  p p .1 8 3 -5 .
2 See Cheng C h e n -to 's  Chung—kuo su-we n-hsheh. s h ih
*7* , p a r t  tw o , p . 7 0 . See a ls o  Xeh
T e -c h iin 1 s jj? ^  S u n g -x u a n -L in g  c h ia n g -c h 1 ang 
we n -h  sheh g  fL> ^  ^  , p . 8 .
1 "C hing yh c h 'o u  -ia 2 .  . ”
1 hiu-shili-chung ch!h 7s: f &  ed.
2 as ab o ve .
1 H is  nove l i s  th e  H s i u - t 1 a ;yeh -sh ih  ,
th e  o n ly  known copy o f  w h ich  is  in  th e  p o s s e s s io r
o f  R .H . van  G ru lik . P a r t  o f  i t  i s  re p ro d u ce d  in  
h is  S r o t ic  c o lo u r  p r in t s  o f  th e  L in g  p e r io d .
Chapter
p.180 n,
p .  184 n, 
p .  18p n'
p .  185 n
p. 186 n 
p. 186 n 
p. 186 n 
p.186 n
p . 187 n
p •187 n 
p.187 n
Twelve.
. 1 “Chin P*ing Liei tz'u-hua-chung ti wen-hsheh 
shih-liao.1
.1 Hsti Chin P ’ing Mei.
.1 See Chda-t'u-pen Chung-kuo wen-hstleh shih, p.809. 
Peng Yhan-chUn has noted the inclusion of the 
songs.
.2 .Referred to in Feng YiAan-chhn's essay, but with­
out any details. It has not been possible so far 
to trace this work.
. 1 Yung-hsi yfteh-fu, chtlan 20.
.2 pp.llab.
.3 See Ming-tai ko-ch'il hstian Bfl pp.73-80.
.4 Fang-.ju-yhan ytleh-fu , contained in
Chao Nan-hsing chi , of which there
is an edition with a 1610 preface. (Peking 
Library). Reprinted in Ch1ing-tu san-k1e erh- 
chung i f " e d .  Lu Ch1 ien ^  q*) , 1935*
Selections are found in modern anthologies, 
such as Chung-kuo su-wen-hsfleh-shih and Ming-tai 
ko-ch1 lit h sflan.
. ] ^uoted in Yeh Te-chdn's "Ming-tai su-ch*^ hsft-
as from Li K'ai-hsien's 
collection Chung-lu hsien-chil chi
.2 Chftan 5- See Appendix I.
•3 See n.l.
irt
p. 183 n.l The song which is about tea (on one level], and 
singing-girls (on another). CPL Oh. 12 3b.
It is found in fun/-hsi .yttch-fu chtlan 18 p.21a. 
p.193 n.l See Ohung-kuo t'ung-su hsiao-shuo shu-mu, p.1 7 3 * 
See also Cheng Ohen-to 1 s "Han Hsiang-tau ^  'Jrd £ .' 
p.196 n.l See Yeh Te-chttn; Sung-Yhan-Ming chiang-ch1ang 
wen-hstleh, pp.24-5. 
p.196 n.2 See "Han Hsiang-tzu." I have a late-Ch'ing 
lithographic edition by the Chu-chi shu-chtl 
M* &  of Shanghai, 
p.196 n.3 Chung-kuo t'ung-su hsiao-shuo shu-mu, p.40.
Chapter Thirteen.
p. 199 n.l Another term is chiang-ch1 ang sw 
p.201 n.l "ICimpeibai-shiwa shoin no hokan ni tsuit-:
p.201 n.2 "Chin p'ing Sei tz'u-hua-chung ti wen-hsfleh 
shih-liao.1
p.202 n.l Sunm-Ytian-Ling chianv-cb 1 ang wen-hstleh.
—  ■■ ■ .1 ■■ ■■ ■ -  mmd ■ I W  ■■...... ... . i,.  ................
p .203 n.l Ibid., p .25.
p.203 n.2 It is possible that there is a second example —  
the passage spoken bp ni ^aei in Ob.90 2a —
though it seems more likely to derive from the 
drama.
p.204 n.l The term is used in one other place in the CPA;
in Ch.78 9b, it describes a long, fairly
colloquial tsar.










. 1 "Ku-cM ssu-k'ao pa £ f&\ *3 % , "pp.118-9,
note 206.
.2 “Chin P'ing Lei ti ch'an-sheng ho tso-che +&
6$ # .1
. 1 See Hsi! Meng-hsiang it^iiB : "Luan-vh 
Chin P fing Llei ti tso-che
.2 See Chung-kuo t'ung-su hsiao-shuo shu-mu, pp.117- 
8.
.3 There are two plays in manuscript in the Ma Lien 
Collection at the Peking University Library.
.4- Fu Hsi-hua includes seven titles of tzu-ti shi 
based on the GPL in his "Ling-tai hsiao-shuo 
yfl tzu-ti shu afi § .1
• 5 A folio of 200 paintings, based, on the
illustrations to the CPM, is accessible in 
pre-war reproduction in China, under the title 
of Pi-mei-t1 u H  1%)
HOT AS TO APPJSEDIX ±
p.713 n.l "Chin P 1 ing Mei ti chu-tso shih-tai chi ch1 i 
she-hui pei-ching." 
p.213 n.2 Ming shih, chiian 92, ma-cheng i&z. . "It was
in the Ch1 eng-h.ua period that the T'ai-p'u 
first had funds, hut they amounted to little 
more than 30,000 taels." 
p.213 n.3 ^or a brief account of this system, see Chang 
Chd-cheng ta-chuan §S M 51 p . 338.
p.214- n.l See Hou Jen-chih ^  ^  : "Ming-tai Hsilan
Ta Shan-hsi san-chen ma-shih k ’ao -\i S
l u  V22 ."(Translated as "Frontier
Horse markets in the Ming dynasty." Chinese 
Social history ed. Sun and He Francis, 309-352.) 
2 1 4 -  n.2 Chang Cht(-cheng ta-chuan, p .358. 
p . 714- n.3 Ming shih, ch-lan 79 » ts1 ang-k1 n g  
p . 214 n . 64- Chang Chfi-cheng ta-chuan, pp. * 355-8.
Sj
p.2]4- n.3 Ming shih, chi an 213, biography of Chang Chu-chen 
p . 214- n. 6 Chang Cb.h-clierig ta-chuan, pp . 380-390 . 
p.215 n.l As p.213 n.2.
p.215 n.2 See v'/u Han: "I 1 an Qh!ien ho Mno-chueh
£ &
$ ," shih-hsteh feature, Huang-ming
Jih-pao y-i 3 23 July, 1959*
p.215 n.3 p.4-107* In the third month of 1509, 300,000 

















1 There are other references in Chapters 65, 64, 
and 73•
2 “Chin P'ing kei tz1u-hua-chung ti wen-hsfteh 
shih-liao, p .195•
1 ie* H'nn-ch'd
2 Chung-kuo hsi-chh shih, pp.568 ff.
1 “Ling-tai su-ch'h hstl-lun aJi ft "fe ^  .1
2 The sole surviving cop/ is contained in the 
Sonkeikaku 0H Library in Tokyo. _ut is
in 6 chhan. Chiian 4 is compose^. of Lua-chih-erh. 
The chiMan heading says Kua-chen-erh, yet some 
of the songs are labelled Kua-chih-erh.
The work is also known as the Ta-Hing-ch1un
. F o t  a description of it, with photographs 
see lu Mn-tzu $  X 3- : "Tung-ching kuan-shu chd
5 Chiian 4.
1 The reference is contained in his preface to his 
brother1 s poems, llstl Hsiao-hsiu shih 
(Yuan Chung-lang wen-ch'ao, pp.k-5• )
This preface formed part of Hung-tao's second 










According to Chung-tao, this collection comprised 
work done during the term at Soochow. See Chung- 
lang hsien-sheng ch'than-chi hsh
• (£' e-hsileh-chai chi (wen-chi), p.87.)
2 See Chung-kuo su-wen-hsileh shih, pp.275-281.
5 See also Chao Ching-shen /£*! ^  : M£ta-chlh-erh.tr
Hsiao-shuo hsi-chil hsin-kfao H'\ jjhf % ,
pp.319-322.
4- ffan-li yeh-huo-pien, chiian 25.
5 The only edition I have seen is a lithographic 
one by the Te-chi shu-chtl of 1900.
It is in 8 chttan. It was apparently the work 
of one Hsdeh Chfao H. Ssu-chen tzu
-S ^  3- 9 whose name is given on page 1. It
bears two prefaces, the first dated 1603, and 
the second, by Yuan Mei , who re-edited it,
dated 1753* (<Vhether the editorship of Than Mei 
is genuine, I do not know.)
6 Chtlan 5 •
1 "Tung-ching kuan-shu chi."
2 The Tz1u-luan is a collection made by a descend­
ant of Liu Hsiao-tsu’s in the K'ang-hsi period.
3 See Pu Ihn-tzu: "Kua-chih-erh yft p ' i-p 1 o-yvi ^
SLptgZJZZ .»
A His biography in the Lieh-chfao shih-chi hsiao-
chu-an ^  'J -i^f (p.393) says pin-chou.
The Tz 1 u-luan says ,/an-p1 ing.
p. 221 n.5 See his biography in the Lieh-ch'ao shih-chi
h s i ao-chuan,  pp.55^-5•
OTUS TO APPSEDIZ II
p. 223 n. 1 "Chin r 1 ing ilei tz'u-hua feng-su k ‘ao
T9CTHS TO ^iPPSEDIX III
p. 226 n. 1 "Chin P'ing He i t z1u-hua-chuna t i ven-heiieh
shih-liao" , pip . 138-203 .
p. 230 n.l Ibid., p.214.
p. 232 n. 1 TV, if? O; 31-L. VJ. • y jk • £-_ v^/ _L •
p. 235Ju —  ^ n. 1 His name occurs frequently in the Lu-kuei-pu
■
p. 237 n. 1 CPM has chi-sheng-yao KJ=t- Ip ^ which is
presumably a mistake for chi-sheng-ts 1 aoJ&
the name given to the tune in IE.
239 n.1 It is not certain whether this is a song. It
d-
is described merely as a 1 few lines.'
P.239 n.2 She name k 1 a shan-p1o yang is not to the best
of my knowledge, found elsewhere, except in the 
Hsfl Jhin r 1 ing ...ei. It may simply denote
skan-nfo yang songs which are used for the
purpose of mourning; it does not seem to 
indicate a different form.
‘v"7
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